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T
he tragedy on September 11, 2001, was a wake-up call for
Americans. We became complacent during the 1990s. After
the collapse of the Soviet Union, no country could match or

balance us. We had unsurpassed global military, economic, and cul-
tural power. The Gulf War at the beginning of the decade was an easy
victory; and at the end of the decade, we bombed Serbia without suf-
fering a single casualty. The economy grew and the stock market
boomed. We resembled Britain in its mid-Victorian glory, but with
even greater global reach.

But Americans were largely indifferent and uncertain about how
to shape a foreign policy to guide this power. Polls showed the Amer-
ican public focused on domestic affairs and paying little attention to
the rest of the world. Between 1989 and 2000, the television networks
closed foreign bureaus and cut their foreign news content by two-
thirds. TV executives found that “young adults cared more about the
Zone diet than the subtleties of Middle East diplomacy.” The presi-
dent of MSNBC blamed “a national fog of materialism and disinter-
est and avoidance.”1 And many of those Americans who did pay
attention to foreign policy became arrogant about our power, argu-
ing that we did not need to heed other nations. We seemed both in-
vincible and invulnerable.
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All that changed on September 11. The direction of the change, if
not the timing, could have been foreseen. Earlier in the year, the final
report of a commission on national security chaired by former sena-
tors Gary Hart and Warren Rudman warned that America’s military
superiority would not protect us from hostile attacks on our home-
land: “Americans will likely die on American soil, possibly in large
numbers.”2 The report was largely ignored. In 1997, James Woolsey and
I had written that the highest priority in U.S. national security policy
should be given to catastrophic terrorism, but we feared that “the very
nature of U.S. society makes it difficult to prepare for this problem. Be-
cause of our ‘Pearl Harbor mentality,’ we are unlikely to mount an ade-
quate defense until we suffer an attack.”3

The terrorist attack was a terrible symptom of deeper changes that
are occurring in the world. As I will show in chapter 2, a technological
revolution in information and communications has been diffusing
power away from governments and empowering individuals and
groups to play roles in world politics—including wreaking massive
destruction—that were once reserved for the governments of states.
Privatization has been increasing, and terrorism is the privatization of
war. Moreover, the processes of globalization have been shrinking dis-
tances, and events in faraway places—such as Afghanistan—are hav-
ing a greater impact on American lives. The world has been changing
from the Cold War era to the global information age, but until very
recently, American attitudes and policies were not keeping pace.

Where do we go from here? Americans are still wrestling with how
best to combine our power and our values while reducing our vulner-
abilities. As the largest power in the world, we excite both longing and
hatred among some, particularly in the Muslim world. As one Pak-
istani physician and religious leader put it, “You are blind to anyone
beyond your borders. . . . America is the world’s biggest bully. Is it any
wonder that so many cheer when the bully finally gets a bloodied
nose?”4 At the same time, the tragedy also produced an enormous up-
welling of sympathy for the United States in most parts of the world.

Some Americans are tempted to believe that we could reduce these
hatreds and our vulnerability if we would withdraw our troops, cur-
tail our alliances, and follow a more isolationist foreign policy. But
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isolationism would not remove our vulnerability. Not only are the
terrorists who struck on September 11 dedicated to reducing Ameri-
can power, but in the words of Jordan’s King Abdallah, “they want to
break down the fabric of the U.S. They want to break down what
America stands for.”5 Even if we had a weaker foreign policy, such
groups would resent the power of the American economy, which
would still reach well beyond our shores. American corporations and
citizens represent global capitalism, which is anathema to some.

Moreover, American popular culture has a global reach regardless
of what we do. There is no escaping the influence of Hollywood,
CNN, and the Internet. American films and television express free-
dom, individualism, and change (as well as sex and violence). Gener-
ally, the global reach of American culture helps to enhance our soft
power—our cultural and ideological appeal. But not for everyone.
Individualism and liberties are attractive to many people but repul-
sive to some, particularly fundamentalists. American feminism, open
sexuality, and individual choices are profoundly subversive of patri-
archal societies. One of the terrorist pilots is reported to have said
that he did not like the United States because it is “too lax. I can go
anywhere I want and they can’t stop me.”6 Some tyrants and funda-
mentalists will always hate us because of our values of openness and
opportunity, and we will have no choice but to deal with them
through more effective counterterrorism policies. But those hard
nuggets of hate are unlikely to catalyze broader hatred unless we
abandon our values and pursue arrogant and overbearing policies
that let the extremists appeal to the majority in the middle.

What policies should guide our power, and can we preserve it? The
United States has been compared to the Roman Empire, but even
Rome eventually collapsed. A decade ago, the conventional wisdom
lamented an America in decline. Best-seller lists featured books that
described our fall. The cover of a popular magazine depicted the
Statue of Liberty with a tear running down her cheek. Japan was eat-
ing our lunch and would soon replace us as number one. That view
was wrong at the time, and I said so. When I wrote Bound to Lead in
1989, I predicted the continuing rise of American power. But power
has its perils.
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In his election campaign, President George W. Bush said, “If we
are an arrogant nation, they’ll view us that way, but if we’re a humble
nation, they’ll respect us.” He was right, but unfortunately, many for-
eigners saw the United States in 2001 as arrogantly concerned with
narrow American interests at the expense of the rest of the world.
They saw us focusing on the hard power of our military might rather
than our soft power as we turned our backs on many international
treaties, norms, and negotiating forums. In their eyes, the United
States used consultations for talking, not listening. Yet effective lead-
ership requires dialogue with followers. American leadership will be
more enduring if we can convince our partners that we are sensitive
to their concerns. September 2001 was a start toward such sensitivity,
but only a start.

The problem is more than a partisan one. President Bush has de-
clared that he is not a unilateralist, and President Clinton originally
touted “assertive multilateralism” but subsequently backed away from
United Nations peacekeeping efforts. Nor was he able to follow
through on many of his multilateral initiatives. One reason was that
Americans were internally preoccupied and relatively indifferent to
our extraordinary role in the world. Both Republicans and Democrats
in Congress responded largely to domestic special interests and often
treated foreign policy as a mere extension of domestic politics. Con-
gress tried to legislate for the rest of the world and imposed sanctions
when others did not follow American law—for example, on trade
with Iran or Cuba. Not only did Congress refuse to ratify more than a
dozen treaties and conventions over the last decade, but it reduced
foreign aid, withheld our dues to the United Nations and other inter-
national agencies, slashed spending at the State Department, and
abolished the U.S. Information Agency. We must do better than that.

I am not alone in warning against the dangers of a foreign policy
that combines unilateralism, arrogance, and parochialism . A num-
ber of American adherents of realist international relations theory
have also expressed concern about America’s staying power.
Throughout history, coalitions of countries have arisen to balance
dominant powers, and the search for new state challengers is well un-
der way. Some see China as the new enemy; others envisage a Russia-
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China-India coalition as the threat. Still others see a uniting Europe
becoming a nation-state that will challenge us for primacy. But as I
will show, while the realists have a point, they are largely barking up
the wrong tree.

In fact, the real challenges to our power are coming on cat’s feet in
the night, and ironically, our desire to go it alone may ultimately
weaken us. The contemporary information revolution and its atten-
dant brand of globalization are transforming and shrinking our
world. At the beginning of this new century, these two forces have in-
creased American power, including our ability to influence others
through our attractive or “soft” power. But with time, technology
spreads to other countries and peoples, and our relative preeminence
will diminish. For example, today our twentieth of the global popula-
tion represents more than half of the Internet. Many believe that in a
decade or two, Chinese will be the dominant language of the Internet.
It will not dethrone English as a lingua franca, but at some point the
Asian market will loom larger than the American market. Or to take
other examples, in international trade and antitrust matters the Euro-
pean Union already balances American economic power, and Eu-
rope’s economic and soft power is likely to increase in years to come.

Even more important, the information revolution is creating vir-
tual communities and networks that cut across national borders.
Transnational corporations and nongovernmental actors (terrorists
included) will play larger roles. Many of these organizations will have
soft power of their own as they attract our citizens into coalitions
that ignore national boundaries. As one of America’s top diplomats
observed, NGOs are “a huge and important force . . . In many issues
of American policy, from human rights to the environment, NGOs
are in fact the driving force.”7 By traditional measures of hard power,
compared to other nations, the United States will remain number
one, but being number one ain’t gonna be what it used to.

Globalization—the growth of networks of worldwide interdepen-
dence—is putting new items on our national and international agenda
whether we like it or not. Many of these issues we cannot resolve by
ourselves. International financial stability is vital to the prosperity of
Americans, but we need the cooperation of others to ensure it.
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Global climate change, too, will affect Americans’ quality of life, but
we cannot manage the problem alone. And in a world where borders
are becoming more porous than ever to everything from drugs to in-
fectious diseases to terrorism, we are forced to work with other coun-
tries behind their borders and inside ours. To rephrase the title of my
earlier book, we are not only bound to lead, but bound to cooperate.

How should we guide our foreign policy in a global information
age? Some in the current foreign policy debates look at our prepon-
derance in power and see a modern empire. For example, self-styled
neo-Reaganites advocate a foreign policy of “benign American hege-
mony.” Since American values are good and we have the military
power, we should not feel restrained by others. In their eyes, “Ameri-
cans should understand that their support for American pre-emi-
nence is as much a boost for international justice as any people is
capable of giving. It is also a boon for American interests and for
what might be called the American spirit.”8

But many conservative realists as well as liberals believe that such
views smack of hubris and arrogance that alienate our friends. Amer-
icans have always viewed our nation as exceptional, but even our De-
claration of Independence expressed “a decent respect for the
opinions of mankind.” If we are truly acting in the interests of others
as well as our own, we would presumably accord to others a substan-
tial voice and, by doing so, end up embracing some form of multilat-
eralism.9 As our allies point out, even well-intentioned Americans are
not immune to Lord Acton’s famous warning that power can cor-
rupt. As we shall see in chapter 5, learning to define our national in-
terest to include global interests will be crucial to the longevity of our
power and whether others see the hegemony as benign or not.

Americans are divided over how to be involved with the rest of the
world. At the end of the Cold War, many observers were haunted by
the specter of the return of American isolationism. The debate today,
however, is not only between isolationists and internationalists but
also within the internationalist camp, which is split between unilater-
alists and multilateralists. Some urge a new unilateralism in which
we refuse to play the role of docile international citizen, instead
unashamedly pursuing our own ends. They speak of a unipolar
world because of our unequaled military power. But as we will see in
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the pages that follow, military power alone cannot produce the out-
comes we want on many of the issues that matter to Americans.

As a former assistant secretary of defense, I would be the last to deny
the continuing importance of military power. Our military role is es-
sential to global stability. And the military is part of our response to ter-
rorism. But we must not let the metaphor of war blind us to the fact
that suppressing terrorism will take years of patient, unspectacular
work, including close civilian cooperation with other countries. On
many of the key issues today, such as international financial stability,
drug smuggling, or global climate change, military power simply can-
not produce success, and its use can sometimes be counterproductive.
As President Bush’s father said after the September tragedy, “Just as
Pearl Harbor awakened this country from the notion that we could
somehow avoid the call of duty and defend freedom in Europe and Asia
in World War II, so, too, should this most recent surprise attack erase
the concept in some quarters that America can somehow go it alone in
the fight against terrorism or in anything else for that matter.”10

The initial American response followed this advice. Congress sud-
denly approved a big dues payment and confirmed our ambassador to
the United Nations. The president sought UN support and stressed
coalition building. The Treasury and White House, which earlier had
undercut international cooperation on money-laundering tax havens,
rapidly became proponents of cooperation. But unilateralism is far
from banished. “At first, the Pentagon was even unwilling to have
NATO invoke the alliance’s mutual-defense clause. The allies were
desperately trying to give us political cover and the Pentagon was re-
sisting it. Eventually Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld under-
stood it was a plus, not a minus, and was able to accept it.”11 Other
officials, however, worried that coalitions would shackle the United
States and that invoking the international authority of the UN or
NATO would set a bad precedent. Internal debates about how to im-
plement the Bush doctrine of eliminating the scourge of terrorism
raised concerns in other countries that the United States would be the
unilateral judge of whether a country is supporting terrorism and the
appropriate methods of response.12 In the Congress, at the same time
that our ally Britain was ratifying the treaty creating an international
criminal court, Senator Jesse Helms was pressing legislation that
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would authorize “any necessary action to free U.S. soldiers improperly
handed over to the court, a provision dubbed by some delegates as
‘the Hague invasion clause.’ ”13 How long the new multilateralism will
last and how deep it goes remains an open question.

Any retreat to a traditional policy focus on unipolarity, hegemony,
sovereignty, and unilateralism will fail to produce the right out-
comes, and its accompanying arrogance will erode the soft power
that is often part of the solution. We must not let the illusion of em-
pire blind us to the increasing importance of our soft power.

How should we act in this time of unparalleled power and peril?
Can we learn how to use our hard and soft power in productive com-
bination to not only defeat terrorism but deal with the other issues of
a global information age? Can we wisely use our lead during these
years early in the century to build a framework for the long term?
Can we promote and ensure our basic values of freedom and democ-
racy? Are our domestic attitudes and institutions up to the challenge,
or will we fritter away our advantage through inattention or arro-
gance? Why we are having such a hard time defining our national in-
terest in this global information age?

This book was originally planned as a wake-up call to Americans
as well as a suggestion of how to use our unprecedented power. Now
the alarm has been sounded far more effectively than any pen could
accomplish, but we still need to determine how to use the current
decades of our preeminence to advance long-term national and global
interests. Our historical test will be to develop a consensus on princi-
ples and norms that will allow us to work with others to create politi-
cal stability, economic growth, and democratic values. American
power is not eternal. If we squander our soft power through a combi-
nation of arrogance and indifference, we will increase our vulnerabil-
ity, sell our values short, and hasten the erosion of our preeminence.

I want to emphasize in closing that this book should not be read pri-
marily as a response to the terrorist attacks on our country, though it
indeed has much to say on the subject. My concern is deeper than the
terrorists attacks, horrible though they were. It is really about America’s
future—about how we can increase and take advantage of the power
that emanates from our deepest values and how we should face the
principal challenges that confront us in a global information age.
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N
ot since Rome has one nation loomed so large above the
others. In the words of The Economist, “the United States be-
strides the globe like a colossus. It dominates business, com-

merce and communications; its economy is the world’s most
successful, its military might second to none.”1 French foreign minis-
ter Hubert Védrine argued in 1999 that the United States had gone
beyond its superpower status of the twentieth century. “U.S. su-
premacy today extends to the economy, currency, military areas,
lifestyle, language and the products of mass culture that inundate the
world, forming thought and fascinating even the enemies of the
United States.”2 Or as two American triumphalists put it, “Today’s in-
ternational system is built not around a balance of power but around
American hegemony.”3 As global interdependence has increased,
many have argued that globalization is simply a disguise for Ameri-
can imperialism. The German newsmagazine Der Spiegel reported
that “American idols and icons are shaping the world from Kat-
mandu to Kinshasa, from Cairo to Caracas. Globalization wears a
‘Made in USA’ label.”4

The United States is undoubtedly the world’s number one power,
but how long can this situation last, and what should we do with it?

the american colossus

1
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Some pundits and scholars argue that our preeminence is simply the
result of the collapse of the Soviet Union and that this “unipolar mo-
ment” will be brief.5 Our strategy should be to husband our strength
and engage the world only selectively. Others argue that America’s
power is so great that it will last for decades, and the unipolar mo-
ment can become a unipolar era.6 Charles Krauthammer argued in
early 2001 that “after a decade of Prometheus playing pygmy, the first
task of the new administration is to reassert American freedom of ac-
tion.” We should refuse to play “the docile international citizen. . . .
The new unilateralism recognizes the uniqueness of the unipolar
world we now inhabit and thus marks the real beginning of Ameri-
can post–Cold War foreign policy.”7

Even before September 2001, this prescription was challenged by
many, both liberals and conservatives, who consider themselves real-
ists and consider it almost a law of nature in international politics that
if one nation becomes too strong, others will team up to balance its
power. In their eyes, America’s current predominance is ephemeral.8

As evidence, they might cite an Indian journalist who urges a strategic
triangle linking Russia, India, and China “to provide a counterweight
in what now looks like a dangerously unipolar world,”9 or the presi-
dent of Venezuela telling a conference of oil producers that “the 21st
century should be multipolar, and we all ought to push for the 
development of such a world.”10 Even friendly sources such as The
Economist agree that “the one-superpower world will not last. Within
the next couple of decades a China with up to 1 ½ billion people, a
strongly growing economy and probably a still authoritarian gov-
ernment will almost certainly be trying to push its interests. . . .
Sooner or later some strong and honest man will pull post-Yeltsin
Russia together, and another contender for global influence will
have reappeared.”11 In my view, terrorism notwithstanding, Ameri-
can preponderance will last well into this century—but only if we
learn to use our power wisely.

Predicting the rise and fall of nations is notoriously difficult. In
February 1941, publishing magnate Henry Luce boldly proclaimed the
“American century.” Yet by the 1980s, many analysts thought Luce’s
vision had run its course, the victim of such culprits as Vietnam, a
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slowing economy, and imperial overstretch. In 1985, economist Lester
Thurow asked why, when Rome had lasted a thousand years as a re-
public and an empire, we were slipping after only fifty.12 Polls showed
that half the public agreed that the nation was contracting in power
and prestige.13

The declinists who filled American bestseller lists a decade ago
were not the first to go wrong. After Britain lost its American
colonies in the eighteenth century, Horace Walpole lamented
Britain’s reduction to “a miserable little island” as insignificant as
Denmark or Sardinia.14 His prediction was colored by the then cur-
rent view of colonial commerce and failed to foresee the coming in-
dustrial revolution that would give Britain a second century with
even greater preeminence. Similarly, the American declinists failed to
understand that a “third industrial revolution” was about to give the
United States a “second century.”15 The United States has certainly
been the leader in the global information revolution.

On the other hand, nothing lasts forever in world politics. A century
ago, economic globalization was as high by some measures as it is to-
day. World finance rested on a gold standard, immigration was at un-
paralleled levels, trade was increasing, and Britain had an empire on
which the sun never set. As author William Pfaff put it, “Responsible
political and economic scholars in 1900 would undoubtedly have de-
scribed the twentieth-century prospect as continuing imperial rivalries
within a Europe-dominated world, lasting paternalistic tutelage by Eu-
ropeans of their Asian and African colonies, solid constitutional gov-
ernment in Western Europe, steadily growing prosperity, increasing
scientific knowledge turned to human benefit, etc. All would have been
wrong.”16 What followed, of course, was two world wars, the great so-
cial diseases of totalitarian fascism and communism, the end of Euro-
pean empires, and the end of Europe as the arbiter of world power.
Economic globalization was reversed and did not again reach its 1914

levels until the 1970s. Conceivably, it could happen again.
Can we do better as we enter the twenty-first century? The apo-

crypha of Yogi Berra warns us not to make predictions, particularly
about the future. Yet we have no choice. We walk around with pic-
tures of the future in our heads as a necessary condition of planning
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our actions. At the national level, we need such pictures to guide pol-
icy and tell us how to use our unprecedented power. There is, of
course, no single future; there are multiple possible futures, and the
quality of our foreign policy can make some more likely than others.
When systems involve complex interactions and feedbacks, small
causes can have large effects. And when people are involved, human
reaction to the prediction itself may make it fail to come true.

We cannot hope to predict the future, but we can draw our pic-
tures carefully so as to avoid some common mistakes.17 A decade ago,
a more careful analysis of American power could have saved us from
the mistaken portrait of American decline. More recently, accurate
predictions of catastrophic terrorism failed to avert a tragedy that
leads some again to foresee decline. It is important to prevent the er-
rors of both declinism and triumphalism. Declinism tends to pro-
duce overly cautious behavior that could undercut our influence;
triumphalism could beget a potentially dangerous absence of re-
straint, as well as an arrogance that would also squander our influ-
ence. With careful analysis, we can make better decisions about how
to protect our people, promote our values, and lead toward a better
world over the next few decades. We can begin this analysis with an
examination of the sources of our power.

the sources of american power

We hear a lot about how powerful America has become in recent
years, but what do we mean by power? Simply put, power is the abil-
ity to effect the outcomes you want, and if necessary, to change the
behavior of others to make this happen. For example, NATO’s mili-
tary power reversed Slobodan Milosevic’s ethnic cleansing of
Kosovo, and the promise of economic aid to Serbia’s devastated
economy reversed the Serbian government’s initial disinclination to
hand Milosevic over to the Hague tribunal.

The ability to obtain the outcomes one wants is often associated
with the possession of certain resources, and so we commonly use
shorthand and define power as possession of relatively large amounts
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of such elements as population, territory, natural resources, eco-
nomic strength, military force, and political stability. Power in this
sense means holding the high cards in the international poker game.
If you show high cards, others are likely to fold their hands. Of course,
if you play your hand poorly or fall victim to bluff and deception, you
can still lose, or at least fail to get the outcome you want. For example,
the United States was the largest power after World War I, but it failed
to prevent the rise of Hitler or Pearl Harbor. Converting America’s
potential power resources into realized power requires well-designed
policy and skillful leadership. But it helps to start by holding the
high cards.

Traditionally, the test of a great power was “strength for war.”18

War was the ultimate game in which the cards of international poli-
tics were played and estimates of relative power were proven. Over
the centuries, as technologies evolved, the sources of power have
changed. In the agrarian economies of seventeenth- and eighteenth-
century Europe, population was a critical power resource because it
provided a base for taxes and the recruitment of infantry (who were
mostly mercenaries), and this combination of men and money gave
the edge to France. But in the nineteenth century, the growing im-
portance of industry benefited first Britain, which ruled the waves
with a navy that had no peer, and later Germany, which used efficient
administration and railways to transport armies for quick victories
on the Continent (though Russia had a larger population and army).
By the middle of the twentieth century, with the advent of the nu-
clear age, the United States and the Soviet Union possessed not only
industrial might but nuclear arsenals and intercontinental missiles.

Today the foundations of power have been moving away from the
emphasis on military force and conquest. Paradoxically, nuclear
weapons were one of the causes. As we know from the history of the
Cold War, nuclear weapons proved so awesome and destructive that
they became muscle bound—too costly to use except, theoretically,
in the most extreme circumstances.19 A second important change
was the rise of nationalism, which has made it more difficult for em-
pires to rule over awakened populations. In the nineteenth century, a
few adventurers conquered most of Africa with a handful of soldiers,
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and Britain ruled India with a colonial force that was a tiny fraction
of the indigenous population. Today, colonial rule is not only widely
condemned but far too costly, as both Cold War superpowers discov-
ered in Vietnam and Afghanistan. The collapse of the Soviet empire
followed the end of European empires by a matter of decades.

A third important cause is societal change inside great powers.
Postindustrial societies are focused on welfare rather than glory, and
they loathe high casualties except when survival is at stake. This does
not mean that they will not use force, even when casualties are ex-
pected—witness the 1991 Gulf War or Afghanistan today. But the ab-
sence of a warrior ethic in modern democracies means that the use
of force requires an elaborate moral justification to ensure popular
support (except in cases where survival is at stake). Roughly speak-
ing, there are three types of countries in the world today: poor, weak
preindustrial states, which are often the chaotic remnants of col-
lapsed empires; modernizing industrial states such as India or China;
and the postindustrial societies that prevail in Europe, North Amer-
ica, and Japan. The use of force is common in the first type of coun-
try, still accepted in the second, but less tolerated in the third. In the
words of British diplomat Robert Cooper, “A large number of the
most powerful states no longer want to fight or to conquer.”20 War
remains possible, but it is much less acceptable now than it was a
century or even half a century ago.21

Finally, for most of today’s great powers, the use of force would
jeopardize their economic objectives. Even nondemocratic countries
that feel fewer popular moral constraints on the use of force have to
consider its effects on their economic objectives. As Thomas Fried-
man has put it, countries are disciplined by an “electronic herd” of
investors who control their access to capital in a globalized
economy.22 And Richard Rosecrance writes, “In the past, it was
cheaper to seize another state’s territory by force than to develop the
sophisticated economic and trading apparatus needed to derive ben-
efit from commercial exchange with it.”23 Imperial Japan used the
former approach when it created the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity
Sphere in the 1930s, but Japan’s post–World War II role as a trading
state turned out to be far more successful, leading it to become the
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second largest national economy in the world. It is difficult now to
imagine a scenario in which Japan would try to colonize its neigh-
bors, or succeed in doing so.

As mentioned above, none of this is to suggest that military force
plays no role in international politics today. For one thing, the infor-
mation revolution has yet to transform most of the world. Many
states are unconstrained by democratic societal forces, as Kuwait
learned from its neighbor Iraq, and terrorist groups pay little heed to
the normal constraints of liberal societies. Civil wars are rife in many
parts of the world where collapsed empires left power vacuums.
Moreover, throughout history, the rise of new great powers has been
accompanied by anxieties that have sometimes precipitated military
crises. In Thucydides’s immortal description, the Peloponnesian War
in ancient Greece was caused by the rise to power of Athens and the
fear it created in Sparta.24 World War I owed much to the rise of the
kaiser’s Germany and the fear that created in Britain.25 Some foretell
a similar dynamic in this century arising from the rise of China and
the fear it creates in the United States.

Geoeconomics has not replaced geopolitics, although in the early
twenty-first century there has clearly been a blurring of the traditional
boundaries between the two. To ignore the role of force and the central-
ity of security would be like ignoring oxygen. Under normal circum-
stances, oxygen is plentiful and we pay it little attention. But once those
conditions change and we begin to miss it, we can focus on nothing
else.26 Even in those areas where the direct employment of force falls
out of use among countries—for instance, within Western Europe or
between the United States and Japan—nonstate actors such as terror-
ists may use force. Moreover, military force can still play an important
political role among advanced nations. For example, most countries in
East Asia welcome the presence of American troops as an insurance
policy against uncertain neighbors. Moreover, deterring threats or en-
suring access to a crucial resource such as oil in the Persian Gulf in-
creases America’s influence with its allies. Sometimes the linkages may
be direct; more often they are present in the back of statesmen’s minds.
As the Defense Department describes it, one of the missions of Ameri-
can troops based overseas is to “shape the environment.”
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With that said, economic power has become more important than
in the past, both because of the relative increase in the costliness of
force and because economic objectives loom large in the values of
postindustrial societies.27 In a world of economic globalization, all
countries are to some extent dependent on market forces beyond
their direct control. When President Clinton was struggling to bal-
ance the federal budget in 1993, one of his advisors stated in exasper-
ation that if he were to be reborn, he would like to come back as “the
market” because that was clearly the most powerful player.28 But
markets constrain different countries to different degrees. Because
the United States constitutes such a large part of the market in trade
and finance, it is better placed to set its own terms than is Argentina
or Thailand. And if small countries are willing to pay the price of
opting out of the market, they can reduce the power that other coun-
tries have over them. Thus American economic sanctions have had
little effect, for example, on improving human rights in isolated
Myanmar. Saddam Hussein’s strong preference for his own survival
rather than the welfare of the Iraqi people meant that crippling sanc-
tions failed for more than a decade to remove him from power. And
economic sanctions may disrupt but not deter non-state terrorists.
But the exceptions prove the rule. Military power remains crucial in
certain situations, but it is a mistake to focus too narrowly on the
military dimensions of American power.

soft power

In my view, if the United States wants to remain strong, Americans
need also to pay attention to our soft power. What precisely do I
mean by soft power? Military power and economic power are both
examples of hard command power that can be used to induce others
to change their position. Hard power can rest on inducements (car-
rots) or threats (sticks). But there is also an indirect way to exercise
power. A country may obtain the outcomes it wants in world politics
because other countries want to follow it, admiring its values, emu-
lating its example, aspiring to its level of prosperity and openness. In
this sense, it is just as important to set the agenda in world politics
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and attract others as it is to force them to change through the threat
or use of military or economic weapons. This aspect of power—get-
ting others to want what you want —I call soft power.29 It co-opts
people rather than coerces them.

Soft power rests on the ability to set the political agenda in a way
that shapes the preferences of others. At the personal level, wise par-
ents know that if they have brought up their children with the right
beliefs and values, their power will be greater and will last longer
than if they have relied only on spankings, cutting off allowances, or
taking away the car keys. Similarly, political leaders and thinkers such
as Antonio Gramsci have long understood the power that comes
from setting the agenda and determining the framework of a debate.
The ability to establish preferences tends to be associated with intan-
gible power resources such as an attractive culture, ideology, and in-
stitutions. If I can get you to want to do what I want, then I do not
have to force you to do what you do not want to do. If the United
States represents values that others want to follow, it will cost us less
to lead. Soft power is not merely the same as influence, though it is
one source of influence. After all, I can also influence you by threats
or rewards. Soft power is also more than persuasion or the ability to
move people by argument. It is the ability to entice and attract. And
attraction often leads to acquiescence or imitation.

Soft power arises in large part from our values. These values are
expressed in our culture, in the policies we follow inside our country,
and in the way we handle ourselves internationally. As we will see in
the next chapter, the government sometimes finds it difficult to con-
trol and employ soft power. Like love, it is hard to measure and to
handle, and does not touch everyone, but that does not diminish its
importance. As Hubert Védrine laments, Americans are so powerful
because they can “inspire the dreams and desires of others, thanks to
the mastery of global images through film and television and be-
cause, for these same reasons, large numbers of students from other
countries come to the United States to finish their studies.”30 Soft
power is an important reality.

Of course, hard and soft power are related and can reinforce each
other. Both are aspects of the ability to achieve our purposes by af-
fecting the behavior of others. Sometimes the same power resources
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can affect the entire spectrum of behavior from coercion to attrac-
tion.31 A country that suffers economic and military decline is likely
to lose its ability to shape the international agenda as well as its at-
tractiveness. And some countries may be attracted to others with
hard power by the myth of invincibility or inevitability. Both Hitler
and Stalin tried to develop such myths. Hard power can also be used
to establish empires and institutions that set the agenda for smaller
states—witness Soviet rule over the countries of Eastern Europe. But
soft power is not simply the reflection of hard power. The Vatican did
not lose its soft power when it lost the Papal States in Italy in the
nineteenth century. Conversely, the Soviet Union lost much of its soft
power after it invaded Hungary and Czechoslovakia, even though its
economic and military resources continued to grow. Imperious poli-
cies that utilized Soviet hard power actually undercut its soft power.
And some countries such as Canada, the Netherlands, and the Scan-
dinavian states have political clout that is greater than their military
and economic weight, because of the incorporation of attractive
causes such as economic aid or peacekeeping into their definitions of
national interest. These are lessons that the unilateralists forget at
their and our peril.

Britain in the nineteenth century and America in the second half
of the twentieth century enhanced their power by creating liberal in-
ternational economic rules and institutions that were consistent with
the liberal and democratic structures of British and American capi-
talism—free trade and the gold standard in the case of Britain, the
International Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization, and other
institutions in the case of the United States. If a country can make its
power legitimate in the eyes of others, it will encounter less resistance
to its wishes. If its culture and ideology are attractive, others more
willingly follow. If it can establish international rules that are consis-
tent with its society, it will be less likely to have to change. If it can
help support institutions that encourage other countries to channel
or limit their activities in ways it prefers, it may not need as many
costly carrots and sticks.

In short, the universality of a country’s culture and its ability to es-
tablish a set of favorable rules and institutions that govern areas of
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international activity are critical sources of power. The values of
democracy, personal freedom, upward mobility, and openness that are
often expressed in American popular culture, higher education, and
foreign policy contribute to American power in many areas. In the view
of German journalist Josef Joffe, America’s soft power “looms even
larger than its economic and military assets. U.S. culture, low-brow or
high, radiates outward with an intensity last seen in the days of the Ro-
man Empire—but with a novel twist. Rome’s and Soviet Russia’s cul-
tural sway stopped exactly at their military borders. America’s soft
power, though, rules over an empire on which the sun never sets.”32

Of course, soft power is more than just cultural power. The values
our government champions in its behavior at home (for example,
democracy), in international institutions (listening to others), and in
foreign policy (promoting peace and human rights) also affect the
preferences of others. We can attract (or repel) others by the influ-
ence of our example. But soft power does not belong to the govern-
ment in the same degree that hard power does. Some hard power
assets (such as armed forces) are strictly governmental, others are in-
herently national (such as our oil and gas reserves), and many can be
transferred to collective control (such as industrial assets that can be
mobilized in an emergency). In contrast, many soft power resources
are separate from American government and only partly responsive
to its purposes. In the Vietnam era, for example, American govern-
ment policy and popular culture worked at cross-purposes. Today
popular U.S. firms or nongovernmental groups develop soft power
of their own that may coincide or be at odds with official foreign pol-
icy goals. That is all the more reason for our government to make
sure that its own actions reinforce rather than undercut American
soft power. As I shall show in the next chapter, all these sources of
soft power are likely to become increasingly important in the global
information age of this new century. And, at the same time, the arro-
gance, indifference to the opinions of others, and narrow approach
to our national interests advocated by the new unilateralists are a
sure way to undermine our soft power.

Power in the global information age is becoming less tangible and
less coercive, particularly among the advanced countries, but most of
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the world does not consist of postindustrial societies, and that limits
the transformation of power. Much of Africa and the Middle East re-
mains locked in preindustrial agricultural societies with weak insti-
tutions and authoritarian rulers. Other countries, such as China,
India, and Brazil, are industrial economies analogous to parts of the
West in the mid-twentieth century.33 In such a variegated world, all
three sources of power—military, economic, and soft—remain rele-
vant, although to different degrees in different relationships. How-
ever, if current economic and social trends continue, leadership in
the information revolution and soft power will become more impor-
tant in the mix. Table 1.1 provides a simplified description of the evo-
lution of power resources over the past few centuries.

Power in the twenty-first century will rest on a mix of hard and
soft resources. No country is better endowed than the United States
in all three dimensions—military, economic, and soft power. Our
greatest mistake in such a world would be to fall into one-dimen-
sional analysis and to believe that investing in military power alone
will ensure our strength.

balance or hegemony?

America’s power — hard and soft — is only part of the story. How
others react to American power is equally important to the question
of stability and governance in this global information age. Many real-
ists extol the virtues of the classic nineteenth-century European bal-
ance of power, in which constantly shifting coalitions contained the
ambitions of any especially aggressive power. They urge the United
States to rediscover the virtues of a balance of power at the global
level today. Already in the 1970s, Richard Nixon argued that “the only
time in the history of the world that we have had any extended peri-
ods of peace is when there has been a balance of power. It is when
one nation becomes infinitely more powerful in relation to its poten-
tial competitors that the danger of war arises.”34 But whether such
multipolarity would be good or bad for the United States and for the
world is debatable. I am skeptical.
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War was the constant companion and crucial instrument of the
multipolar balance of power. The classic European balance provided
stability in the sense of maintaining the independence of most coun-
tries, but there were wars among the great powers for 60 percent of
the years since 1500.35 Rote adherence to the balance of power and
multipolarity may prove to be a dangerous approach to global gover-
nance in a world where war could turn nuclear.
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Table 1.1 Leading States and Their Power Resources, 1500–2000

Period State Major Resources

Sixteenth century Spain Gold bullion, colonial trade,

mercenary armies,

dynastic ties

Seventeenth century Netherlands Trade, capital markets, navy

Eighteenth century France Population, rural industry,

public administration,

army, culture (soft power)

Nineteenth century Britain Industry, political cohesion,

finance and credit, navy,

liberal norms (soft power),

island location (easy to 

defend)

Twentieth century United States Economic scale, scientific

and technical leadership,

location, military forces

and alliances, universalistic

culture and liberal 

international regimes 

(soft power)

Twenty-first century United States Technological leadership,

military and economic scale,

soft power, hub of

transnational communications



Many regions of the world and periods in history have seen stabil-
ity under hegemony—when one power has been preeminent. Mar-
garet Thatcher warned against drifting toward “an Orwellian future
of Oceania, Eurasia, and Eastasia—three mercantilist world empires
on increasingly hostile terms . . . In other words, 2095 might look like
1914 played on a somewhat larger stage.”36 Both the Nixon and
Thatcher views are too mechanical because they ignore soft power.
America is an exception, says Josef Joffe, “because the ‘hyperpower’ is
also the most alluring and seductive society in history. Napoleon had
to rely on bayonets to spread France’s revolutionary creed. In the
American case, Munichers and Muscovites want what the avatar of
ultra-modernity has to offer.”37

The term “balance of power” is sometimes used in contradictory
ways. The most interesting use of the term is as a predictor about
how countries will behave; that is, will they pursue policies that will
prevent any other country from developing power that could
threaten their independence? By the evidence of history, many be-
lieve, the current preponderance of the United States will call forth a
countervailing coalition that will eventually limit American power.
In the words of the self-styled realist political scientist Kenneth
Waltz, “both friends and foes will react as countries always have to
threatened or real predominance of one among them: they will work
to right the balance. The present condition of international politics is
unnatural.”38

In my view, such a mechanical prediction misses the mark. For one
thing, countries sometimes react to the rise of a single power by
“bandwagoning”—that is, joining the seemingly stronger rather than
weaker side—much as Mussolini did when he decided, after several
years of hesitation, to ally with Hitler. Proximity to and perceptions of
threat also affect the way in which countries react.39 The United States
benefits from its geographical separation from Europe and Asia in
that it often appears as a less proximate threat than neighboring
countries inside those regions. Indeed, in 1945, the United States was
by far the strongest nation on earth, and a mechanical application of
balancing theory would have predicted an alliance against it. Instead,
Europe and Japan allied with the Americans because the Soviet
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Union, while weaker in overall power, posed a greater military threat
because of its geographical proximity and its lingering revolutionary
ambitions. Today, Iraq and Iran both dislike the United States and
might be expected to work together to balance American power in the
Persian Gulf, but they worry even more about each other. Nationalism
can also complicate predictions. For example, if North Korea and
South Korea are reunited, they should have a strong incentive to
maintain an alliance with a distant power such as the United States in
order to balance their two giant neighbors, China and Japan. But in-
tense nationalism resulting in opposition to an American presence
could change this if American diplomacy is heavy-handed. Non-state
actors can also have an effect, as witnessed by the way cooperation
against terrorists changed some states’ behavior after September 2001.

A good case can be made that inequality of power can be a source of
peace and stability. No matter how power is measured, some theorists ar-
gue, an equal distribution of power among major states has been rela-
tively rare in history, and efforts to maintain a balance have often led to
war. On the other hand, inequality of power has often led to peace and
stability because there was little point in declaring war on a dominant
state. The political scientist Robert Gilpin has argued that “Pax Britannica
and Pax Americana, like the Pax Romana, ensured an international sys-
tem of relative peace and security.” And the economist Charles Kindle-
berger claimed that “for the world economy to be stabilized, there has to
be a stabilizer, one stabilizer.”40 Global governance requires a large state to
take the lead. But how much and what kind of inequality of power is nec-
essary—or tolerable—and for how long? If the leading country pos-
sesses soft power and behaves in a manner that benefits others, effective
countercoalitions may be slow to arise. If, on the other hand, the leading
country defines its interests narrowly and uses its weight arrogantly, it in-
creases the incentives for others to coordinate to escape its hegemony.

Some countries chafe under the weight of American power more
than others. Hegemony is sometimes used as a term of opprobrium
by political leaders in Russia, China, the Middle East, France, and
others. The term is used less often or less negatively in countries
where American soft power is strong. If hegemony means being able
to dictate, or at least dominate, the rules and arrangements by which
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international relations are conducted, as Joshua Goldstein argues, then
the United States is hardly a hegemon today.41 It does have a predomi-
nant voice and vote in the International Monetary Fund, but it cannot
alone choose the director. It has not been able to prevail over Europe
and Japan in the World Trade Organization. It opposed the Land Mines
Treaty but could not prevent it from coming into existence. Saddam
Hussein remained in power for more than a decade despite American
efforts to drive him out. The U.S. opposed Russia’s war in Chechnya
and civil war in Colombia, but to no avail. If hegemony is defined more
modestly as a situation where one country has significantly more power
resources or capabilities than others, then it simply signifies American
preponderance, not necessarily dominance or control.42 Even after
World War II, when the United States controlled half the world’s eco-
nomic production (because all other countries had been devastated by
the war), it was not able to prevail in all of its objectives.43

Pax Britannica in the nineteenth century is often cited as an exam-
ple of successful hegemony, even though Britain ranked behind the
United States and Russia in GNP. Britain was never as superior in
productivity to the rest of the world as the United States has been
since 1945, but as we shall see in chapter 5, Britain also had a degree of
soft power. Victorian culture was influential around the globe, and
Britain gained in reputation when it defined its interests in ways that
benefited other nations (for example, opening its markets to imports
or eradicating piracy). America lacks a global territorial empire like
Britain’s, but instead possesses a large, continental-scale home econ-
omy and has greater soft power. These differences between Britain
and America suggest a greater staying power for American hege-
mony. Political scientist William Wohlforth argues that the United
States is so far ahead that potential rivals find it dangerous to invite
America’s focused enmity, and allied states can feel confident that
they can continue to rely on American protection.44 Thus the usual
balancing forces are weakened.

Nonetheless, if American diplomacy is unilateral and arrogant, our
preponderance would not prevent other states and non-state actors
from taking actions that complicate American calculations and con-
strain our freedom of action.45 For example, some allies may follow the
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American bandwagon on the largest security issues but form coalitions
to balance American behavior in other areas such as trade or the envi-
ronment. And diplomatic maneuvering short of alliance can have polit-
ical effects. As William Safire observed when presidents Vladimir Putin
and George W. Bush first met, “Well aware of the weakness of his hand,
Putin is emulating Nixon’s strategy by playing the China card. Point-
edly, just before meeting with Bush, Putin traveled to Shanghai to set up
a regional cooperation semi-alliance with Jiang Zemin and some of his
Asian fellow travelers.”46 Putin’s tactics, according to one reporter, “put
Mr. Bush on the defensive, and Mr. Bush was at pains to assert that
America is not about to go it alone in international affairs.”47

Pax Americana is likely to last not only because of unmatched
American hard power but also to the extent that the United States “is
uniquely capable of engaging in ‘strategic restraint,’ reassuring part-
ners and facilitating cooperation.”48 The open and pluralistic way in
which our foreign policy is made can often reduce surprises, allow
others to have a voice, and contribute to our soft power. Moreover,
the impact of American preponderance is softened when it is em-
bodied in a web of multilateral institutions that allow others to par-
ticipate in decisions and that act as a sort of world constitution to
limit the capriciousness of American power. That was the lesson we
learned as we struggled to create an antiterrorist coalition in the
wake of the September 2001 attacks. When the society and culture of
the hegemon are attractive, the sense of threat and need to balance it
are reduced.49 Whether other countries will unite to balance Ameri-
can power will depend on how the United States behaves as well as
the power resources of potential challengers.

new challengers?

Periods of unequal power can produce stability, but if rising coun-
tries chafe at the policies imposed by the largest, they may challenge
the leading state and form alliances to overcome its strength. So who
are the potential candidates that might challenge the United States,
and how much of a threat do they represent?
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China

Many view China, the world’s most populous country, as the leading
candidate.50 “Almost every commentator has for some years been re-
garding China as the likeliest of the usual suspects for future ‘peer
competitor’ status.”51 Polls show that half the American public thinks
China will pose the biggest challenge to U.S. world power status in
the next hundred years (compared with 8 percent for Japan and 6
percent for Russia and Europe).52 Some observers compare the rise of
authoritarian China to that of the kaiser’s Germany in the period
preceding World War I. Sinologist Arthur Waldron, for example, ar-
gues that “sooner or later, if present trends continue, war is probable
in Asia . . . China today is actively seeking to scare the United States
away from East Asia rather as Germany sought to frighten Britain be-
fore World War I.” Similarly, the columnist Robert Kagan claims “the
Chinese leadership views the world in much the same way Kaiser
Wilhelm II did a century ago. . . . Chinese leaders chafe at the con-
straints on them and worry that they must change the rules of the in-
ternational system before the international system changes them.”53

Chinese leaders have often complained about U.S. “gunboat diplo-
macy” and invited Russia, France, and others to join it in resisting
U.S. “hegemonism.”54 Moreover, “in government pronouncements,
stories in the state-run press, books and interviews, the United States
is now routinely portrayed as Enemy No. 1.”55 As two sober analysts
put it, “It is hardly inevitable that China will be a threat to American
interests, but the United States is much more likely to go to war with
China than it is with any other major power.”56

We should be skeptical, however, about drawing conclusions solely
from current rhetoric, military contingency plans, and badly flawed
historical analogies. In both China and the United States, perceptions
of the other country are heavily colored by domestic political strug-
gles, and there are people in both countries who want to see the other
as an enemy. Even without such distortions, the military on both
sides would be seen by its countrymen as derelict in its duties if it did
not plan for all contingencies. As for history, it is important to re-
member that by 1900, Germany had surpassed Britain in industrial
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power and the kaiser was pursuing an adventurous, globally oriented
foreign policy that was bound to bring about a clash with other great
powers. In contrast, China lags far behind the United States econom-
ically and has focused its policies primarily on its region and on its
economic development; its official communist ideology holds little
appeal. Nonetheless, the rise of China recalls Thucydides’s warning
that belief in the inevitability of conflict can become one of its main
causes.57 Each side, believing it will end up at war with the other,
makes reasonable military preparations, which then are read by the
other side as confirmation of its worst fears.

In fact, the “rise of China” is a misnomer. “Reemergence” would be
more accurate, since by size and history the Middle Kingdom has
long been a major power in East Asia. Technically and economically,
China was the world’s leader (though without global reach) from 500

to 1500. Only in the last half millennium was it overtaken by Europe
and America. The Asian Development Bank has calculated that in
1820, at the beginning of the industrial age, Asia made up an esti-
mated three-fifths of world product. By 1940, this had fallen to one-
fifth, even though the region was home to three-fifths of the world’s
population. Rapid economic growth has brought that back to two-
fifths today, and the bank speculates that Asia could return to its his-
torical levels by 2025.58 Asia, of course, includes Japan, India, Korea,
and others, but China will eventually play the largest role. Its high
annual growth rate of 8 to 9 percent led to a remarkable tripling of its
GNP in the last two decades of the twentieth century. This dramatic
economic performance, along with its Confucian culture, enhanced
China’s soft power in the region.

Nonetheless, China has a long way to go and faces many obstacles
to its development. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the
American economy is about twice the size of China’s. If the American
economy grows at a 2 percent rate and China’s grows at 6 percent, the
two economies would be equal in size sometime around 2020. Even
so, the two economies would be equivalent in size but not equal in
composition. China would still have a vast underdeveloped country-
side—indeed, assuming 6 percent Chinese growth and only 2 per-
cent American growth, China would not equal the United States in
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per capita income until somewhere between 2056 and 2095 (depend-
ing on the measures of comparison).59 In terms of political power,
per capita income provides a more accurate measure of the sophisti-
cation of an economy. The Asian Development Bank projects Chi-
nese per capita income will reach 38 percent of that of the United
States by 2025, about the same level relative to the United States that
South Korea reached in 1990.60 That is impressive growth, but it is a
long way from equality. And since the United States is unlikely to be
standing still during that period, China is a long way from posing the
kind of challenge to American preponderance that the kaiser’s Ger-
many posed when it passed Britain at the beginning of the last century.

Moreover, linear projections of economic growth trends can be
misleading. Countries tend to pick the low-hanging fruit as they ben-
efit from imported technologies in the early stages of economic take-
off, and growth rates generally slow as economies reach higher levels
of development. In addition, the Chinese economy faces serious ob-
stacles of transition from inefficient state-owned enterprises, a shaky
financial system, and inadequate infrastructure. Growing inequality,
massive internal migration, an inadequate social safety net, corrup-
tion, and inadequate institutions could foster political instability.
Coping with greatly increasing flows of information at a time when
restrictions can hinder economic growth presents a sharp dilemma
for Chinese leaders. As the Harvard economist Dwight Perkins points
out, “Much of the early success of market reforms . . . resulted from
the basic simplicity of the task.” The process of creating a rule of law
and adequate institutions in the economic area will be “measured in
decades, not years or months.”61 Indeed, some observers fear instabil-
ity caused by a collapsing rather than rising China.62 A China that
cannot control population growth, flows of migration, environmental
effects on the global climate, and internal conflict poses another set of
problems. Politics has a way of confounding economic projections.

As long as China’s economy does grow, it is likely that its military
power will increase, thus making China appear more dangerous to its
neighbors and complicating America’s commitments in the region. A
RAND study projects that by 2015, China’s military expenditure will be
more than six times higher than Japan’s and its accumulated military
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capital stock would be some five times that of Japan (measured at
purchasing power parity).63 The Gulf War of 1991, the tensions over
Taiwan in 1995–96, and the Kosovo campaign of 1999 showed Chi-
nese leaders how far China lagged behind in modern military capa-
bilities, and as a result they nearly doubled military expenditures
over the course of the 1990s. Nonetheless, China’s total military budget
actually declined from 2.5 to 2 percent of GDP in the last decades of
the twentieth century, and the weakness of its political system makes it
inefficient at converting economic resources into military capacity.64

Some observers think that by 2005 China might achieve a military ca-
pability similar to that of a European country in the early 1980s. Oth-
ers, citing imported technology from Russia, are more concerned.65 In
any event, growing Chinese military capacity would mean that any
American military role in the region will require more resources.

Whatever the accuracy of such assessments of China’s military
growth, the most useful tool for our purposes is comparative assess-
ment, and that depends on what the United States (and other coun-
tries) will be doing over the next decades. The key to military power
in the information age depends on the ability to collect, process, dis-
seminate, and integrate data from complex systems of space-based
surveillance, high-speed computers, and “smart” weapons. China
(and others) will develop some of these capabilities, but according to
the Australian analyst Paul Dibb and colleagues, the revolution in
military affairs (RMA) “will continue to favor heavily American mil-
itary predominance. It is not likely that China will, in any meaningful
way, close the RMA gap with the U.S.”66

Robert Kagan believes that China aims “in the near term to replace
the United States as the dominant power in East Asia and in the long
term to challenge America’s position as the dominant power in the
world.”67 Even if this is an accurate assessment of China’s intentions
(and that is debated by experts), it is doubtful that China will have the
capability. Every country has a wish list that reads like a menu without
prices. Left to itself, China might like to force the return of Taiwan,
dominate the South China Sea, and be recognized as the primary state
in the East Asian region, but Chinese leaders will have to contend with
the prices imposed by other countries as well as the constraints created
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by their own objectives of economic growth and the need for external
markets and resources. Moreover, too aggressive a Chinese posture
could produce a countervailing coalition among its neighbors in the
region that would weaken both its hard and soft power.

The fact that China is not likely to become a peer competitor to
the United States on a global basis does not mean that it could not
challenge the United States in East Asia or that war over Taiwan is
not possible. Weaker countries sometimes attack when they feel
backed into a corner, such as Japan did at Pearl Harbor or China did
when it entered the Korean War in 1950. “Under certain conditions
Beijing will likely be fully undeterrable. If, for example, Taiwan were
to declare independence, it is hard to imagine that China would
forgo the use of force against Taiwan, regardless of the perceived eco-
nomic or military costs, the likely duration or intensity of American
intervention, or the balance of forces in the region.”68 But it would be
unlikely to win such a war.

The U.S.-Japan alliance, which the Clinton-Hashimoto declaration
of 1996 reaffirmed as the basis for stability in post–Cold War East
Asia, is an important impediment to Chinese ambitions. This means
that in the triangular politics of the region, China cannot play Japan
against the United States or try to expel the Americans from the area.
From that position of strength, the United States and Japan can work
to engage China as its power grows, and provide incentives for it to
play a responsible role. How China will behave as its power increases
is an open question, but as long as the United States remains present
in the region, maintains its relationship with Japan, does not support
independence for Taiwan, and exercises its power in a reasonable way,
it is unlikely that any country or coalition will successfully challenge
its role in the region, much less at the global level. If the United States
and China stumble into war or a cold war in East Asia, it will more
likely be caused by inept policy related to Taiwan’s independence
rather than China’s success as a global challenger.

Japan

Japan’s economy has recently been in the doldrums because of poor
policy decisions, but it would be a mistake to sell Japan short. It pos-
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sesses the world’s second largest national economy, highly sophisti-
cated industry, the largest number of Internet users after the United
States, and the most modern military in Asia. While China has nu-
clear weapons and more men under arms, Japan’s military is better
equipped and better trained. It also has the technological capacity to
develop nuclear weapons very quickly if it chose to do so.

Only a decade ago Americans feared being overtaken by the Japan-
ese. A 1989 Newsweek article put it succinctly: “In boardrooms and
government bureaus around the world, the uneasy question is
whether Japan is about to become a superpower, supplanting Amer-
ica as the colossus of the Pacific and perhaps even the world’s No. 1

nation.”69 Books predicted a Japanese-led Pacific bloc that would ex-
clude the United States, and even an eventual war between Japan and
the United States.70 Futurologist Herman Kahn had forecast that
Japan would become a nuclear superpower and that the transition in
Japan’s role would be like “the change brought about in European
and world affairs in the 1870s by the rise of Prussia.”71 These views
extrapolated from an impressive Japanese record.72

On the eve of World War II, Japan had accounted for 5 percent of
world industrial production. Devastated by the war, it did not regain
that level until 1964. From 1950 to 1974, Japan averaged a remarkable
10 percent annual growth rate, and by the 1980s it had become the
world second largest economy, with 15 percent of world product.73 It
became the world’s largest creditor and largest donor of foreign aid.
Its technology was roughly equal to that of the United States and even
slightly ahead in some areas of manufacturing. Japan armed only
lightly (restricting military expenditures to about 1 percent of GNP)
and focused on economic growth as a highly successful strategy.
Nonetheless, as mentioned above, it created the most modern and
best-equipped conventional military force in East Asia.

Japan has an impressive historical record of reinventing itself. A
century and a half ago, Japan became the first non-Western country
to successfully adapt to modern globalization.74 After centuries of
isolation, Japan’s Meiji Restoration chose selectively from the rest of
the world, and within half a century the country became strong
enough to defeat a European great power in the Russo-Japanese War.
After 1945, it rose from the ashes of World War II. Recently, a prime
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minister’s commission on Japan’s goals in the twenty-first century
has called for a new reinvention.75 Given the weakness of the political
process, the need for further deregulation, the aging of the popula-
tion, and the resistance to immigration, such change will not be easy
and may take more than a decade to complete.76 But given the con-
tinuing skills of Japan’s people, the stability of its society, areas 
of technological leadership (for instance, mobile Internet applica-
tions), and manufacturing skills, current assessments of Japan may
be too depressed.

Could a revived Japan, a decade or two hence, become a global
challenger to the United States, economically or militarily, as was
predicted a decade ago? It seems unlikely. Roughly the size of Califor-
nia, Japan will never have the geographical or population scale of the
United States. Its record of economic success and its popular culture
provide Japan with soft power, but the nation’s ethnocentric attitudes
and policies undercut that. Japan does show some ambition to im-
prove its status as a world power. It seeks a permanent seat on the
United Nations Security Council, and polls show that many younger
Japanese are interested in becoming a more “normal country” in
terms of defense. Some politicians have started a movement to revise
Article 9 of the country’s constitution, which restricts Japan’s forces
to self-defense. If the United States were to drop its alliance with
Japan and follow the advice of those who want us to stay “offshore”
and shift our allegiance back and forth to balance China and Japan,
we could produce the sense of insecurity that might lead Japan to de-
cide it had to develop its own nuclear capacity.77

Alternatively, if Japan were to ally with China, the combined re-
sources of the two countries would make a potent coalition. While
not impossible, such an alliance seems unlikely unless the United
States makes a serious diplomatic or military blunder. Not only have
the wounds of the 1930s failed to heal completely, but China and
Japan have conflicting visions of Japan’s proper place in Asia and in
the world.78 China would want to constrain Japan, but Japan might
not want to play second fiddle. In the highly unlikely prospect that
the United States were to withdraw from the East Asian region, Japan
might join a Chinese bandwagon. But given Japanese concerns about
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the rise of Chinese power, continued alliance with the United States
is the most likely outcome. An allied East Asia is not a plausible can-
didate to be the challenger that displaces the United States.

Russia

If Japan is an unlikely ally for China, what about Russia? Balance-of-
power politics might predict such an alliance as a response to the
1996 reaffirmation of the U.S.-Japan security treaty. And there is his-
torical precedent for such a union: in the 1950s, China and the Soviet
Union were allied against the United States. After Nixon’s opening to
China in 1972, the triangle worked the other way, with the United
States and China cooperating to limit what both saw as a threatening
Soviet power. That alliance ended with the collapse of the Soviet
Union. In 1992, Russia and China declared their relations a “con-
structive partnership”; in 1996, they proclaimed a “strategic partner-
ship”; and in July 2001 they signed a treaty of “friendship and
cooperation.” A theme of the partnership is common opposition to
the present (U.S.-dominated) “unipolar world.”79 China and Russia
each supported America’s anti-terrorist campaign after September,
but remained leery of American power.

Despite the rhetoric, there are serious obstacles to a military al-
liance between China and Russia. The demographic situation in the
Far East, where the population on the Russian side of the border is 6
million to 8 million and on the China side is up to 120 million, cre-
ates a degree of anxiety in Moscow.80 Russia’s economic and military
decline has increased its concern about the rise of Chinese power.
Trade and investment between the two countries is minor, and both
sides rely much more on access to Western (including American)
markets in goods and finance. It would take very clumsy (but not im-
possible) American behavior to overcome these obstacles and drive
Russia and China more fully into each other’s arms. As one observer
has commented, the “way for the United States to retain its overall in-
fluence is to exercise power in a restrained, predictable manner that
disproves the charge of hegemonism.”81 The more heavy-handed we
are, the more we help Russia and China overcome their differences.
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While this might not lead to as full-fledged a military alliance as oc-
curred in the 1950s, it could lead to a high degree of political coordi-
nation designed to frustrate American plans.

Russia alone still poses a threat to the United States, largely be-
cause it is the one country with enough missiles and nuclear war-
heads to destroy the United States, and its relative decline has made it
more reluctant to renounce its nuclear status. Russia also possesses
enormous scale, an educated population, skilled scientists and engi-
neers, and vast natural resources. But while a turn toward a national-
istic repressive regime might make Russia a threat again, it would not
present the same sort of challenge to American power that the Soviet
Union presented during the four decades after World War II.

In the 1950s, many people in the West feared that the Soviet Union
would surpass the United States as the world’s leading power. The
Soviet Union had the world’s largest territory, third largest popula-
tion, and second largest economy, and it produced more oil and gas
than Saudi Arabia. It possessed half the world’s nuclear weapons,
more men under arms than the United States, and the highest num-
ber of people employed in research and development. It exploded a
hydrogen bomb in 1953, only one year after the United States, and was
the first to launch a satellite into space, in 1957. In terms of soft power,
following World War II, the Soviet Union’s communist ideology and
transnational organization had gained prestige in Europe by resisting
Hitler, and in the Third World its identification with the popular
movement toward decolonization made it attractive. It actively fos-
tered a myth of the inevitability of the triumph of communism.

Nikita Khrushchev famously boasted in 1959 that the Soviet Union
would overtake the United States by 1970 or 1980 by the latest. As late
as 1976, Leonid Brezhnev told the French president that communism
would dominate the world by 1995. Such predictions were bolstered
by reported annual economic growth rates ranging between 5 and 6
percent and an increase in the Soviet share of world product from 11
to 12.3 percent between 1950 and 1970. After that, however, the Soviet
growth rate and share of world product began a long decline. In 1986,
Mikhail Gorbachev described the Soviet economy as “very disor-
dered. We lag in all indices.”82 A year later, Foreign Minister Eduard
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Shevardnadze told his officials that “you and I represent a great
country that in the last 15 years has been more and more losing its
position as one of the leading industrially developed nations.”83

The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 left a Russia significantly
shrunken in territory (76 percent of the USSR’s), population (50 per-
cent of the USSR’s), economy (45 percent of the USSR’s), and mili-
tary personnel (33 percent of the USSR’s). Moreover, the soft power
of communist ideology had virtually disappeared. Russian economic
statistics, like those of the USSR before it, are notoriously inaccurate,
but at the turn of the century it appeared that the United States econ-
omy was roughly twenty-seven times larger than that of Russia, its
spending on research and development over sixty times that of Rus-
sia, and its military expenditure more than nine times greater.84 In
relative numbers of personal computers and Internet hosts, the ratios
were 11:1 and 150:1.

Nor does it look as though Russia will catch up for a long time. To
be sure, there are signs of improvement since the decline of the So-
viet Union. Russia is no longer shackled with communist ideology
and a cumbersome central planning system. There is some degree of
democracy and free expression, although the regime of Vladimir
Putin has taken measures aimed at stifling dissent and reasserting
central political control. The likelihood of ethnic fragmentation,
though still a threat (as the wars in Chechnya showed), has been re-
duced. Whereas ethnic Russians were only half of the former Soviet
Union, they are now 81 percent of the Russian Federation. The politi-
cal system remains fragile, and the institutions for an effective mar-
ket economy are largely missing. Russia’s robber baron capitalism
lacks the kind of effective regulation that creates trust in market rela-
tionships, and “even 5 percent growth will not bring Russian incomes
to the level of Spain and Portugal for decades.”85 The public health
system is in disarray, mortality rates have increased, and birthrates
are declining. Midrange estimates by UN demographers suggest that
Russia’s population may decline from 145 million today to 121 million
by midcentury.86

Many Russian futures are possible, and according to the American
government’s National Intelligence Council, the possibilities range
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from political resurgence to dissolution.“The most likely outcome is a
Russia that remains internally weak and institutionally linked to the
international system primarily through its permanent seat on the UN
Security Council. . . . Even under a best case scenario of five percent
annual economic growth, Russia would attain an economy less than
one-fifth the size of that of the United States” by 2015.87 Because of its
residual nuclear strength, its proximity to Europe, and the potential of
alliance with China or India, Russia can choose to cooperate or to
cause problems for the United States but not to be a global challenger.

India

India too is sometimes mentioned as a future great power, and its
population of a billion people is four times that of the United States.
For decades, India suffered from what some called the “Hindu rate of
economic growth,” that is, a rate of 1 or 2 percent, but in the last
decade that has changed and growth rates have approached 5 to 6
percent. India has an emerging middle class of several hundred mil-
lion, and English is an official language spoken by some 50 million to
100 million people. Building on that base, Indian information indus-
tries are beginning to play a transnational role. In addition, India is a
military power, with several dozen nuclear weapons, intermediate-
range missiles, 1.2 million military personnel, and an annual military
expenditure of nearly $11 billion. In terms of soft power, India has an
established democracy and was long regarded as a leader of non-
aligned countries during the Cold War. India has an influential dias-
pora, and its motion picture industry is the largest in the world in
terms of the number of films produced yearly, competing with Hol-
lywood in parts of Asia and the Middle East.88

At the same time, India remains very much an underdeveloped
country, with hundreds of millions of illiterate citizens living in
poverty. Despite rapid economic growth, more than half a billion
Indians will remain in dire poverty. Harnessing technology to im-
prove agriculture will be India’s main challenge in alleviating poverty
by 2015. Moreover, the widening gulf between have and have-not re-
gions and disagreements over the pace and nature of reforms could
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be a source of domestic strife.89 India’s GDP of $1.7 trillion is less
than half that of China and 20 percent of U.S. GDP. If the United
States grows at 3 percent and India at 6 percent, it would take India
until 2077 to reach the overall size of the American economy. And
the gap in per capita income is even more dramatic, with the United
States at $33,900 and India at $1,800. At a 3 percent difference in
growth rates, it would take India until 2133 to reach parity with the
American economy.90 India’s military capabilities are impressive in
South Asia but not in the larger Asian context, where its equipment
is less sophisticated and its expenditures only about half those 
attributed to China.91 RAND projects that if Indian economic
growth continues at 5.5 percent and it continues to spend 4 percent
of GNP on defense, in fifteen years its military capital stock would
reach $314 billion, or 62 percent of China’s (compared with 48 per-
cent today).92

India is unlikely alone to become a global challenge to the United
States in this century, but it has considerable assets that could be
added to the scales of a Sino-Russian-Indian coalition. And yet the
likelihood that such a coalition would become a serious anti-Ameri-
can alliance is small. Just as there is lingering suspicion in the Sino-
Russian relationship, so there is a similar rivalry between India and
China. While the two countries signed agreements in 1993 and 1996

that promised peaceful settlement of the border dispute that led
them to war in 1962, it is also worth noting that India’s defense minis-
ter labeled China as India’s “potential enemy number one” just prior
to India’s nuclear tests in March 1998. Rather than becoming an ally,
India is more likely to become part of the group of Asian nations that
will tend to balance China.

Europe

The closest thing to an equal that the United States faces at the begin-
ning of the twenty-first century is the European Union (EU). Al-
though the American economy is four times larger than that of
Germany, the largest European country, the economy of the European
Union is roughly equal to that of the United States; its population is
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considerably larger, as is its share of world exports. These propor-
tions will increase if, as planned, the European Union gradually ex-
pands to include the states of Central Europe over the next decades.
Europe spends about two-thirds of what the United States does on
defense, has more men under arms, and includes two countries that
possess nuclear arsenals. In terms of soft power, European cultures
have long had a wide appeal in the rest of the world, and the sense of
a Europe uniting around Brussels has had a strong attraction to East-
ern Europe as well as Turkey. Governments and peoples there have
begun to shape their policies to fit in with Brussels. Europeans have
been important pioneers and played central roles in international in-
stitutions. As Samuel Huntington argued a decade ago, a cohesive
Europe “would have the population resources, economic strength,
technology, and actual and potential military strength to be the pre-
eminent power of the 21st century.”93 And some today see America
and Europe on the road to political conflict. A 1995 article in the Na-
tional Review provides a good example of this, arguing that “a politi-
cal bloc is emerging in the form of the European Union that likes to
see itself as a challenge to America.”94

The key question in assessing the challenge presented by the EU is
whether it will develop enough political and social-cultural cohesion
to act as one unit on a wide range of international issues, or whether
it will remain a limited grouping of countries with strongly different
nationalisms and foreign policies. The uniting of Europe has been a
slow but steady process for half a century, and the pressures of glob-
alization have added to the incentives to strengthen European re-
gional institutions.

Already the European Union has effectively constrained American
power. On questions of trade and influence within the World Trade
Organization, Europe is the equal of the United States. European
countries successfully defied American trade sanctions against Cuba
and Iran. The creation of the European Monetary Union and the
launching of the euro at the beginning of 1999 was greeted by a num-
ber of observers as a major challenge to the United States and to the
role of the dollar as the dominant reserve currency.95 While such
views overly discounted the unique depth and breadth of American
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capital markets, which make countries willing to hold dollars, the
European role in monetary affairs and the International Monetary
Fund is nearly equal to that of the United States. The size and attrac-
tion of the European market has meant that American firms seeking
to merge have had to seek approval from the European Commission
as well as the U.S. Justice Department—as GE found out to its con-
sternation in 2001 when the EU rejected its proposed takeover of
Honeywell. And in the Internet age, American policy makers are con-
cerned to make sure American practices do not contravene European
regulations on privacy of information; “whether you like it or not,
the EU is setting the standards for privacy protection for the rest of
the world.”96 In short, for better or worse, Europe could be America’s
equal in power.

At the same time, Europe faces significant limits on its degree of
unity. National identities remain stronger than a common European
identity, despite fifty years of integration, and national interests,
while subdued in comparison to the past, still matter.97 Integration
was driven for years by the engine of Franco-German cooperation.
Europe was for Germany (in light of its history) both a goal and a
substitute for a more assertive foreign policy. For France, there were
few contradictions between Europe and an assertive French foreign
policy so long as it had Germany “in its pocket.” As Germany grew
with reunification, developed a more “normal” foreign policy, and
insisted on more weight in votes on European issues, French atti-
tudes toward EU institutions became more cautious. As French
prime minister Lionel Jospin put it, “I want Europe, but I remain at-
tached to my nation. Making Europe without unmaking France, or
any other European nation, that is my political choice.”98 Moreover,
the continuing enlargement of the European Union to include Cen-
tral Europeans means that European institutions are likely to remain
sui generis, but tending toward the confederal rather than the federal
end of the spectrum. The prospects for a strong federal Europe may
have disappeared when the original six countries agreed upon expan-
sion that included Britain and parts of Scandinavia. On the question
of whether the EU is becoming a state, Harvard political scientist An-
drew Moravscik summarizes succinctly: “Most informed observers
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prefer to speak of a ‘postmodern polity’ in which the EU rules along-
side, rather than in place of, national governments.”99

None of this is to belittle European institutions and what they
have accomplished. Legal integration is increasing, with European
Court verdicts compelling member countries to change practices,
and the number of cases before the court has been growing by 10

percent per year.100 On the other hand, legislative and executive
branch integration has lagged. The European Parliament plays a use-
ful but limited role, and turnout for its elections is lower than for na-
tional elections. When the fifteen member countries held a summit
in Nice in December 2000 to revamp institutions and prepare for the
possible entry of twelve new countries, the members were reluctant
to strengthen the European Commission or Parliament. While ma-
jority voting was extended to cover additional issues in trade, tax and
social security policy remained subject to national vetoes.

The integration of foreign and defense policy has been especially
contentious. In 1999, the EU created a position for a high-ranking of-
ficial to coordinate foreign policies, and agreed to create a force of
sixty thousand troops for crisis intervention backed by the necessary
command staff, intelligence, and decision-making authority. But
French ambitions to create an independent force-planning structure
that would have duplicated NATO capabilities were not accepted.
Other European countries wanted to make sure that the new force
did nothing to weaken NATO and the American commitment to Eu-
rope. The idea of a modest European force that was “separable but
not separate” from NATO could actually strengthen the alliance by
allowing for a better sharing of burdens through improved European
capacity to deal with minor intra-European conflicts. Some Ameri-
can defense officials were skeptical of the new force, but even French
attitudes were ambivalent. As Karl Kaiser, a German political scien-
tist, noted, “The first to scream if American troops upped and left
Germany would be the French because of their lingering fears of
German hegemony.”101

The other key to whether the EU becomes a global challenger to
the United States rests on the nature of the linkages across the At-
lantic.102 Some foresee a progressive erosion of ties. Harvard’s Stephen
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Walt cites three serious reasons: the lack of a common threat reduces
cohesion in the alliance; the United States now trades one and a half
times as much with Asia as with Europe; and there are growing cul-
tural differences among elites on both sides of the Atlantic as genera-
tions change.103 In the words of an Italian editor, “A collective
apprehension about the United States seems the only glue that binds
Europeans together. Scathing stories about the United States’ death
penalty, shootings in high schools, unforgiving market, and lack of
welfare abound in the European press. Cross the ocean and you will
read about European gerontocracy, high unemployment, and very low
defense budgets. There is no sign of a community forming between the
two entities that the world insists on branding together as the West.”104

On the other hand, reports of transatlantic differences are often
overstated. A decade ago, some realists proclaimed that NATO was
finished. They predicted that Germany would weaken its ties with Eu-
rope and ally with Russia.105 Lord Ismay, the alliance’s first secretary-
general, famously quipped that the purpose of NATO was “to keep the
Americans in, the Russians out, and the Germans down.” Today,
NATO still provides an insurance policy against Russia becoming an
authoritarian threat, ensures German integration into a larger defense
domain that appeals to Germans themselves, and remains a popular
institutional connection to Europe in the United States. In addition,
NATO provides insurance against new threats in the Balkans, the
Mediterranean, and the Middle East that would be beyond the mod-
est capacities of the European Rapid Reaction Force. As The Econo-
mist speculates, it is possible that “by about 2030, both Europe and
America will be having the same trouble with some other part of the
world.” It cites Russia, China, and Muslim southwest Asia as likely sus-
pects.106 At the same time, such projections could be disrupted by in-
ept American policies that fail to manage the Russian relationship
while antagonizing Europeans. After September 2001, relations with
Russia improved in the context of the coalition to combat terrorism.
“Although Russia will continue to recede in importance to the Euro-
pean governments, they will use U.S. handling of Russia as a barome-
ter of how well or poorly Washington is exerting leadership and
defending European interests.”107
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Nor is economic divorce likely. New technology, flexibility in labor
markets, strong venture capital, and an entrepreneurial culture make
the American market attractive to European investors. Direct invest-
ment in both directions is higher than with Asia and helps knit the
economies together. Nearly a third of trade occurs within transna-
tional corporations. Moreover, while trade inevitably produces some
degree of friction in the domestic politics of democracies, it is a game
from which both sides can profit if there is a will to cooperate, and
U.S.-European trade is more balanced than U.S. trade with Asia.
While there will be conflicts over economic policy, and a need for
compromise, Europe is not likely to be in a position to dictate to the
United States. Lingering labor market rigidity and state regulation
will hamper restructuring, retooling, and reinvestment strategies.
Europe will trail the United States in entrepreneurship and innova-
tion as governments seek ways to balance encouragement of these
factors against social effects. Thus the National Intelligence Council
predicts that Europe will not achieve fully “the dreams of parity with
the United States as a shaper of the global economic system.”108 Co-
operation will continue, though again, much will depend on avoid-
ing heavy-handed policies.

At the cultural level, Americans and Europeans have sniped at and
admired each other for more than two centuries. For all the com-
plaints about McDonald’s, no one forces the French (and other Euro-
peans) to eat there, though millions do each year. In some ways, the
inevitable frictions show a closeness rather than a distance. As
Karsten Voigt, a senior German politician, put it, “The distinction be-
tween foreign and domestic policy has blurred as our societies have
interwoven. That is why emotional issues like genetically altered food
or the way we treat the children of international divorces rise to the
surface. In a way foreign policy was easier when it dealt with interests
rather than emotions and morals.”109 Yet it is also true that American
consumers can benefit from European efforts to raise standards in
antitrust actions or Internet privacy. And in a larger sense, Americans
and Europeans share the values of democracy and human rights
more thoroughly with each other than with any other region of the
world. As Ambassador Robert Blackwill has written, at the deepest
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level, neither the United States nor Europe threatens the vital or im-
portant interests of the other side.110

Whether these deeper values or the surface frictions that accom-
pany cultural change will prevail will depend in large part on how
the United States plays its hand. Despite the concern and unity ex-
pressed by many Europeans in the wake of the terrorist attacks in the
United States in September 2001—the French newspaper Le Monde,
often critical of American policy, proclaimed, “We are all Ameri-
cans”— many of America’s European friends continue to worry
about recent American behavior. The specter of U.S. isolationism
that haunted Europe during the Cold War has been replaced by the
specter of U.S. unilateralism. “Perceptions prevail that the United
States is increasingly tempted to pursue unilaterally defined policies
with little regard for the interests and viewpoints of other nations, as
if the United States confuses its national interest with a global inter-
est.”111 Such frictions are more likely to lead to a drifting apart rather
than a sharp divorce that would create a hostile challenger, but the
loss would nonetheless be great. Not only will Europeans conspire
more often to frustrate American political objectives, but the United
States will lose important opportunities for cooperation in the solu-
tion of global problems such as terrorism and its best partner for
promoting the values of democracy and human rights. Europe re-
mains the part of the world that is closest to us in basic values. As
Samuel Huntington has put it, “Healthy co-operation with Europe is
the prime antidote for the loneliness of U.S. superpowerdom.”112

American unilateralism may not produce a hostile European chal-
lenger in the military sense, but it would certainly reduce some of
our best opportunities for friendship and partnership.

the distribution of power in the 
global information age

How great is the disparity between our power and that of the rest of
the world? In military power, we are the only country with both nu-
clear weapons and conventional forces with global reach. Our military
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expenditures are greater than those of the next eight countries com-
bined, and we lead in the information-based “revolution in military
affairs.”113 Economically, we have a 27 percent share of world product,
which (at market prices) was equal to that of the next three countries
combined (Japan, Germany, France). We are the home of fifty-nine
of the hundred largest companies in the world by market value
(compared to thirty-one for Europe and seven for Japan.) Of the Fi-
nancial Times’ listing of the 500 largest global companies, 219 were
American, 158 European, and 77 Japanese.114 In direct foreign invest-
ment, we invested and received nearly twice as much as the next rank-
ing country (Britain) and accounted for half of the top ten investment
banks. American e-commerce was three times that of Europe, and we
are the home of seven of the top ten software vendors. Forty-two of
the top seventy-five brands were American, as well as nine of the top
ten business schools.115 In terms of soft power, the United States is far
and away the number one film and television exporter in the world,
although India’s “Bollywood” actually produces more movies per
year.116 We also attract the most foreign students each year to our in-
stitutions of higher education, followed by Britain and Australia. In
addition to students, over 500,000 foreign scholars were in residence
at American educational institutions in 2000.117 In the words of the
Financial Times, “the U.S. is the dominant economic model for the
rest of the developed world and much of the developing world.”118

The United States had already become the world’s largest economy
by the end of the nineteenth century. America’s economic domina-
tion reached its peak (at between a third and a half of world product,
depending on the calculation) soon after 1945.120 For the next
twenty-five years, the American share declined to its long-term aver-
age as others recovered and developed.121 Before World War I and
again before World War II, the United States accounted for about a
quarter of world product, and it remains slightly above or below that
level today (depending on whether market prices or purchasing par-
ity prices are used in the calculation). The American share of the
GDP of the seven largest economies that hold annual economic sum-
mits was 48.7 percent in 1970, 46.8 percent in 1980, and 45.2 percent
at the end of the century. “What has appeared to keep the U.S. safely
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Table 1.2 Power Resources c. 2000 119

United States Japan Germany France Britain Russia China India
Basic (EU) (EU) (EU)

Territory in thousands of km2 9,269 378 357 547 245 17,075 9,597 3,288

Population in millions (1999) 276 127 83 59 60 146 1,262 1,014

Literacy rate 97 99 99 99 99 98 81.5 52

Military

Nuclear warheads (1999) 12070 0 0 450 192 22,500 >40 85–90

Budget in billions of dollars (1999) 288.8 41.1 24.7 29.5 34.6 31 12.6 10.7

Personnel 1,371,500 236,300 332,800 317,300 212,400 1,004,100 2,480,000 1,173,000

Economic

GDP in billions of dollars in 9,255 2,950 1,864 1,373 1,290 620 4,800 1,805

purchasing power parity (1999)

Per capita GDP, in 33,900 23,400 22,700 23,300 21,800 4,200 3,800 1,800

purchasing power parity (1999)

Manufacturing value added, 1,344 1,117 556 290 214 NA 309 63

in billions of dollars (1996)

High-tech exports, 637 420 112 69 96 87 183 32

in billions of dollars (1997)

Number of personal computers 570.5 286.9 297 221.8 302.5 37.4 12.2 3.3

per thousand population



at the top of the league has been its traditional strengths—a huge sin-
gle market fostering competition, a stable currency and a sound 
financial system—allied to rapid technological progress in its infor-
mation technology sector.”122

Can this degree of economic dominance continue? Probably not.
As globalization stimulates economic growth in poor countries that
are able to take advantage of new technology and world markets,
their share of world product should increase, much as did that of
East Asian countries over the past few decades. If the United States
and other wealthy countries grow at about 2.5 percent per year but
the fifteen largest underdeveloped countries grow between 4 and 5.5
percent per year, “over half of world gross output 30 years hence will
be in countries that are poor today whereas 1990s rich ones, the cur-
rent members of the OECD, will see their share fall from 70% of the
world total to about 45%. The United States share falls from about
23% to 15%.”123 The United States would still have the largest econ-
omy, but its lead would be more modest than it is today. Of course,
such linear projections can be foiled by political change and historical
surprises, and growth in developing countries may not be this fast.
Nonetheless, it would be surprising if the U.S. share did not shrink
over the course of the century. As a Canadian political scientist con-
cludes, “Unless the United States suffers a major catastrophe (and
one, moreover, that does not also affect other major powers), there is
only one way that the relative balance of power capabilities between
the United States and the other major powers extant at the turn of the
millennium will change: very slowly, and over many decades.”124 Al-
though the September 2001 tragedy was terrible, it would take a series
of much larger catastrophes to really reduce the American lead.

Even in the likely event that the United States remains the largest
country well into the century as measured by the power resources
summarized in Table 1.2, there are other changes occurring in the dis-
tribution of power. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, some have
described the resulting world as unipolar, some as multipolar. Both
groups are right and both are wrong, because each is referring to a
different dimension of power that can no longer be assumed to be ho-
mogenized by military dominance. Unipolarity is misleading because
it exaggerates the degree to which the United States is able to get the
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results it wants in some dimensions of world politics, but multipolarity
is misleading because it implies several roughly equal countries.

Instead, power today is distributed among countries in a pattern
that resembles a complex three-dimensional chess game.125 On the
top chessboard, military power is largely unipolar. As we have seen,
the United States is the only country with both intercontinental nu-
clear weapons and large, state-of-the-art air, naval, and ground forces
capable of global deployment. But on the middle chessboard, eco-
nomic power is multipolar, with the United States, Europe, and Japan
representing two-thirds of world product, and with China’s dramatic
growth likely to make it a major player early in the century. As we
have seen, on this economic board, the United States is not a hegemon
and often must bargain as an equal with Europe. This has led some
observers to call it a hybrid uni-multipolar world.126 But the situation
is even more complicated and difficult for the traditional terminology
of the balance of power among states to capture. The bottom chess-
board is the realm of transnational relations that cross borders outside
of government control. This realm includes non-state actors as diverse
as bankers electronically transferring sums larger than most national
budgets, at one extreme, and terrorists carrying out attacks and hack-
ers disrupting Internet operations, at the other. On this bottom board,
power is widely dispersed, and it makes no sense to speak of unipolar-
ity, multipolarity, or hegemony. Those who recommend a hegemonic
American foreign policy based on such traditional descriptions of
American power are relying on woefully inadequate analysis. When
you are in a three-dimensional game, you will lose if you focus only
on the interstate military board and fail to notice the other boards
and the vertical connections among them.

Because of its leading edge in the information revolution and its
past investment in traditional power resources, the good news for
Americans is that the United States will likely remain the world’s sin-
gle most powerful country well into this new century. While potential
coalitions to check American power could be created, as we have seen
above, it is unlikely that they would become firm alliances unless the
United States handles its hard power in an overbearing, unilateral
manner that undermines its soft power. As Joseph Joffe has written,
“Unlike centuries past, when war was the great arbiter, today the most
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interesting types of power do not come out of the barrel of a gun. . . .
Today there is a much bigger payoff in ‘getting others to want what you
want,’ and that has to do with cultural attraction and ideology and
agenda setting and holding out big prizes for cooperation, like the
vastness and sophistication of the American market. On that gaming
table, China, Russia and Japan, even the West Europeans, cannot
match the pile of chips held by the United States.”127 The United States
could squander this soft power by heavy-handed unilateralism. As
Richard Haass, the director of policy planning at the State Department
in George W. Bush’s administration, has warned, any attempt to domi-
nate “would lack domestic support and stimulate international resis-
tance, which in turn would make the costs of hegemony all the greater
and its benefits all the smaller.”128 Much will depend on the evolution
of American public opinion, congressional attitudes, and administra-
tion policies. That part of the answer is largely in American hands.

The bad news for Americans in this more complex distribution of
power in the twenty-first century is that there are more and more
things outside the control of even the most powerful state. Septem-
ber 11, 2001, should have sounded a wake-up call. Although the
United States does well on the traditional measures, there is increas-
ingly more going on in the world that those measures fail to capture.
Under the influence of the information revolution and globalization,
world politics is changing in a way that means Americans cannot
achieve all their international goals acting alone. The United States
lacks both the international and domestic prerequisites to resolve
conflicts that are internal to other societies, and to monitor and con-
trol transnational transactions that threaten Americans at home. We
must mobilize international coalitions to address shared threats and
challenges. We will have to learn better how to share as well as lead.
As a British observer has written, “The paradox of American power
at the end of this millennium is that it is too great to be challenged by
any other state, yet not great enough to solve problems such as global
terrorism and nuclear proliferation. America needs the help and re-
spect of other nations.”129 We will be in trouble if we do not get it.
For reasons we shall see in the next two chapters, that part of the an-
swer will increasingly be in others’ hands.
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I
n 1997, Jodie Williams, then a Vermont-based grassroots activist,
won the Nobel peace prize for helping to create a treaty banning
antipersonnel land mines despite the opposition of the Penta-

gon, the strongest bureaucracy in the strongest country in the world.
She organized her campaign largely on the Internet. In 1999, fifteen
hundred groups and individuals met in Seattle and disrupted an im-
portant meeting of the World Trade Organization. Again, much of
their campaign was planned on the Internet. The next year, a young
hacker in the Philippines launched a virus that spread round the
world and may have caused $4 billion to $15 billion in damage in the
United States alone. Unknown hackers have stolen information from
the Pentagon, NASA, and major corporations such as Microsoft. The
hard drives of computers seized from terrorists have revealed sophis-
ticated networks of communication. On the other hand, young Ira-
nians and Chinese use the Internet surreptitiously to plug into
Western web sites and to discuss democracy. An information revolu-
tion is dramatically altering the world of American foreign policy,
making it harder for officials to manage policy. At the same time, by
promoting decentralization and democracy, the information revolu-
tion is creating conditions that are consistent with American values
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and serve our long-term interests—if we learn how to take advan-
tage of them.

Four centuries ago, the English statesman-philosopher Francis Ba-
con wrote that information is power. At the start of the twenty-first
century, a much larger part of the population both within and
among countries has access to this power. Governments have always
worried about the flow and control of information, and the current
period is not the first to be strongly affected by changes in informa-
tion technology. Gutenberg’s invention of movable type, which al-
lowed printing of the Bible and its accessibility to large portions of
the European population, is often credited with playing a major role
in the onset of the Reformation. Pamphlets and committees of corre-
spondence paved the way for the American Revolution. In the tightly
censored world of eighteenth-century France, news that circulated
through several media and modes outside the law — oral, manu-
script, and print—helped lay the foundation for the French Revolu-
tion. As Princeton historian Robert Darnton argues, “Every age was
an information age, each in its own way.”1 But not even Bacon could
have imagined the present-day information revolution.

The current information revolution is based on rapid technologi-
cal advances in computers, communications, and software that in
turn have led to dramatic decreases in the cost of processing and
transmitting information. The price of a new computer has dropped
by nearly a fifth every year since 1954. Information technologies have
risen from 7 percent to nearly 50 percent of new investment in the
United States. Computing power has doubled every eighteen months
for the last thirty years and even more rapidly in recent times, and it
now costs less than 1 percent of what it did in the early 1970s. If the
price of automobiles had fallen as quickly as the price of semicon-
ductors, a car today would cost $5.

Traffic on the Internet has been doubling every hundred days for
the past few years. In 1993, there were about fifty web sites in the
world; by the end of decade, that number had surpassed five
million.2 Communications bandwidths are expanding rapidly, and
communications costs continue to fall even more rapidly than com-
puting power. As late as 1980, phone calls over copper wire could
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carry only one page of information per second; today a thin strand of
optical fiber can transmit ninety thousand volumes in a second.3 In
terms of 1990 dollars, the cost of a three-minute transatlantic phone
call has fallen from $250 in 1930 to considerably less than $1 at the end
of the century.4 In 1980, a gigabyte of storage occupied a room’s worth
of space; now it can fit on a credit-card-sized device in your pocket.5

The key characteristic of the information revolution is not the
speed of communications between the wealthy and powerful—for
more than 130 years, virtually instantaneous communication has been
possible between Europe and North America. The crucial change is
the enormous reduction in the cost of transmitting information. For
all practical purposes, the actual transmission costs have become neg-
ligible; hence the amount of information that can be transmitted
worldwide is effectively infinite. The result is an explosion of informa-
tion, of which documents are a tiny fraction. By one estimate, there
are 1.5 billion gigabytes of magnetically stored digital information (or
250 megabytes for each inhabitant of the earth), and shipments of
such information are doubling each year. At the turn of the twenty-
first century, there were 610 billion e-mail messages and 2.1 billion sta-
tic pages on the World Wide Web, with the number of pages growing
at a rate of 100 percent annually.6 This dramatic change in the linked
technologies of computing and communications, sometimes called
the third industrial revolution, is changing the nature of governments
and sovereignty, increasing the role of non-state actors, and enhanc-
ing the importance of soft power in foreign policy.7

lessons from the past

We can get some idea of where we are heading by looking back at the
past. In the first industrial revolution, around the turn of the nine-
teenth century, the application of steam to mills and transportation
had a powerful effect on the economy, society, and government. Pat-
terns of production, work, living conditions, social class, and politi-
cal power were transformed. Public education arose to satisfy the
need for literate, trained workers to work in increasingly complex
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and potentially dangerous factories. Police forces such as London’s
bobbies were created to deal with urbanization. Subsidies were pro-
vided for the necessary infrastructure of canals and railroads.8

The second industrial revolution, around the turn of the twentieth
century, introduced electricity, synthetics, and the internal combus-
tion engine and brought similar economic and social changes. The
United States went from a predominantly agrarian nation to a pri-
marily industrial and urban one. In the 1890s, most Americans still
worked on farms or as servants. A few decades later, the majority
lived in cities and worked in factories.9 Social class and political
cleavages were altered as urban labor and trade unions become more
important. And again, with lags, the role of government changed.
The bipartisan Progressive movement ushered in antitrust legisla-
tion; early consumer protection regulation was implemented by the
forerunner of the Food and Drug Administration, and economic sta-
bilization measures by the Federal Reserve Board.10 The United
States rose to the status of a great power in world politics. Some ex-
pect the third industrial revolution to produce analogous transfor-
mations in economy, society, government, and world politics.11

These historical analogies help us understand some of the forces
that will shape world politics in the twenty-first century. Economies
and information networks have changed more rapidly than govern-
ments have, with their scale having grown much faster than that of
sovereignty and authority. “If there is a single overriding sociological
problem in post-industrial society—particularly in the management
of transition—it is the management of scale.”12 Put more simply, the
building blocks of world politics are being transformed by the new
technology, and our policies will have to adjust accordingly. If we fo-
cus solely on the hard power of nation-states, we will miss the new
reality and fail to advance our interests and our values.

centralization or diffusion?

Six decades ago, the eminent sociologist William Ogburn predicted
that new technologies would result in greater political centralization
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and strengthening of states in the twentieth century. In 1937, Ogburn
argued that “government in the United States will probably tend to-
ward greater centralization because of the airplane, the bus, the
truck, the Diesel engine, the radio, the telephone, and the various
uses to which the wire and wireless may be placed. The same inven-
tions operate to influence industries to spread across state lines. . . .
The centralizing tendency of government seems to be world-wide,
wherever modern transportation and communication exist.”13 By
and large, he was right about the twentieth century, but this trend is
likely to be reversed in the twenty-first century.

Questions of appropriate degrees of centralization of government
are not new. As the economist Charles Kindleberger pointed out,
“how the line should be altered at a given time —toward or away
from the center — can stay unresolved for long periods, typically
fraught with tension.”14 If the nation-state has “become too small for
the big problems of life and too big for the small problems,”15 we may
find not centralization or decentralization but a diffusion of gover-
nance activities in several directions at the same time. The following
table illustrates the possible diffusion of activities away from central
governments—vertically to other levels of government and horizon-
tally to market and private nonmarket actors, the so-called third sec-
tor. Nonprofit institutions have grown rapidly in the United States,
now accounting for 7 percent of paid employment (more than the
number of federal and state government employees) and United
States–based international nongovernmental organizations ex-
panded tenfold between 1970 and the early 1990s.16 If the twentieth
century saw a predominance of the centripetal forces predicted by
Ogburn, the twenty-first may see a greater role of centrifugal forces.

The height of twentieth-century centralization was the totalitarian
state perfected by Josef Stalin in the Soviet Union.17 It aptly fit—in-
deed, was made possible by—industrial society, and it was ultimately
undermined by the information revolution. Stalin’s economic model
was based on central planning, which made quantity rather than
profits the main criterion of a manager’s success. Prices were set by
planners rather than by markets. Consumers as customers played lit-
tle role. The Stalinist economy was successful in mastering relatively
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unsophisticated technologies and producing basic goods such as steel
and electricity on a massive scale. It was effective in extracting capital
from the agricultural sector in the 1930s and using it to build heavy in-
dustry. It was also effective in postwar reconstruction, when labor was
plentiful. However, with a diminishing birthrate and scarce capital,
Stalin’s model of central planning ran out of steam.18

In addition, Soviet central planners lacked the flexibility to keep
up with the quickened pace of technological change in the increas-
ingly information-based global economy; they did not come to terms
with the third industrial revolution. As Russian specialist Marshall
Goldman once put it, “Stalin’s growth model eventually became a
fetter rather than a facilitator.”19 As computers and microchips be-
came not merely tools of production but imbedded in products, the
life cycles of products shortened, sometimes dramatically. Many
products were now becoming obsolete in only a few years or even
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Table 2.1 The Diffusion of Governance in the Twenty-first Century
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sooner, even though a rigid planning system might take much longer
to react or simply continue toward obsolete goals. The Soviet bureau-
cracy was far less flexible than markets in responding to rapid change,
and for years the very word market was practically forbidden.20

Stalin’s political legacy was yet another hindrance to the Soviet
Union. An information-based society required broadly shared and
freely flowing information to reap maximum gains. Horizontal com-
munication among computers became more important than top-
down vertical communication. But horizontal communication
involved political risks, in that computers could become the equiva-
lent of printing presses. Moreover, telephones multiplied these risks
by providing instant communication among computers. For political
reasons, Soviet leaders were reluctant to foster the widespread and
free use of computers. Two simple statistics demonstrate the Soviet
disadvantage in the expanding information economy of the 1980s: by
the middle of the decade, there were only fifty thousand personal
computers in the USSR (compared to thirty million in the United
States), and only 23 percent of urban homes and 7 percent of rural
homes had telephones.21 Although this situation made political con-
trol easier, it had disastrous economic effects. In the mid-1980s, the
Soviets failed to produce personal computers on a large scale. At the
end of the decade, Soviet officials reluctantly admitted that their
computer technology lagged seven to ten years behind that of the
West. Further, lack of freedom for hackers and other informal inno-
vators severely handicapped the development of software. The Sovi-
ets paid a heavy price for central control.22

Governments of all kinds will find their control slipping during
the twenty-first century as information technology gradually spreads
to the large majority of the world that still lacks phones, computers,
and electricity. Even the U.S. government will find some taxes harder
to collect and some regulations (for example, concerning gambling
or prescription drugs) harder to enforce. Many governments today
control the access of their citizens to the Internet by controlling Inter-
net service providers. It is possible, but costly, for skilled individuals to
route around such restrictions, and control does not have to be com-
plete to be effective for political purposes. But as societies develop,
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they face dilemmas in trying to protect their sovereign control over
information. When they reach levels of development where their
knowledge workers want free access to the Internet, they run the risk
of losing their scarcest resource for competing in the information
economy. Thus Singapore today is wrestling with the dilemma of re-
shaping its educational system to encourage the individual creativity
that the information economy demands, and at the same time main-
tain some existing social controls over the flow of information. In the
words of Singapore’s prime minister, Goh Chok Tong, “We have to
reinvent ourselves. We have to go beyond being efficient and produc-
tive to create and attract new enterprise.”23 When asked how Singa-
pore could control the Internet after its schools educated a new
generation in how to work around the controls, the senior minister,
Lee Kuan Yew, replied that at that stage it would not matter any-
more.24 Closed systems become more costly, and openness becomes
worth the price.

China is a more complicated case than Singapore because of its
size and lower level of economic development. The Chinese govern-
ment has traditionally doled out information depending on bureau-
cratic rank and discouraged the flow of information among
individuals. As Sinologist Tony Saich has described, “Under such a
system the real basis of exchange is secrets and privileged access to
information.”25 Now the Chinese government is trying to profit from
the economic benefits of the Internet without letting it unravel their
system of political control. They do this by authorizing only four
networks for international access, blocking web sites, and forbidding
Chinese web sites to use news from web sites outside the country.
The Internet is censored via the service providers and the portals that
host bulletin boards.

Use of the Internet in China has grown dramatically, from a mil-
lion users in 1998 to about twenty million two years later. Nonethe-
less, those users represent only about 1.3 percent of the population
and are mostly relatively well-off city dwellers, not the majority rural
population. Some sites and topics are quickly suppressed, but general
critiques of communist leaders and the party’s monopoly on power
are common, as are debates about the growing divide between rich
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and poor in China.26 Underground dissident journals are sent to
hundreds of thousands of Chinese e-mail accounts from the safety of
overseas. The New York Times reported recently that the influence of
“shadow media is growing exponentially, along with China’s Inter-
net, as articles from even the most obscure newspapers quickly find
their way onto web sites and into chat rooms.”27

Some of the articles are radical and chauvinistic rather than liberal
and democratic. During the crisis following the spring 2001 midair
collision between a U.S. surveillance aircraft and a Chinese fighter
plane, the Chinese government toughened its public position after
monitoring the nationalistic responses on the Internet.28 The Inter-
net is not necessarily a fast path to liberal democracy. The Chinese
leadership is aware that it cannot control completely the flow of in-
formation or access to foreign sites by its citizens. Its intention is to
lay down warnings about limits.29 In a sense, Chinese leaders are bet-
ting that they can have the Internet à la carte, picking out the eco-
nomic plums and avoiding the political costs that come with the
whole menu. In the near term, they are probably correct in their bet,
but the long run remains more doubtful. In the opinion of Singa-
pore’s Lee Kuan Yew, “Over the next 30 to 40 years there is going to be
a drift into all the cities and the small towns will become big ones, all
with access to the Internet, access to information. There is no way
you can govern a well informed, large managerial/professional class
without taking their views into account.”30

One political effect of increased information flows through new
media is already clear: governments have lost some of their tradi-
tional control over information about their own societies. In 2001,
for example, the Indian government lost several ministers and nearly
collapsed after reports of corruption appeared on an Internet news
site. Scandals that were once more easily contained in New Delhi
proved impossible to control. “Not only did Tehelka.com reveal the
corrupt underbelly of the Indian military: it also helped fan the con-
troversy by serving as a bulletin board for readers and politicians to
air their views.”31 In the Philippines, hundreds of thousands of pro-
testers working successfully to oust President Joseph Estrada “were
able to call meetings at short notice by sending text messages on their
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mobile phones.”32 Corruption remains a problem in many countries,
but it is no longer solely a domestic affair, as nongovernmental orga-
nizations now publicize corruption rankings of countries on the In-
ternet. Countries that seek to develop need foreign capital and the
technology and organization that go with it. Increasingly, foreign
capital demands transparency. Governments that are not transparent
are less credible, since the information they offer is seen as biased and
selective. Moreover, as economic development progresses and mid-
dle-class societies develop, repressive measures become more expen-
sive not merely at home but also in terms of international reputation.
Both Taiwan and South Korea discovered in the late 1980s that re-
pression of rising demands for democracy would be too expensive in
terms of their reputation and soft power.

Countries will vary in how far and how fast the information revolu-
tion will push decentralization. Some states are weaker than the private
forces within them, others not. Private armies have played a key role in
Sierra Leone; drug cartels are a major force in Colombia. Ecuador and
Haiti have far weaker bureaucracies than South Africa and Singapore.
Even in the postindustrial world, most European countries have a tra-
dition of stronger central government than the United States does. To-
tal government spending is about half of gross national product in
Europe, while it has held steady at around a third of the economy in
the United States and Japan and declined in New Zealand.33

Two other trends are closely related to the information revolution
and reinforce the prospect that this century will see a shift in the lo-
cus of collective activities away from central governments. As we
shall see in the next chapter, globalization preceded the information
revolution but has been greatly enhanced by it, opening up opportu-
nities for private transnational actors such as corporations and non-
profits to establish standards and strategies that strongly affect public
policies that were once the domain of central governments. Similarly,
the information revolution has enhanced the role of markets. The
balance between states and markets shifted after the 1970s in a way
that made the state just one source of authority among several.34

Even in Sweden and France, not to mention Eastern Europe and the
less economically developed countries, significant privatizations have
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expanded market forces in the past two decades. The causes of mar-
ketization involved more than just the information revolution. They
include the failure of planned economies to adapt to the information
revolution, the inflation that followed the oil crises of the 1970s, the
early success of the East Asian economies, and changes in political and
ideological coalitions (the Thatcher-Reagan revolution) inside wealthy
democracies. The net effect, however, is to accelerate the diffusion of
power away from governments to private actors, and that, in turn, pre-
sents new challenges and opportunities for American foreign policy.

as the revolution progresses

We are still at an early stage of the current information revolution,
and its effects on economics and politics are uneven. As with steam
in the late eighteenth century and electricity in the late nineteenth,
productivity growth lagged as society had to learn to fully utilize the
new technologies.35 Social institutions change more slowly than tech-
nology. For example, the electric motor was invented in 1881, but it
was nearly four decades before Henry Ford pioneered the reorgani-
zation of factories to take full advantage of electric power. Comput-
ers today account for 2 percent of America’s total capital stock, but
“add in all the equipment used for gathering, processing and trans-
mitting information, and the total accounts for 12% of America’s
capital stock, exactly the same as the railways at the peak of their de-
velopment in the late nineteenth century. . . . Three-quarters of all
computers are used in the service sector such as finance and health
where output is notoriously hard to measure.”36 As we will see in
chapter 4, the increase in productivity of the American economy be-
gan to show up only as recently as the mid-1990s.37

The advent of truly mass communications and broadcasting a
century ago, which was facilitated by newly cheap electricity, pro-
vides some lessons about possible social and political effects today. It
ushered in the age of mass popular culture.38 The effects of mass
communication and broadcasting, though not the telephone, tended
to have a centralizing political effect. While information was more
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widespread, it was more centrally influenced even in democratic
countries than in the age of the local press. Roosevelt’s use of radio in
the 1930s worked a dramatic shift in American politics. These effects
were particularly pronounced in countries where they were combined
with the rise of totalitarian governments, which were able to suppress
competing sources of information. Indeed, some scholars believe that
totalitarianism could not have been possible without the mass com-
munications that accompanied the second industrial revolution.39

In the middle of the twentieth century, people feared that the
computers and communications of the current information revolu-
tion would create the central governmental control dramatized in
George Orwell’s vision of 1984. Mainframe computers seemed set to
enhance central planning and increase the surveillance powers of
those at the top of a pyramid of control. Government television
would dominate the news. Through central databases, computers
can make government identification and surveillance easier, and
commercialization has already altered the early libertarian culture
and code of the Internet.40 Nonetheless, the technology of encryp-
tion is evolving, and programs such as Gnutella and Freenet enable
users to trade digital information anonymously.41 They promise
greater space for individuals than the early pessimists envisioned,
and the Internet is more difficult for governments to control than the
technology of the second information revolution was. On balance,
the communication theorist Ithiel de Sola Pool was correct in his
characterization of “technologies of freedom.”42

As computing power has decreased in cost and computers have
shrunk in size and become more widely distributed, their decentral-
izing effects have outweighed their centralizing effects. The Internet
creates a system in which power over information is much more
widely distributed. Compared with radio, television, and newspa-
pers, controlled by editors and broadcasters, the Internet creates un-
limited communication one-to-one (e.g., via e-mail), one-to-many
(e.g., via a personal home page or electronic conference), many-to-
one (e.g., via electronic broadcast), and, perhaps most important,
many-to-many (e.g., an online chat room). “Internet messages have
the capacity to flow farther, faster, and with fewer intermediaries.”43
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Central surveillance is possible, but governments that aspire to con-
trol information flows through control of the Internet face high costs
and ultimate frustration. Rather than reinforcing centralization and
bureaucracy, the new information technologies have tended to foster
network organizations, new types of community, and demands for
different roles for government.44

What this means is that foreign policy will not be the sole province
of governments. Both individuals and private organizations, here
and abroad, will be empowered to play direct roles in world politics.
The spread of information will mean that power will be more widely
distributed and informal networks, such as those mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter, will undercut the monopoly of traditional
bureaucracy. The speed of Internet time means that all governments,
both here and overseas, will have less control of their agendas. Politi-
cal leaders will enjoy fewer degrees of freedom before they must re-
spond to events, and then will have to share the stage with more
actors. Privatization and public-private partnerships will increase. As
we shape our foreign policy in the information age, we will have to
avoid being mesmerized by terms such as unipolarity and hegemony
and by measures of strength that compare only the hard power of
states run by centralized governments. The old images of sovereign
states balancing and bouncing off each other like billiard balls will
blind us to the new complexity of world politics.

a new world politics

The effects on central governments of the third industrial revolution
are still in their early stages. Management expert Peter Drucker and
the futurists Heidi Toffler and Alvin Toffler argue that the informa-
tion revolution is bringing an end to the hierarchical bureaucratic
organizations that typified the age of the first two industrial revolu-
tions.45 In civil societies, as decentralized organizations and virtual
communities develop on the Internet, they cut across territorial ju-
risdictions and develop their own patterns of governance. Internet
guru Esther Dyson refers to the “disintermediation of government”
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and portrays a global society of the connected being overlaid on tra-
ditional local geographical communities.46

If these prophets are right, the result would be a new cyberfeudal-
ism, with overlapping communities and jurisdictions laying claims
to multiple layers of citizens’ identities and loyalties. In short, these
transformations suggest the reversal of the modern centralized state
that has dominated world politics for the past three and a half cen-
turies. A medieval European might have owed equal loyalty to a local
lord, a duke, a king, and the pope. A future European might owe loy-
alty to Brittany, Paris, and Brussels, as well as to several cybercom-
munities concerned with religion, work, and various hobbies.

While the system of sovereign states is still the dominant pattern
in international relations, one can begin to discern a pattern of cross-
cutting communities and governance that bears some resemblance to
the situation before the Peace of Westphalia formalized the state sys-
tem in 1648. Transnational contacts across political borders were typ-
ical in the feudal era but gradually became constrained by the rise of
centralized nation-states. Now sovereignty is changing. Three
decades ago, transnational contacts were already growing, but they
involved relatively small numbers of elites involved in multinational
corporations, scientific groups, and academic institutions.47 Now the
Internet, because of its low costs, is opening transnational communi-
cations to many millions of people.

The issue of sovereignty is hotly contested in American foreign
policy today. The sovereigntists, closely allied with the new unilater-
alists, resist anything that seems to diminish American autonomy.48

They worry about the political role of the United Nations in limiting
the use of force, the economic decisions handed down by the World
Trade Organization, and efforts to develop environmental institu-
tions and treaties. In their eyes, the notion of an international com-
munity of opinion is illusory.

But even excluding the fringe groups that believe the United Na-
tions has black helicopters ready to swoop into American territory,
the debate over the fate of the sovereign state has been poorly
framed. As a former UN official put it, “There is an extraordinarily
impoverished mind-set at work here, one that is able to visualize
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long-term challenges to the system of states only in terms of entities
that are institutionally substitutable for the state.”49 A better historical
analogy is the development of markets and town life in the early feudal
period. Medieval trade fairs were not substitutes for the institutions of
feudal authority. They did not tear down the castle walls or remove the
local lord. But they did bring new wealth, new coalitions, and new atti-
tudes summarized by the maxim “Town air brings freedom.”

Medieval merchants developed the lex mercatoria, which governed
their relations, largely as a private set of rules for conducting busi-
ness.50 Similarly today, a range of individuals and entities, from hack-
ers to large corporations, are developing the code and norms of the
Internet partly outside the control of formal political institutions.
The development of transnational corporate intranets behind fire-
walls and encryption “represent private appropriations of a public
space.”51 Private systems, such as corporate intranets or worldwide
newsgroups devoted to specific issues like the environment, do not
frontally challenge the governments of sovereign states; they simply
add a layer of relations that sovereign states do not effectively con-
trol. Americans will participate in transnational Internet communi-
ties without ceasing to be loyal Americans, but their perspectives will
be broader than those typical of loyal Americans before the Internet
came into existence.

Or consider the shape of the world economy, in which a nation’s
strength is usually measured by its imports and exports from other
sovereign nations. Such trade flows and balances still matter, but the
decisions on what to produce and whether to produce it at home or
overseas are increasingly made within the domains of transnational
corporations. Some American companies, such as Nike, produce vir-
tually none of their products inside this country, though intangible
(and valuable) design and marketing work is done here. In the 1990s,
declining information and telecommunications costs allowed firms
to broaden the geographic dispersion of their operations. Thus im-
ports and exports provide a very incomplete picture of global eco-
nomic linkages. For example, overseas production by American
transnational corporations was more than twice the value of Ameri-
can exports; sales by foreign-owned companies inside the United
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States were nearly twice the value of imports.52 Microeconomic
links “have created a nonterritorial ‘region’ in the world economy—
a decentered yet integrated space-of-flows, operating in real time,
which exists alongside the spaces-of-places that we call national
economies.”53 If we restrict our images to billiard ball states, we miss
this layer of reality.

Even in the age of the Internet, the changing roles of political in-
stitutions is likely to be a gradual process. After the rise of the territo-
rial state, other successors to medieval rule such as the Italian
city-states and the Hanseatic League persisted as viable alternatives,
able to tax and fight for nearly two centuries.54 Today, the Internet
rests on servers located in specific nations, and various governments’
laws affect access providers. The real issue is not the continued exis-
tence of the sovereign state, but how its centrality and functions are
being altered. “The reach of the state has increased in some areas but
contracted in others. Rulers have recognized that their effective con-
trol can be enhanced by walking away from some issues they cannot
resolve.”55 All countries, including the United States, are facing a
growing list of problems that are difficult to control within sovereign
boundaries — financial flows, drug trade, climate change, AIDS,
refugees, terrorism, cultural intrusions—to name a few. Complicat-
ing the task of national governance is not the same as undermining
sovereignty. Governments adapt. However, in the process of adapta-
tion they change the meaning of sovereign jurisdiction, control, and
the role of private actors.

Take, for example, the problems of controlling U.S. borders. In one
year, 475 million people, 125 million vehicles, and 21 million import
shipments come into the country at 3,700 terminals in 301 ports of
entry. It takes five hours to inspect a fully loaded forty-foot shipping
container, and more than 5 million enter each year. In addition, more
than 2.7 million undocumented immigrants have simply walked or
ridden across the Mexican and Canadian borders in recent years. As
we have seen, terrorists easily slip in, and it is easier to bring in a few
pounds of a deadly biological or chemical agent than to smuggle in
the tons of illegal heroin and cocaine that arrive annually. The only
way for the Customs Service and the Immigration and Naturalization
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Service to cope with such flows is to reach beyond the national bor-
ders through intelligence and cooperation inside the jurisdiction of
other states, and to rely on private corporations to develop transpar-
ent systems for tracking international commercial flows so that en-
forcement officials can conduct virtual audits of inbound shipments
before they arrive. Thus customs officers work throughout Latin
America to assist businesses in the implementation of security pro-
grams that reduce the risk of being exploited by drug smugglers, and
cooperative international mechanisms are being developed for polic-
ing trade flows.56 The sovereign state adapts, but in doing so it trans-
forms the meaning and exclusivity of governmental jurisdiction.
Legal borders do not change, but they blur in practice.

National security—the absence of threat to our major values—is
changing. Damage done by climate change or imported viruses can
be larger in terms of money or lives lost than the effects of some
wars. But even if one frames the definition of national security more
narrowly, the nature of military security is changing. As the U.S.
Commission on National Security in the Twenty-first Century
pointed out, the country has not been invaded by foreign armies
since 1814, and the military is designed to project force and fight wars
far from our shores. But the military is not well equipped to protect
us against an attack on our homeland by terrorists wielding weapons
of mass destruction or mass disruption or even hijacked civil air-
craft.57 Thus in July 2001, the secretary of defense, Donald Rumsfeld,
dropped from the Pentagon’s planning priorities the ability to fight
two major regional conflicts and elevated homeland defense to a
higher priority. But as we discovered only a few months later, mili-
tary measures are not a sufficient solution to our vulnerabilities.

Today, attackers may be governments, groups, individuals, or some
combination. They may be anonymous and not even come near the
country. In 1998, when Washington complained about seven Moscow
Internet addresses involved in the theft of Pentagon and NASA secrets,
the Russian government replied that phone numbers from which the
attacks originated were inoperative. We had no way of knowing
whether the government had been involved or not. More than thirty
nations have developed aggressive computer-warfare programs, but as
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anyone with a computer knows, any individual can also enter the
game. With a few keystrokes, an anonymous source anywhere in the
world might break into and disrupt the (private) power grids of
American cities or the (public) emergency response systems.58 And
U.S. government firewalls are not enough. Every night American
software companies send work electronically to India, where soft-
ware engineers can work while Americans sleep and send it back the
next morning. Someone outside our borders could also embed trap-
doors deep in computer code for use at a later date. Nuclear deter-
rence, border patrols, and stationing troops overseas to shape
regional power balances will continue to matter in the information
age, but they will not be sufficient to provide national security.

Competing interpretations of sovereignty arise even in the do-
main of law. Since 1945, human rights provisions have coexisted in
the charter of the United Nations alongside provisions that protect
the sovereignty of states. Article 2.7 says that nothing shall authorize
the United Nations to intervene in matters within domestic jurisdic-
tions. Yet the development of a global norm of antiracism and repug-
nance at the South African practice of apartheid led large majorities
at the UN to abridge this principle. More recently, the NATO inter-
vention in Kosovo was the subject of hot debate among international
lawyers, with some claiming it was illegal because it was not explicitly
authorized by the UN Security Council and others arguing that it
was legal under the evolving body of international humanitarian
law.59 The 1998 detention of General Augusto Pinochet in Britain in
response to a Spanish request for extradition based on human rights
violations and crimes committed while he was president of Chile is
another example of this complexity. In 2001, a magistrate in Paris
tried to summon former U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger to
testify in a trial related to Chile.

Information technology, particularly the Internet, has eased the
tasks of coordination and strengthened the hand of human rights ac-
tivists, but political leaders, particularly in formerly colonized coun-
tries, cling to the protections that legal sovereignty provides against
outside interventions. The world is likely to see these two partly con-
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tradictory bodies of international law continue to coexist for years to
come, and as we shall see in chapter 5, Americans will have to wrestle
with these contradictions as we decide how to promote human rights
and when to intervene in conflicts for humanitarian reasons.

For many people, the national state provides a source of the politi-
cal identity that is important to them. People are capable of multiple
identities—family, village, ethnic group, religion, nationality, cos-
mopolitan—and which predominates often depends on the context.60

At home, I am from Lexington; in Washington, I am from Massachu-
setts; overseas, I am an American. In many preindustrial countries,
subnational identities (tribe or clan) prevail. In some postindustrial
countries, including the United States, cosmopolitan identities such as
“global citizen” or “custodian of planet Earth” are beginning to
emerge. Since large identities (such as nationalism) are not directly ex-
perienced, they are “imagined communities” that depend very much
on the effects of communication.61 It is still too early to understand the
full effects of the Internet, but the shaping of identities can move in
contradictory directions at the same time—up to Brussels, down to
Brittany, or fixed on Paris—as circumstances dictate.

The result may be greater volatility rather than consistent move-
ment in any one direction. The many-to-many and one-to-many
characteristics of the Internet seem “highly conducive to the irrever-
ent, egalitarian, and libertarian character of the cyber-culture.” One
effect is “flash movements”—sudden surges of protest—triggered by
particular issues or events, such as antiglobalization protests or the
sudden rise of the anti-fuel-tax coalition that captured European
politics in the autumn of 2000.62 Politics becomes more theatrical
and aimed at global audiences. The Zapatista rebels in Mexico’s Chi-
apas state relied less on bullets than on transnational publicity, and,
of course, terrorists seek theatrical effects as well as destruction. Tele-
vision is as important as weapons to them. The political scientist
James Rosenau has tried to summarize such trends by inventing a new
word, fragmegration, to express the idea that both integration toward
larger identities and fragmentation into smaller communities can occur
at the same time. But one need not alter the English language to realize
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that apparently contradictory movements can occur simultaneously.
They do not spell the end of the sovereign state, but they do make its
politics more volatile and less self-contained within national shells.

Private organizations also increasingly cross national boundaries.
Transnational religious organizations opposed to slavery date back to
1775, and the nineteenth century saw the founding of the Socialist In-
ternational, the Red Cross, peace movements, women’s suffrage orga-
nizations, and the International Law Association, among others.
Before World War I, there were 176 international nongovernmental
organizations. In 1956, they numbered nearly a thousand; in 1970,
nearly two thousand. More recently, there has been an explosion in
the number of NGOs, increasing from five to approximately twenty-
seven thousand during the 1990s alone. And the numbers do not tell
the full story, because they represent only formally constituted orga-
nizations.63 Many claim to act as a “global conscience” representing
broad public interests beyond the purview of individual states, or in-
terests that states are wont to ignore. They develop new norms by di-
rectly pressing governments and business leaders to change policies,
and indirectly by altering public perceptions of what governments
and firms should be doing. In terms of power resources, these new
groups rarely possess much hard power, but the information revolu-
tion has greatly enhanced their soft power.64

Not only is there a great increase in the number of transnational
and governmental contacts, but there has also been a change in type.
Earlier transnational flows were heavily controlled by large bureau-
cratic organizations such as multinational corporations or the
Catholic Church that could profit from economies of scale. Such or-
ganizations remain important, but the lower costs of communication
in the Internet era have opened the field to loosely structured network
organizations with little headquarters staff, and even individuals.
These nongovernmental organizations and networks are particularly
effective in penetrating states without regard to borders. Because
they often involve citizens who are well placed in the domestic poli-
tics of several countries, they are able to focus the attention of the
media and governments on their preferred issues. The treaty ban-
ning land mines, mentioned above, was the result of an interesting
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coalition of Internet-based organizations working with middle-
power governments, such as Canada, and some individual politicians
and celebrities, including the late Princess Diana. Environmental is-
sues are another example. The role of NGOs was important as a
channel of communication across delegations in the global warming
discussions at Kyoto in 1997. Industry, unions, and NGOs competed
in Kyoto for the attention of media from major countries in a
transnational struggle over the agenda of world politics. And NGOs
sometimes compete with each other for media attention. The World
Economic Forum, an NGO that invites top government and business
leaders to Davos, Switzerland, each winter, included some NGOs in
its 2001 programs, but that did not prevent other NGOs from staging
local demonstrations and yet others from holding a counterforum in
Porto Alegre, Brazil, designed to garner global attention.

A different type of transnational community, the scientific com-
munity of like-minded experts, is also becoming more prominent.
By framing issues such as ozone depletion or global climate change,
where scientific information is important, such “epistemic commu-
nities” create knowledge and consensus that provide the basis for ef-
fective cooperation.65 The Montreal Protocol on ozone depletion was
in part the product of such work. While not entirely new, these scien-
tific communities have also grown as a result of the lowered costs of
communications.

Geographical communities and sovereign states will continue to
play the major role in world politics for a long time to come, but they
will be less self-contained and more porous. They will have to share
the stage with actors who can use information to enhance their soft
power and press governments directly, or indirectly by mobilizing
their publics. Governments that want to see rapid development will
find that they have to give up some of the barriers to information
flow that historically protected officials from outside scrutiny. No
longer will governments that want high levels of development be able
to afford the comfort of keeping their financial and political situa-
tions inside a black box, as Myanmar and North Korea have done.
That form of sovereignty proves too expensive. Even large countries
with hard power, such as the United States, find themselves sharing
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the stage with new actors and having more trouble controlling their
borders. Cyberspace will not replace geographical space and will not
abolish state sovereignty, but like the town markets in feudal times, it
will coexist with them and greatly complicate what it means to be a
sovereign state or a powerful country. As Americans shape foreign
policy for the global information age, we will have to become more
aware of the importance of the ways that information technology
creates new communications, empowers individuals and nonstate
actors, and increases the role of soft power.

power among states

The information revolution is making world politics more complex
by enabling transnational actors and reducing control by central
governments, but it is also affecting power among states. Here the
United States benefits, and many poorer countries lag behind.66

While some poorer countries such as China, India, and Malaysia
have made significant progress in entering the information economy,
87 percent of people online live in postindustrial societies.67 The
world in the information age remains a mixture of agricultural, in-
dustrial, and service-dominated economies. The postindustrial soci-
eties and governments most heavily affected by the information age
coexist and interact with countries thus far little affected by the in-
formation revolution.

Will this digital divide persist for a long time? Decreasing costs
may allow poor countries to leapfrog or skip over certain stages of
development. For instance, wireless communications are already re-
placing costly land lines, and voice recognition technologies can give
illiterates access to computer communications. The Internet may
help poor farmers better understand weather and market conditions
before they plant crops, and more information may diminish the role
of predatory middlemen. Distance learning and Internet connections
may help isolated doctors and scientists in poor countries. But what
poor countries need most is basic education and infrastructure. As an
editorial in the Far East Economic Review put it succinctly: “Closing
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the digital divide would be good, but right now most of Asia’s poor
are still looking forward to home electricity.”68

Technology spreads over time, and many countries are keen to de-
velop their own Silicon Valleys. But it is easier to identify the virtual
keys to the high-tech kingdom than to open the actual gates. Well-
developed communications infrastructure, secure property rights,
sound government policies, an environment that encourages new
business formation, deep capital markets, and a skilled workforce,
many of whom understand English (the language of 80 percent of all
web pages), will come to some poor countries in time, but not
quickly. Even in India, which meets some of the criteria, software
companies employ about 340,000 people, while half of India’s popu-
lation of one billion remains illiterate.69

The information revolution has an overall decentralizing and lev-
eling effect, but will it also equalize power among nations? As it re-
duces costs and barriers of entry into markets, it should reduce the
power of large states and enhance the power of small states and non-
state actors. But in practice, international relations are more complex
than such technological determinism implies. Some aspects of the
information revolution help the small, but some help the already
large and powerful. There are several reasons why.

First, size still matters. What economists call barriers to entry and
economies of scale remain in some of the aspects of power that are
related to information. For example, soft power is strongly affected
by the cultural content of what is broadcast or appears in movies and
television programs. Large established entertainment industries of-
ten enjoy considerable economies of scale in content production and
distribution. The dominant American market share in films and tele-
vision programs in world markets is a case in point. It is hard for
newcomers to compete with Hollywood. Moreover, in the informa-
tion economy, there are network effects, with increasing returns to
scale. One telephone is useless. The second adds value, and so forth
as the network grows. In other words, “to those who hath a network,
shall be given.”

Second, even where it is now cheap to disseminate existing informa-
tion, the collection and production of new information often requires
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major investment. In many competitive situations, it is new informa-
tion that matters most. In some dimensions, information is a nonri-
valrous public good: one person’s consumption does not diminish
that of another. Thomas Jefferson used the analogy of a candle—if I
give you a light, it does not diminish my light. But in a competitive
situation, it may make a big difference if I have the light first and see
things before you do. Intelligence collection is a good example.
America, Russia, Britain, and France have capabilities for collection
and production that dwarf those of other nations.70 Published ac-
counts suggest that the United States spends some $30 billion a year
on intelligence. In some commercial situations, a fast follower can do
better than a first mover, but in terms of power among states, it is usu-
ally better to be a first mover than a fast follower. It is ironic, but no
accident, that for all the discussion of how the Internet shrinks dis-
tance, information technology firms still cluster in a congested little
area south of San Francisco because of what is called the “cocktail
party effect.” What makes for success is informal access to new infor-
mation before it becomes public. “In an industry where new technol-
ogy is perpetually on the verge of obsolescence, firms must recognize
demand, secure capital and bring a product to market quickly or else
be beaten by a competitor.”71 Market size and proximity to competi-
tors, suppliers, and customers still matter in an information economy.

Third, first movers are often the creators of the standards and ar-
chitecture of information systems. As described in Robert Frost’s
great poem, once the paths diverge in the wood and one is taken, it is
difficult to get back to the other. Sometimes crude, low-cost tech-
nologies will open shortcuts that make it possible to overtake the first
mover, but in many instances the path-dependent development of
information systems reflects the advantage of the first mover.72 The
use of the English language and the pattern of top-level domain
names on the Internet is a case in point. Partly because of the trans-
formation of the American economy in the 1980s, and partly because
of large investments driven by Cold War military competition, the
United States was often the first mover and still enjoys a lead in the
application of a wide variety of information technologies.
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Fourth, as argued in chapter 1, military power remains important
in some critical domains of international relations. Information
technology has some effects on the use of force that benefit the small
and some that favor the already powerful. The off-the-shelf commer-
cial availability of formerly costly military technologies benefits
small states and nongovernmental actors and increases the vulnera-
bility of large states. For example, today anyone can order from com-
mercial companies inexpensive one-meter-resolution satellite images
of what goes on in military bases. Commercial firms and individuals
(including terrorists) can go to the Internet and get access to satellite
photographs that were top-secret and cost governments billions of
dollars just a few years ago.73 When a nongovernmental group felt
that American policy toward North Korea was too alarmist a few
years ago, it published private satellite pictures of North Korean
rocket launch pads. Obviously, other countries can purchase similar
pictures of American bases.

Global positioning devices that provide precise locations, once the
property of the military alone, are readily available at local electronics
stores. What’s more, information systems create vulnerabilities for
rich states by adding lucrative targets for terrorists who engage in
asymmetrical warfare. Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich, who
has looked deeply into the subject, believes that “there’s a real danger
that a powerful nation will believe it can create the cyberspace equiva-
lent of a Pearl Harbor sneak attack. It’s conceivable in the next 25 years
that a sophisticated adversary (such as a small country with cyberwar-
fare resources) will decide it can blackmail the United States.”74 There
is also the prospect of freelance cyberattacks. For example, after the
collision between the U.S. surveillance plane and the Chinese fighter,
both Chinese and American hackers engaged in a spate of attacks on
both government and private web sites in each other’s countries.

Other trends, however, strengthen the already powerful. As I ar-
gued in chapter 1, information technology has produced a revolution
in military affairs. Space-based sensors, direct broadcasting, high-
speed computers, and complex software provide the ability to gather,
sort, process, transfer, and disseminate information about complex
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events that occur over a wide geographic area. This dominant battle
space awareness along with precision guided weapons produces a
powerful advantage. As the Gulf War showed, traditional assessments
of balance-of-weapons platforms such as tanks or planes become ir-
relevant unless they include the ability to integrate information with
those weapons. That was the mistake that Saddam Hussein made (as
well as those in Congress who predicted massive American casual-
ties). Many of the relevant technologies are available in commercial
markets, and weaker states can be expected to purchase many of
them. The key, however, will be not possession of fancy hardware or
advanced systems but the ability to integrate a “system of systems.” In
this dimension, the United States is likely to keep its lead. In informa-
tion warfare, a small edge makes all the difference. The revolution in
military affairs will not diminish and may, in some circumstances,
even increase the American lead over other countries.75

three dimensions of information

In understanding the relation of information to power in world poli-
tics, it helps if one distinguishes three different dimensions of infor-
mation that are sometimes lumped together.76 The first dimension is
flows of data such as news or statistics. There has been a tremendous
and measurable increase in the amount of information flowing
across international borders. The average cost of that information
has been declining, and much of it is virtually free. Declining costs
and added points of access help small states and non-state actors. On
the other hand, the vast scale of free flows puts a premium on the ca-
pacities of editors and systems integrators, which is a benefit to the
large and powerful.

A second dimension is information that is used for advantage in
competitive situations. With competitive information, as mentioned
above, the most important effects are often at the margin. Here going
first matters most, and that usually favors the more powerful. Much
competitive information is associated with commerce, but as discussed
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above, the effect of information on military power can also be thought
of as a subset of competitive information.

The third dimension is strategic information—knowledge of your
competitor’s game plan. Strategic information is virtually priceless. It
is as old as espionage. Any country or group can hire spies, and to the
extent that commercial technologies and market research provide
technical capabilities that were previously available only at the cost of
large investment, there is an equalizing effect. But to the extent that
large investments in intelligence gathering produce more and better
strategic information, the large and powerful will benefit. While it is
true that fewer of the interesting intelligence questions in a
post–Cold War world are secrets (which can be stolen) than myster-
ies (to which no one knows the answer), large intelligence collection
capabilities still provide important strategic advantages.

One of the most interesting aspects of power in relation to in-
creasing flows of information is the “paradox of plenty.”77 A pleni-
tude of information leads to a poverty of attention. When we are
overwhelmed with the volume of information confronting us, it is
hard to know what to focus on. Attention rather than information
becomes the scarce resource, and those who can distinguish valuable
signals from white noise gain power. Editors, filters, and cue givers
become more in demand, and this is a source of power for those who
can tell us where to focus our attention. Power does not necessarily
flow to those who can produce or withhold information. Unlike
asymmetrical interdependence in trade, where power goes to those
who can afford to hold back or break trade ties, power in informa-
tion flows goes to those who can edit and authoritatively validate in-
formation, sorting out what is both correct and important. Because
of our free press, this generally benefits the United States.

Among editors and cue givers, credibility is the crucial resource
and an important source of soft power. Reputation becomes even
more important than in the past, and political struggles occur over
the creation and destruction of credibility. Communities tend to
cluster around credible cue givers, and, in turn, perceived credibility
tends to reinforce communities. Internet users tend to frequent web
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sites that that provide information they find both interesting and
credible. Governments compete for credibility not only with other
governments but with a broad range of alternatives including news
media, corporations, nongovernmental organizations, intergovern-
mental organizations, and networks of scientific communities.

Thinking counterfactually, Iraq might have found it easier to have
won acceptance for its view of the invasion of Kuwait as a postcolo-
nial vindication, analogous to India’s 1975 capture of Goa, if CNN
had framed the issue from Baghdad rather than from Atlanta (from
which Saddam was portrayed as analogous to Hitler in the 1930s).
Soft power allowed the United States to frame the issue. Nongovern-
mental organizations can mount public relations campaigns that im-
pose significant costs and alter the decisions of large corporations, as
Greenpeace did in the case of Royal Dutch Shell’s disposal of its
Brentspar drilling rig. The sequel is equally illustrative, for Green-
peace lost credibility when it later had to admit that some of its fac-
tual statements had been inaccurate.

Politics then becomes a contest of competitive credibility. Gov-
ernments compete with each other and with other organizations to
enhance their own credibility and weaken that of their opponents—
witness the struggle between Serbia and NATO to frame the inter-
pretation of events in Kosovo in 1999. Reputation has always mat-
tered in world politics, but the role of credibility becomes an even
more important power resource because of the deluge of free infor-
mation and the “paradox of plenty” in an information age. The
BBC, for example, was an important soft power resource for Britain
in Eastern Europe during the Cold War. Now it (and other govern-
ment broadcasts) has more competitors, but to the extent that it
maintains credibility in an era of white noise, its value as a power re-
source may increase. As we shall see in chapter 5, if the U.S. gover-
ment thought in these terms, it would invest far more than it now
does in the instruments of soft power (such as information and cul-
tural exchange programs) and be less likely to try to constrain the
Voice of America as it did in September 2001. We would be more
concerned about how the policies we follow at home and unilateral-
ist foreign policies sometimes undermine our credibility.
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soft power in the global information age

One implication of the increasing importance of editors and cue
givers in this global information age is that the relative importance
of soft power will increase, because soft power rests on credibility.
Countries that are well placed in terms of soft power do better.78

The countries that are likely to gain soft power in an information
age are (1) those whose dominant culture and ideas are closer to pre-
vailing global norms (which now emphasize liberalism, pluralism,
and autonomy), (2) those with the most access to multiple channels
of communication and thus more influence over how issues 
are framed, and (3) those whose credibility is enhanced by their do-
mestic and international performance. These dimensions of power
in an information age suggest the growing importance of soft 
power in the mix of power resources, and a strong advantage to the
United States.

Of course, soft power is not brand-new, nor was the United States
the first government to try to utilize its culture to create soft power.
After its defeat in the Franco-Prussian War, the French government
sought to repair the nation’s shattered prestige by promoting its lan-
guage and literature through the Alliance Française, created in 1883.
“The projection of French culture abroad thus became a significant
component of French diplomacy.”79 Italy, Germany, and others soon
followed suit. The advent of radio in the 1920s led many governments
into the area of foreign language broadcasting, and in the 1930s, Nazi
Germany perfected the propaganda film. The American government
was a latecomer to the idea of using American culture for the pur-
poses of diplomacy. It established a Committee on Public Informa-
tion during World War I but abolished it with the return of peace. By
the late 1930s, the Roosevelt administration became convinced that
“America’s security depended on its ability to speak to and to win the
support of people in other countries.” With World War II and the
Cold War, the government became more active, with official efforts
such as the United States Information Agency, the Voice of America, the
Fulbright program, American libraries, lectures, and other programs.
But much soft power arises from societal forces outside government
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control. Even before the Cold War, “American corporate and adver-
tising executives, as well as the heads of Hollywood studios, were sell-
ing not only their products but also America’s culture and values, the
secrets of its success, to the rest of the world.”80 Soft power is created
partly by governments and partly in spite of them.

A decade ago some observers thought the close collaboration of
government and industry in Japan would give it a lead in soft power
in the information age. Japan could develop an ability to manipulate
perceptions worldwide instantaneously and “destroy those that im-
pede Japanese economic prosperity and cultural acceptance.”81 When
Matsushita purchased MCA, its president said that movies critical of
Japan would not be produced.82 Japanese media tried to break into
world markets, and the government-owned NHK network began
satellite broadcasts in English. The venture failed, however, as NHK’s
reports seemed to lag behind those of commercial news organiza-
tions, and the network had to rely on CNN and ABC.83 This does not
mean that Japan lacks soft power. On the contrary, its pop culture
has great appeal to teenagers in Asia.84 But Japan’s culture remains
much more inward-oriented than that of the United States, and its
government’s unwillingness to deal frankly with the history of the
1930s undercuts its soft power.

To be sure, there are areas, such as the Middle East, where ambiva-
lence about American culture limits our soft power. All television in
the Arab world used to be state-run until tiny Qatar allowed a new
station, Al-Jazeera, to broadcast freely, and it proved wildly popular
in the Middle East.85 Its uncensored images ranging from Osama bin
Laden to Tony Blair had a powerful political influence after Septem-
ber 2001. Bin Laden’s ability to project a Robin Hood image en-
hanced his soft power with some Muslims around the globe. As an
Arab journalist described the situation earlier, “Al-Jazeera has been
for this intifada what CNN was to the Gulf War.”86 In fundamentalist
Iran, people are ambivalent. Pirated videos are widely available, and a
government ban “has only enhanced the lure of both the best and the
worst of Western secular culture.”87

There are, of course, tensions even within Western secular culture
that limit American soft power. In the mid-1990s, 61 percent of
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French, 45 percent of Germans, and 32 percent of Italians perceived
American culture as a threat to their own. Majorities in Spain,
France, Germany, and Italy thought there were too many American-
made films and television programs on national TV.88 And both
Canada and the European Union place restrictions on the amount of
American content that can be shown.

But such attitudes reflect ambivalence rather than rejection. In the
1920s, the Germans were the cinematographic pacesetters, as were
the French and the Italians in the 1950s and 1960s. India produces
many more films than does Hollywood, but all the distribution chan-
nels in the world couldn’t turn Indian movies into global block-
busters. In the eyes of German journalist Josef Joffe, the explanation
is obvious: “America has the world’s most open culture, and there-
fore the world is most open to it.”89 Or as a perceptive French critic
notes, “Nothing symbolizes more the triumph of American culture
than the quintessential art form of the 20th century: the cinema. . . .
This triumph of the individual motivated by compassion or a noble
ambition is universal . . . the message is based on the openness of
America and the continuing success of its multicultural society.” But
he also notes that “the more the French embrace America, the more
they resent it.”90 Or as a Norwegian observed, “American culture is
becoming everyone’s second culture. It doesn’t necessarily supplant
local traditions, but it does activate a certain cultural bilingual-
ism.”91 And like many second languages, it is spoken with imperfec-
tions and different meanings. The wonder, however, is that it is
spoken at all.

Of course, Serbs wearing Levi’s and eating at McDonald’s not only
supported repression in Kosovo, but used a Hollywood film, Wag the
Dog, to mock the United States during the war. Child soldiers in
Sierra Leone committed atrocities such as lopping off the hands of
civilians while wearing American sports team T-shirts. Osama bin
Laden despised American culture as do some of his fundamentalist
sympathizers. For better or worse, the U.S. is “exciting, exotic, rich,
powerful, trend-setting—the cutting edge of modernity and innova-
tion.”92 Despite vulgarity, sex, and violence, “our pictures and music
exalt icons of freedom, celebrating a society conducive to upward 
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mobility, informality, egalitarian irreverence, and vital life-force. This
exaltation has its appeals in an age when people want to partake of
the good life American style, even if as political citizens, they are
aware of the downside for ecology, community, and equality.”93 For
example, in explaining a new movement toward using lawsuits to as-
sert rights in China, a young Chinese activist explained, “We’ve seen
a lot of Hollywood movies—they feature weddings, funerals and go-
ing to court. So now we think it’s only natural to go to court a few
times in your life.”94 At the same time, such images of a liberal society
can create a backlash among conservative fundamentalists.

Ambivalence sets limits on popular culture as a source of Ameri-
can soft power, and marketing by American corporations can create
both attraction and resistance. As historian Walter LaFeber puts it,
transnational corporations “not only change buying habits in a soci-
ety, but modify the composition of the society itself. For the society
that receives it, soft power can have hard effects.”95 Protest is often di-
rected at McDonald’s and Coca-Cola. For better and worse, there is
not much the U.S. government can do about these negative impacts of
American cultural exports. Efforts to balance the scene by supporting
exports of American high culture—libraries and art exhibits—are at
best a useful palliative. Many aspects of soft power are more a by-
product of American society than of deliberate government actions,
and they may increase or decrease government power. The back-
ground attraction (and repulsion) of American popular culture in
different regions and among different groups may make it easier or
more difficult for American officials to promote their policies. In
some cases, such as Iran, American culture may produce rejection (at
least for ruling elites); in others, including China, the attraction and
rejection among different groups may cancel each other. In still other
cases, such as Argentina, American human rights policies that were
rejected by the military government of the 1970s produced consider-
able soft power for the United States two decades later when those
who were earlier imprisoned subsequently came to power.

The Argentine example reminds us not to exaggerate the role of
popular culture and that soft power is more than just cultural power.
As we saw in chapter 1, soft power rests on agenda setting as well as
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attraction, and popular culture is only one aspect of attraction (and
not always that). The high cultural ideas that the United States ex-
ports in the minds of the half a million foreign students who study
every year in American universities, or in the minds of the Asian en-
trepreneurs who return home after succeeding in Silicon Valley, are
more closely related to elites with power. Most of China’s leaders
have a son or daughter educated in the United States who portray a
realistic view of the United States that is often at odds with the cari-
catures in official Chinese propaganda.

Government polices at home and abroad can enhance or curtail
our soft power. For example, in the 1950s, racial segregation at home
undercut our soft power in Africa, and today, our practice of capital
punishment and weak gun control laws undercut our soft power in
Europe. Similarly, foreign policies strongly affect our soft power.
Jimmy Carter’s human rights policies are a case in point, but so also
are government efforts to promote democracy during the Reagan
and Clinton administrations. Conversely, foreign policies that appear
arrogant and unilateral in the eyes of others diminish our soft power,
as we will explore further in chapter 5.

The soft power that is becoming more important in the informa-
tion age is in part a social and economic by-product rather than
solely a result of official government action. NGOs with soft power
of their own can complicate and obstruct government efforts to ob-
tain the outcomes it wants, and purveyors of popular culture some-
times hinder government agents in achieving their objectives. But the
larger long-term trends are in our favor. To the extent that official
policies at home and abroad are consistent with democracy, human
rights, openness, and respect for the opinions of others, the United
States will benefit from the trends of this global information age,
even though pockets of reaction and fundamentalism will persist and
react in some countries. But there is a danger that we may obscure
the deeper message of our values through arrogance and unilateral-
ism. Our culture, high and low, helps produce soft power in an infor-
mation age, but government actions also matter—not only through
programs such as the Voice of America and Fulbright scholarships
but, even more important, when our policies avoid arrogance and
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stand for values that others admire. The trends of the information age
are in our favor, but only if we avoid stepping on our own message.

conclusion

A century ago, at the height of the industrial age, the great German so-
ciologist Max Weber identified a monopoly on the legitimate use of
force as a defining characteristic of the modern state. That still remains
true, but in the information age, governments are less securely in con-
trol of the major sources of power than in the past century. Large states
still have overwhelming military advantages, but the spread of tech-
nologies of mass destruction opens opportunities for terrorists and
creates vulnerabilities in postindustrial societies. And for preindustrial
societies, private armies and criminal groups in some instances have
forces that can overwhelm governments.

In terms of economic power, transnational corporations operate
on a scale that is larger than that of many countries. At least a dozen
transnational corporations have annual sales that are larger than the
gross national products of more than half the states in the world. For
example, the sales of Mitsubishi are larger than the GNP of Vietnam;
the sales of Shell are three times the GNP of Guatemala; those of
Siemens are six times the GNP of Jamaica.96 And with soft power,
while large countries such as the United States have a lead, the gov-
ernment is often unable to control it. Moreover, as soft power be-
comes more important in an information age, it is worth
remembering that it is the domain where nongovernmental organi-
zations and networks are poised to compete because it is their major
power resource. The state remains sovereign, but its powers, even for
the United States, are not what they once were. As two perceptive for-
eign observers put it, “If the state remains at the centre of governance
in the world, what has changed? In a word everything. Never have so
many different nonstate actors competed for the authority and influ-
ence that once belonged to the states alone.”97

What conclusions can we draw in this early phase of the global in-
formation age? Predictions of the equalizing effect of the information
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and communications revolutions on the distribution of power
among states are wrong. In part this is because economies of scale
and barriers to entry persist in regard to commercial and strategic in-
formation, and in part because with respect to free information, the
larger states will often be well placed in the competition for the cred-
ibility that creates soft power. Second, cheap flows of information
have created an enormous change in channels of contact across state
borders. Nongovernmental actors and individuals operating transna-
tionally have much greater opportunities to organize and to propa-
gate their views. States are more easily penetrated and less like black
boxes. Our political leaders will find it more difficult to maintain a
coherent ordering of foreign policy issues.

Third, the Internet is creating a new transnational domain that is
superimposed on sovereign states in the same way newly created me-
dieval markets were centuries ago, and it promises an equally signifi-
cant evolution of attitudes and identities. Fourth, the information
revolution is changing political processes in such a way that open de-
mocratic societies like the United States will compete more success-
fully than authoritarian states for the key power resource of
credibility, but democratization will not be rapid in much of the
preindustrial world. Fifth, soft power is becoming more important in
relation to hard coercive power than it was in the past, as credibility
becomes a key power resource for both governments and non-
governmental groups. Although the United States is better placed in
terms of credibility and soft power than many countries, the coher-
ence of government policies is likely to diminish. Finally, geographi-
cally based sovereign states will continue to structure politics in an
information age, but the processes of world politics within that struc-
ture are undergoing profound change. The power of the sovereign
state will still matter, but it will not be what it used to be.

What this means is that many of the traditional measures of Amer-
ican preeminence that we saw in chapter 1 will prove to be illusory.
Talk about unipolarity and hegemony will begin to sound increas-
ingly hollow. If all we had to do in a global information age was fend
off new military challengers, the tasks of American foreign policy
would be relatively straightforward and our hard power would suffice.
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By traditional measures, no sovereign state is likely to surpass us, and
terrorists cannot defeat us. But an information revolution is posing
more subtle challenges by changing the very nature of states, sover-
eignty, and control—and the role of soft power. Fewer issues that we
care about will prove susceptible to solution through our dominant
military power. Policy makers will have to pay more attention to the
politics of credibility and the importance of soft power. And they will
have to share a stage crowded with newly empowered nongovern-
mental actors and individuals. As we shall see in the next chapter, all
this will occur in a very diverse world in which globalization is
shrinking the distances that provided protection in the past.
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A
mericans feel their lives affected more and more by events
originating outside the country. Terrorists from halfway
around the world wrought havoc in New York and Washing-

ton. Or to take an economic example, who would have thought that
imprudent banking practices in a small economy such as Thailand in
1997 would lead to the collapse of the Russian ruble, massive loans to
stave off crisis in Brazil, and the New York Federal Reserve Bank’s in-
tervention to prevent the collapse of a hedge fund from harming the
American economy? In an ecological example, helicopters recently
fumigated many American cities in an attempt to eradicate the po-
tentially lethal West Nile virus, which might have arrived in the
blood of a traveler, via a bird smuggled through customs, or in the
gut of a mosquito that flitted into a jet.1 Fears of “bioinvasion” led
some environmental groups to place full-page ads in the New York
Times calling for a reduction in global trade and travel.2 And as the
twenty-first century began, rioters protesting globalization filled the
streets of Washington, Prague, Quebec, Genoa, and other cities
where leaders met.

globalization
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made in america?

Globalization—the growth of worldwide networks of interdepen-
dence—is virtually as old as human history. What’s new is that the
networks are thicker and more complex, involving people from more
regions and social classes.3 The ancient Silk Road that linked me-
dieval Europe and Asia is an example of the “thin” globalization that
involved small amounts of luxury goods and elite customers (though
a broader part of the European population suffered from the im-
ported viruses that accompanied the traders). Economic globaliza-
tion increased dramatically in the nineteenth century. In their 1848

Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels argued that
“all old-established national industries have been destroyed or are
being destroyed. . . . In place of the old local and national seclusion
and self-sufficiency, we have intercourse in every direction, universal
interdependence of nations.”4

The idea that globalization equals Americanization is common
but simplistic. The United States itself is the product of seventeenth-
and eighteenth-century globalization. As Adam Smith wrote in 1776,
“the discovery of America, and that of a passage to the East Indies by
the Cape of Good Hope, are the two greatest and most important
events recorded in the history of mankind . . . by uniting, in some
measure, the most distant parts of the world.”5 But it is also true that
the United States is a giant in the contemporary phase of globaliza-
tion. In the words of French foreign minister Hubert Vedrine, “The
United States is a very big fish that swims easily and rules supreme in
the waters of globalization. Americans get great benefits from this for
a large number of reasons: because of their economic size; because
globalization takes place in their language; because it is organized
along neoliberal economic principles; because they impose their le-
gal, accounting, and technical practices; and because they’re advo-
cates of individualism.”6

It is understandable, and probably inevitable, that those who re-
sent American power and popular culture use nationalism to fight it.
In the 1940s, French officials sought to ban Coca-Cola, and it was not
finally approved for sale in France until 1953.7 In a well-publicized
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1999 case, José Bové, a French sheep farmer (who incidentally spent the
early years of his life in Berkeley, California), became a French hero
and earned global press coverage by protecting “culinary sovereignty”
through destroying a McDonald’s restaurant.8 No one forces the
French public to enter the golden arches, but Bové’s success with the
media spoke to the cultural ambivalence toward things American. As
Iran’s president complained in 1999, “The new world order and glob-
alization that certain powers are trying to make us accept, in which
the culture of the entire world is ignored, looks like a kind of neo-
colonialism.”9

Several dimensions of globalization are indeed dominated today
by activities based in Wall Street, Silicon Valley, and Hollywood.
However, the intercontinental spread of Christianity preceded by
many centuries Hollywood’s discovery of how to market films about
the Bible. And the global spread of Islam, continuing to this day, is
not “made in USA.” The English language, which is spoken by about
5 percent of the world’s people, was originally spread by Britain, not
the United States.10 Ties between Japan and its Latin American dias-
pora have nothing to do with the United States, nor do ties between
French-, Spanish-, and Portuguese-speaking countries, respectively.
Nor does the contemporary spread of AIDS in Africa and Asia. Nor
European banks lending to emerging markets in Asia and Latin
America. The most popular sports team in the world is not Ameri-
can: it is Manchester United, with two hundred fan clubs in twenty-
four countries. Three of the leading “American” music labels have
British, German, and Japanese owners. Some of the most popular
video games come from Japan and Britain.11 The rise of reality pro-
gramming, which has enlivened or debased the standards of televi-
sion entertainment in recent years, spread from Europe to the United
States, not vice versa.

As British sociologist Anthony Giddens observes, “Globalization is
not just the dominance of the West over the rest; it affects the United
States as it does other countries.”12 Or in the words of Singapore diplo-
mat Kishore Mahbubani: “The West will increasingly absorb good
minds from other cultures. And as it does so, the West will undergo a
major transformation: it will become within itself a microcosm of the
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new interdependent world with many thriving cultures and ideas.”13

Globalization is not intrinsically American, even if much of its current
content is heavily influenced by what happens in the United States.

Several distinctive qualities of the United States make it uniquely
adapted to serve as a center of globalization. American culture is pro-
duced by and geared toward a multiethnic society whose demo-
graphics are constantly altered by immigration. America has always
had a syncretic culture, borrowing freely from a variety of traditions
and continuously open to the rest of the world. And European con-
cerns over American influence are not new. A number of books were
published on the subject a century ago—for example, a British au-
thor, W. T. Stead, wrote The Americanization of the World in 1902. The
United States is also a great laboratory for cultural experimentation,
the largest marketplace to test whether a given film or song resonates
with one subpopulation or another, or perhaps with people in gen-
eral. Ideas flow into the United States freely and flow out with equal
ease—often in commercialized form, backed by entrepreneurs draw-
ing on deep pools of capital and talent. A Pizza Hut in Asia looks
American, though the food, of course, is originally Italian. There
seems to be an affinity between opportunities for globalization and
these characteristics of American society.14

American culture does not always flow into other societies un-
changed, nor does it always have political effects. The ideas and infor-
mation that enter global networks are “downloaded“ in the context of
national politics and local cultures, which act as selective filters and
modifiers of what arrives. McDonald’s menus are different in China,
and American movies are dubbed in varying Chinese accents to re-
flect Chinese perceptions of the message being delivered.15 Political
institutions are often more resistant to transnational transmission
than popular culture. Although the Chinese students in Tiananmen
Square in 1989 built a replica of the Statue of Liberty, China has em-
phatically not adopted American political institutions.16

Globalization today is America-centric, in that much of the infor-
mation revolution comes from the United States and a large part of
the content of global information networks is currently created in the
United States and enhances American “soft power.” French culture
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minister Jack Lang warned that soft power “moved mostly in one di-
rection because Americans were so closed-minded and provincial, if
not grossly ignorant of other cultures.”17 But Lang misses the open-
ness of American society, which accepts and recycles culture from the
rest of the world. Moreover, some U.S. practices are very attractive to
other countries: honest regulation of drugs, as by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA); transparent securities laws and practices that
limit fraudulent dealing, monitored by the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). U.S.-made standards are sometimes hard to
avoid, as in the rules governing the Internet itself. But other U.S. stan-
dards and practices—from pounds and feet (rather than the metric
system) to capital punishment and the right to bear arms—have en-
countered puzzlement or even outright hostility in other nations. Soft
power is a reality, but it does not accrue to the United States in all areas
of activity, nor is the United States the only country to possess it. Glob-
alization is more than just Americanization.

the nature of the beast

Globalization—worldwide networks of interdependence—does not
imply universality.18 As we saw in the last chapter, at the beginning of
the twenty-first century almost one-half of the American population
used the World Wide Web, compared to 0.01 percent of the popula-
tion of South Asia. Most people in the world today do not have tele-
phones; hundreds of millions of people live as peasants in remote
villages with only slight connections to world markets or the global
flow of ideas. Indeed, globalization is accompanied by increasing
gaps, in many respects, between the rich and the poor. It does not
imply either homogenization or equity.19

Even among rich countries, there is a lot less globalization than
meets the eye.20 A truly globalized world market would mean free
flows of goods, people, and capital, and similar interest rates. In fact
we have a long way to go.21 For example, even in the local NAFTA
market, Toronto trades ten times as much with Vancouver as with
Seattle, though the distance is the same and tariffs are minimal.
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Globalization has made national boundaries more porous but not ir-
relevant.22 Nor does globalization mean the creation of a universal
community. In social terms, contacts among people with different
religious beliefs and other deeply held values have often led to con-
flict: witness the great crusades of medieval times or the current no-
tion of the United States as “the Great Satan,” held by some Islamic
fundamentalists.23 Clearly, in social as well as economic terms, ho-
mogenization does not follow necessarily from globalization.

Globalization has a number of dimensions, though all too often
economists write as if it and the world economy were one and the
same. But other forms of globalization have significant effects on our
day-to-day lives. The oldest form of globalization is environmental
interdependence. For example, the first smallpox epidemic is recorded
in Egypt in 1350 b.c. The disease reached China in a.d. 49, Europe af-
ter 700, the Americas in 1520, and Australia in 1789.24 The plague or
black death originated in Asia, but its spread killed a quarter to a
third of the population of Europe in the fourteenth century. Euro-
peans carried diseases to the Americas in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries that destroyed up to 95 percent of the indigenous popula-
tion.25 Since 1973, thirty previously unknown infectious diseases have
emerged, and other familiar diseases have spread geographically in
new drug-resistant forms.26 The spread of foreign species of flora
and fauna to new areas has wiped out native species, and efforts to
control them may cost several hundred billion dollars a year.27 On
the other hand, not all effects of environmental globalization are ad-
verse. For instance, nutrition and cuisine in both Europe and Asia
benefited from the importation of such New World crops as pota-
toes, corn, and tomatoes, and the green revolution agricultural tech-
nology of the past few decades has helped poor farmers throughout
the world.28

Global climate change will affect not only Americans but the lives
of people everywhere. Thousands of scientists from over a hundred
countries recently reported that there is new and strong evidence that
most of the warming observed over the last fifty years is attributable
to human activities, and average global temperatures in the twenty-
first century are projected to increase between 2.5 and 10 degrees
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Fahrenheit. The result could be increasingly severe variations in cli-
mate, with too much water in some regions and not enough in others.
The effects in North America will include stronger storms, floods,
droughts, and landslides. Rising temperatures have lengthened the
freeze-free season in many regions and cut snow cover since the
1960s by 10 percent. The rate at which the sea level rose in the last
century was ten times faster than the average rate over the last three
millennia.29 As Harvard scientist James McCarthy notes, “What is
different now is that Earth is populated with 6 billion people and the
natural and human systems that provide us with food, fuel, and fiber
are strongly influenced by climate.” As climate change accelerates,
“future change may not occur as smoothly as it has in the past.”30 It
does not matter whether carbon dioxide is placed in the atmosphere
from China or the United States; it affects global warming in the
same way. And the impact on American policy was clear in the reac-
tions of other countries in the early days of George W. Bush’s admin-
istration. After foreign protests and a National Academy of Sciences
report, President Bush had to reverse his early position that there was
inadequate evidence of human effects on global warming.31

Military globalization consists of networks of interdependence in
which force, or the threat of force, is employed. The world wars of
the twentieth century are a case in point. During the Cold War, the
global strategic interdependence between the United States and the
Soviet Union was acute and well recognized. Not only did it produce
world-straddling alliances, but either side could have used intercon-
tinental missiles to destroy the other within the space of thirty min-
utes. Such interdependence was distinctive not because it was totally
new, but because the scale and speed of the potential conflict were so
enormous. Today, terrorist networks constitute a new form of mili-
tary globalization.

Social globalization is the spread of peoples, cultures, images, and
ideas. Migration is a concrete example. In the nineteenth century,
some eighty million people crossed oceans to new homes—far more
than in the twentieth century.32 But ideas are an equally important
aspect of social globalization. Four great religions of the world —
Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam — have spread across
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great distances over the last two millennia, as has the scientific
method and worldview over the past few centuries. Political global-
ization (a part of social globalization) is manifest in the spread of
constitutional arrangements, the increase in the number of countries
that have become democratic, and the development of international
rules and institutions. Those who think it is meaningless to speak of
an international community ignore the importance of the global
spread of political ideas such as the antislavery movement in the
nineteenth century, anticolonialism after World War II, and the envi-
ronmental and feminist movements today.

Changes in the various dimensions of globalization can move in
opposite directions at the same time. Economic globalization fell
dramatically between 1914 and 1945, while military globalization in-
creased to new heights during the two world wars, as did many as-
pects of social globalization. (War disrupts existing societies and
spreads new ideas.) So did globalization increase or decrease between
1914 and 1945? The economic deglobalization that characterized the
first half of the twentieth century was so deep that the world econ-
omy did not reach the 1914 levels of international trade and invest-
ment again until the 1970s. This was in part a reflection of the
enormous disruption of World War I, but there was another problem
as well. The industrial world had not come to terms with the inequal-
ities created by rapid economic globalization. Markets outran poli-
tics in Europe, and the great political movements of communism
and fascism stemmed in part from popular reactions to the inequali-
ties that accompanied laissez-faire world markets.33

Is such economic deglobalization and attendant political disruption
likely in the years to come? It’s possible, but less likely than it was a cen-
tury ago. For one thing, after 1945 the creation of the welfare state put a
safety net under poor people in most developed countries, which acted
as a safety valve that made open economies and economic globaliza-
tion more acceptable. There is a positive correlation between the
strength of the welfare state and the openness of economies.34 Global-
ization is not destroying (as opposed to constraining) the welfare
state in Europe and the postmodern societies. While political reac-
tions to economic globalization have been growing in postindustrial
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societies, they are not like the mass movements that overturned the
political systems in Europe in the first half of the twentieth century. At
the same time, international inequality has increased in some regions,
including countries such as China. In much of the less developed
world, the absence of safety nets could become a cause of political re-
action against economic globalization.35 International protest move-
ments that include American citizens and organizations have increased
and, as we shall see below, are raising difficult policy questions.

In short, globalization is the result of both technological progress
and government policies that have reduced barriers to international
exchange. The United States has been a major instigator and benefi-
ciary of the contemporary phase of globalization, but we cannot con-
trol it. Moreover, if protests and government policies were to curtail
the beneficial economic dimensions of globalization, we would still
be left with the detrimental effects of military and environmental
globalization. Globalization is a mixed blessing, but like it or not, it
creates new challenges for American foreign policy.

twenty-first-century globalization: 
what’s new?

While globalization has been going on for centuries, its contemporary
form has distinct characteristics. In a phrase, it is “thicker and quicker.”
Globalization today is different from how it was in the nineteenth cen-
tury, when European imperialism provided much of its political struc-
ture, and higher transport and communications costs meant fewer
people were involved directly with people and ideas from other cul-
tures. But many of the most important differences are closely related to
the information revolution. As Thomas Friedman argues, contempo-
rary globalization goes “farther, faster, cheaper and deeper.”36

Economists use the term “network effects” to refer to situations
where a product becomes more valuable once many other people
also use it. As we saw in the last chapter, one telephone is useless, but
its value increases as the network grows. This is why the Internet is
causing such rapid change.37 A knowledge-based economy generates
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“powerful spillover effects, often spreading like fire and triggering fur-
ther innovation and setting off chain reactions of new inventions . . .
But goods—as opposed to knowledge—do not always spread like
fire.”38 Moreover, as interdependence has become thicker and quicker,
the relationships among different networks have become more im-
portant. There are more interconnections among the networks. As a
result, system effects—where small perturbations in one area can
spread throughout a whole system—become more important.39

Financial markets are a good example of system effects. As men-
tioned above, the 1997 Asian financial crisis affected markets on sev-
eral continents. The relative magnitude of foreign investment in 1997

was not unprecedented. The net outflow of capital from Britain in
the four decades before 1914 averaged 5 percent of its gross domestic
product, compared to 2 to 3 percent for rich countries today.40 The
fact that the financial crisis of 1997 was global in scale also had pre-
cursors: Black Monday on Wall Street in 1929 and the collapse of
Austria’s Credit Anstalt bank in 1930 triggered a worldwide financial
crisis and global depression.

But today’s gross financial flows are much larger. Daily foreign ex-
change flows increased from $15 billion in 1973 to $1.5 trillion by 1995,
and the 1997 crisis was sparked by a currency collapse in a small
emerging market economy, not by Wall Street. Further, the 1997 crisis
caught most economists, governments, and international financial
institutions by surprise, and complex new financial instruments
made it difficult to understand. In December 1998 Federal Reserve
Board chairman Alan Greenspan said: “I have learned more about
how this new international financial system works in the last twelve
months than in the previous twenty years.”41 Sheer magnitude, com-
plexity, and speed distinguish contemporary economic globalization
from earlier periods and increase the challenges it presents to Ameri-
can foreign policy.42

Military globalization also became more complex. The end of the
Cold War brought military deglobalization—that is, distant disputes
between the superpowers became less relevant to the balance of
power. But the increase in social globalization over the past several
decades had the opposite effect and introduced new dimensions of
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military globalism: humanitarian intervention and terrorism. Hu-
manitarian concerns interacting with global communications led to
pressure for military interventions in places such as Somalia, Bosnia,
and Kosovo. And fundamentalist reactions to modern culture inter-
acted with technology to create new options for terrorism and for
asymmetrical warfare. For example, in devising a strategy to stand up
to the United States, some Chinese midlevel officers proposed terror-
ism, drug trafficking, environmental degradation, and computer
virus propagation. They argued that the more complicated the com-
bination—for example, terrorism plus a media war plus a financial
war — the better the results. “From that perspective, ‘Unrestricted
War’ marries the Chinese classic, The Art of War by Sun Tzu, with
modern military technology and economic globalization.”43

As American officials fashion foreign policies, they encounter the
increasing thickness of globalism—the density of the networks of
interdependence—which means that the effects of events in one ge-
ographical area or in the economic or ecological dimension can have
profound effects in other geographical areas or on the military or so-
cial dimension. These international networks are increasingly com-
plex, and their effects are therefore increasingly unpredictable.
Moreover, in human systems, people are often hard at work trying to
outwit each other, to gain an economic, social, or military advantage
precisely by acting in an unpredictable way. As a result, globalization
is accompanied by pervasive uncertainty. There will be a continual
competition between increased complexity and uncertainty, on one
hand, and efforts by governments, corporations, and others to com-
prehend and manipulate to their benefit these increasingly complex
interconnected systems. Frequent financial crises or sharp increases
in unemployment could lead to popular movements to limit interde-
pendence and to a reversal of economic globalization. Chaotic un-
certainty is too high a price for most people to pay for somewhat
higher average levels of prosperity. Unless some aspects of globaliza-
tion can be effectively governed, as we shall see below, it may not be
sustainable in its current form.

Quickness also adds to uncertainty and the difficulties of shaping
policy responses. As mentioned at the outset, modern globalization
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operates at a much more rapid pace than its earlier forms. Smallpox
took nearly three millennia to conquer all inhabited continents, finally
reaching Australia in 1775. AIDS took little more than three decades to
spread from Africa all around the world. And to switch to a metaphor-
ical virus, in 2000 the Love Bug computer virus needed only three days
to straddle the globe. From three millennia to three decades to three
days: that is the measure of the quickening of globalization.

Sometimes globalization’s challenges are viewed solely in terms of
the speed of information flow, but that is too simple.44 The velocity
of individual messages has not changed very significantly since the
telegraph became more or less universal toward the end of the nine-
teenth century. But institutional velocity—how rapidly a system and
the units within it change—reflects the thickness of globalism. Mar-
kets react more quickly than before, since information diffuses so
much more rapidly and huge sums of capital can respond at a mo-
ment’s notice. An NGO can report an event from the Brazilian rain
forest and spread it around the world on the Internet in a matter of
minutes. Individual news items do not travel much faster from Sara-
jevo to New York than they did in 1914, but the institutions and eco-
nomics of cable television and the Internet made news cycles shorter
and have put a larger premium on small advantages in speed. In 1914,
one newspaper did not normally scoop another by receiving and pro-
cessing information an hour earlier than another; as long as the infor-
mation could be processed before the next day’s issue was put to bed,
it was timely. But today, an hour—or even a few minutes—makes the
critical difference whether a cable television network is on top of a
story or behind the curve. Sometimes CNN scoops official reporting,
and I have often entered the office of a Pentagon or State Department
official and found CNN tuned in on a television set in the corner.

Direct public participation in global affairs has also increased in
rich countries. Ordinary people invest in foreign mutual funds, gam-
ble on offshore Internet sites, travel, and sample exotic cuisine that
used to be the preserve of the rich. Friedman termed this change the
“democratization” of technology, finance, and information, because
diminished costs have made what previously were luxuries available
to a much broader range of society.45 Democratization is probably the
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wrong word, however, since in markets, money votes, and people
start out with unequal stakes. There is no equality, for example, in
capital markets, despite the new financial instruments that permit
more people to participate. A million dollars or more is often the en-
try price for hedge fund investors. Pluralization might be more accu-
rate, suggesting the vast increase in the number and variety of
participants in global networks. In 1914, according to John Maynard
Keynes, “the inhabitant of London could order by telephone, sipping
his morning tea in bed, the various products of the whole earth, in
such quantity as he might see fit, and reasonably expect their early
delivery upon his doorstep.”46 But Keynes’s Englishman had to be
wealthy to be a global consumer. Today virtually any American can
do the same thing. Supermarkets and Internet retailers extend that
capacity to the vast majority of the people in postindustrial societies.

As we saw in the last chapter, nongovernmental organizations—
whether large ones such as Greenpeace or Amnesty International, or
the proverbial three kooks with a fax machine and a modem—can
now raise their voices, worldwide, as never before. Whether they es-
tablish the credibility to get and hold anyone’s attention has become
the key political question.

This vast expansion of transnational channels of contact at multi-
continental distances, generated by the media and a profusion of
nongovernmental organizations, means that more issues are up for
grabs internationally, including regulations and practices (ranging
from pharmaceutical testing to accounting and product standards to
banking regulation) that were formerly regarded as the prerogatives
of national governments. Large areas of the governance of transna-
tional life are being handled by private actors, whether it be the cre-
ation of the code that governs the Internet or the establishment of
safety standards in the chemical industry.

Some observers go so far as to argue that communications costs
have erased the significance of distance. In some domains, such as fi-
nancial markets, this is largely true, but as a generalization, it is a
half-truth. First, participation in global interdependence has in-
creased, but many people are only tenuously connected to any com-
munications networks that transcend their states, or even their
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localities. Most people in the world, as we have noted, do not own
telephones, and many peasant villages in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America are linked to the world as a whole only through slow and of-
ten thin economic, social, and political links. Furthermore, even for
those people tied closely into global communications networks, the
significance of distance varies greatly by issue—economic, ecologi-
cal, military, and so forth. If globalization implies the shrinking of
distance, those distances have shrunk at different rates for different
people and different issues.47

Distance is indeed irrelevant if a stock can be sold instantaneously
in New York or Hong Kong by an investor in Abidjan to one in
Moscow. But physical goods move more slowly than capital, since au-
tomobiles and textiles cannot be transformed into digits on a com-
puter. Orders for them can be sent without regard to distance, but
the cars or clothes have to move physically from Japan or Guatemala
to Johannesburg or Rome. Such movement is faster than it once
was—flowers and shoes are now sent thousands of miles by jet air-
craft—but is by no means instantaneous or inexpensive. Even more
constrained by distance are personal services: people who desire face-
lifts cannot get them online.

Variability by distance applies to other dimensions of globalism as
well. The actual movement of ideas and information is virtually in-
stantaneous, but their comprehension and acceptance depend on
cultural differences. UN secretary general Kofi Annan can talk about
human rights and sovereignty simultaneously to people in Boston,
Belgrade, Buenos Aires, Beijing, Beirut, Bombay, and Bujumbura—
but the same words are heard very differently in these seven cities.
Likewise, American popular culture may be interpreted by young
people in some cultures as validating fundamentally new values and
lifestyles, but in other settings it may be viewed merely as essentially
trivial symbols, expressed only in baseball caps, T-shirts, and music.
Cultural distances resist homogenization. Finally, elements of social
globalization that rely on the migration of people are highly con-
strained by distance and by legal jurisdictions, since travel remains
costly for most people in the world, and governments everywhere
seek to control and limit migration.
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What the information revolution has added to contemporary
globalization is a quickness and thickness in the network of intercon-
nections that make them more complex. But such “thick globalism”
is not uniform: it varies by region and locality, and by issue. As we
shape our foreign policy for this new century, we will have to re-
spond to issues that involve greater complexity, more uncertainty,
shorter response times, broader participation by groups and individ-
uals, and an uneven shrinkage of distance. The world is more upon
us, but in terms of our policy responses, one size will not fit all.

globalization and american power

With the end of the Cold War, the United States became more pow-
erful than any state in recent history. Globalization contributed to
that position, but it may not continue to do so throughout the cen-
tury. Today globalization reinforces American power; over time it
may dilute that power. Globalization is the child of both technology
and policy. American policy deliberately promoted norms and insti-
tutions such as GATT, the World Bank, and the IMF that created an
open international economic system after 1945. For forty-five years,
the extent of economic globalization was limited by the autarkic
policies of the communist governments. The end of the Cold War re-
duced such barriers, and American economic and soft power bene-
fited both from the related ascendance of market ideology and the
reduction of protectionism.

The United States plays a central role in all dimensions of contem-
porary globalization. Globalization at its core refers to worldwide
networks of interdependence. A network is simply a series of connec-
tions of points in a system, but networks can take a surprising num-
ber of shapes and architectures. An airline hub and spokes, a
spiderweb, an electricity grid, a metropolitan bus system, and the In-
ternet are all networks, though they vary in terms of centralization
and complexity of connections. Theorists of networks argue that un-
der most conditions, centrality in networks conveys power—that is,
the hub controls the spokes.48 Some see globalism as a network with
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an American hub and spokes reaching out to the rest of the world.
There is some truth in this picture, as the United States is central to
all four forms of globalization: economic (the United States has the
largest capital market), military (it is the only country with global
reach), social (it is the heart of pop culture), and environmental (the
United States is the biggest polluter, and its political support is neces-
sary for effective action on environmental issues). As argued above,
the United States has played a central role in the current phase of
globalization for a variety of reasons, including its syncretic culture,
market size, the effectiveness of some of its institutions, and its mili-
tary force. And this centrality has in turn benefited American hard
and soft power. In this view, being the hub conveys hegemony.

Those who advocate a hegemonic or unilateralist foreign policy
are attracted to this image of global networks. Yet there are at least
four reasons it would be a mistake to envisage contemporary net-
works of globalism simply in terms of the hub and spokes of an
American empire that creates dependency for smaller countries. This
metaphor is useful as one perspective on globalization, but it does
not provide the whole picture.

First, the architecture of networks of interdependence varies ac-
cording to the different dimensions of globalization. The hub-and-
spokes metaphor fits military globalism more closely than economic,
environmental, or social globalism because American dominance is
so much greater in that domain. Even in the military area, most states
are more concerned about threats from neighbors than from the
United States, a fact that leads many to call in American global power
to redress local balances. The American presence is welcome in most
of East Asia as a balance to rising Chinese power. That is, the hub-
and-spokes metaphor fits power relations better than it portrays
threat relations, and as we saw in chapter l, balancing behavior is
heavily influenced by perceptions of threat. If instead of the role of
welcome balancer, the United States came to be seen as a threat, it
would lose the influence that comes from providing military protec-
tion to balance others. At the same time, in economic networks a
hub-and-spokes image is inaccurate. In trade, for example, Europe
and Japan are significant alternative nodes in the global network.
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Environmental globalization—the future of endangered species in
Africa or the Amazonian rain forest in Brazil—is also less centered
around the United States. And where the United States is viewed as a
major ecological threat, as in production of carbon dioxide, it is less
welcome, and there is often resistance to American policies.

Second, the hub-and-spokes image may mislead us about an ap-
parent absence of reciprocity or two-way vulnerability. Even militar-
ily, the ability of the United States to strike any place in the world
does not make it invulnerable, as we learned at high cost on Septem-
ber 11, 2001. Other states and groups and even individuals can em-
ploy unconventional uses of force or, in the long term, develop
weapons of mass destruction with delivery systems that would en-
able them to threaten the United States. Terrorism is a real threat,
and nuclear or mass biological attacks would be more lethal than hi-
jacked aircraft. As we saw in the last chapter, global economic and so-
cial transactions are making it increasingly difficult to control our
borders. When we open ourselves to economic flows, we simultane-
ously open ourselves to a new type of military danger. And while the
United States has the largest economy, it is both sensitive and poten-
tially vulnerable to the spread of contagions in global capital mar-
kets, as we discovered in the 1997 “Asian” financial crisis. In the social
dimension, the United States may export more popular culture than
any other country, but it also imports more ideas and immigrants
than most countries. Managing immigration turns out to be an ex-
tremely sensitive and important aspect of the response to globalism.
Finally, the United States is environmentally sensitive and vulnerable
to actions abroad that it cannot control. Even if the United States
took costly measures to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide at home,
it would still be vulnerable to climate change induced by coal-fired
power plants in China.

A third problem with the simple hub-and-spokes dependency im-
age that is popular with the hegemonists is that it fails to identify
other important connections and nodes in global networks. New
York is important in the flows of capital to emerging markets, but so
are London, Frankfurt, and Tokyo. In terms of social and political
globalization, Paris is more important to Gabon than Washington is;
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Moscow is more important in Central Asia. Our influence is often
limited in such situations. The Maldive Islands, only a few feet above
sea level in the Indian Ocean, are particularly sensitive to the poten-
tial effects of producing carbon dioxide in the rest of the world. They
are also completely vulnerable, since their sensitivity has to do with
geography, not policy. At some time in the future, China will become
more relevant to the Maldives than the United States is, because they
will eventually outstrip us in the production of greenhouse gases. For
many countries, we will not be the center of the world.

Finally, as the prior example suggests, the hub-and-spokes model
may blind us to changes that are taking place in the architecture of
the global networks. Network theorists argue that central players
gain power most when there are structural holes—gaps in commu-
nications — between other participants. When the spokes cannot
communicate with each other without going through the hub, the
central position of the hub provides power. When the spokes can
communicate and coordinate directly with each other, the hub be-
comes less powerful. The growth of the Internet provides these inex-
pensive alternative connections that fill the gaps.49

As the architecture of global networks evolves from a hub-and-
spokes model to a widely distributed form like that of the Internet,
the structural holes shrink and the structural power of the central
state is reduced. It is true, for now, that Americans are central to the
Internet; at the beginning of the twenty-first century, they comprise
more than half of all Internet users. But by 2003, projections suggest,
the United States will have 180 million Internet users, and there will
be 240 million abroad.50 This will be even more pronounced two
decades hence, as Internet usage continues to spread. English is the
most prevalent language on the Internet today, but by 2010, Chinese
Internet users are likely to outnumber American users.51 The fact
that Chinese web sites will be read primarily by ethnic Chinese na-
tionals and expatriates will not dethrone English as the web’s lingua
franca, but it will increase Chinese power in Asia by allowing Beijing
“to shape a Chinese political culture that stretches well beyond its
physical boundaries.”52 And China will not be alone. With the in-
evitable spread of technological capabilities, more-distributed net-
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work architectures will evolve. At some time in the future, when
there are a billion Internet users in Asia and 250 million in the United
States, more web sites, capital, entrepreneurs, and advertisers will be
attracted to the Asian market.

The United States now seems to bestride the world like a colossus,
to use The Economist’s phrase.53 Looking more closely, we see that
American dominance varies across realms and that many relation-
ships of interdependence go both ways. Large states such as the
United States—or, to a lesser extent, China—have more freedom
than do small states, but they are rarely exempt from the effects of
globalization. And states are not alone. As we saw in the last chapter,
organizations, groups, and even individuals are becoming players. For
both better and worse, technology is putting capabilities within the
reach of individuals that were solely the preserve of government in
the past.54 Falling costs are increasing the thickness and complexity of
global networks of interdependence. The United States promotes and
benefits from economic globalization. But over the longer term, we
can expect globalization itself to spread technological and economic
capabilities and thus reduce the extent of American dominance.

globalization and local cultures

Local culture and local politics also set significant limits on the ex-
tent to which globalization enhances American power. Contrary to
conventional wisdom, globalization is not homogenizing the cul-
tures of the world.

Although they are related, globalization and modernization are
not the same. People sometimes attribute changes to globalization
that are caused in large part simply by modernization.55 The moder-
nity of the industrial revolution transformed British society and cul-
ture in the nineteenth century. The global spread of industrialization
and the development of alternative centers of industrial power even-
tually undercut Britain’s relative position. And while the modernity
of the new industrial centers altered their local cultures so that in
some ways they looked more like Britain than before, the cause was
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modernization, not Anglicization. Moreover, while modernity pro-
duced some common traits such as urbanization and factories, the
residual local cultures were by no means erased. Convergence toward
similar institutions to deal with similar problems is not surprising,
but it does not lead to homogeneity.56 There were some similarities
in the industrial societies of Britain, Germany, America, and Japan in
the first half of the twentieth century, but there were also important
differences. When China, India, and Brazil complete their current
process of industrialization, we should not expect them to be replicas
of Japan, Germany, or the United States.

In the same vein, though the United States is widely perceived as
being at the forefront of the information revolution, and though the
information revolution results in many similarities in social and cul-
tural habits (such as television viewing or Internet use), it is incorrect
to attribute those similarities to Americanization. Correlation is not
causation. If one imagines a thought experiment in which a country
introduces computers and communications at a rapid rate in a world
in which the United States did not exist, one would expect major so-
cial and cultural changes to occur from the modernization (or, as
some say, postmodernity). Of course, since the United States exists
and is at the forefront of the information revolution, there is a cur-
rent degree of Americanization, but it is likely to diminish over the
course of the century as technology spreads and local cultures mod-
ernize in their own ways.

Evidence of historical proof that globalization does not necessarily
mean homogenization can be seen in the case of Japan, a country
that deliberately isolated itself from an earlier wave of globalization
carried by seventeenth-century European seafarers. In the middle of
the nineteenth century it became the first Asian country to embrace
globalization and to borrow successfully from the world without los-
ing its uniqueness. During the Meiji Restoration Japan searched
broadly for tools and innovations that would allow it to become a
major power rather than a victim of Western imperialism. It sent
young people to the West for education. Its delegations scoured the
world for ideas in science, technology, and industry. In the political
realm, Meiji reformers were well aware of Anglo-American ideas and
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institutions but deliberately turned to German models because they
were deemed more suitable to a country with an emperor.

The lesson that Japan has to teach the rest of the world is not sim-
ply that an Asian country can compete in military and economic
power, but rather that after a century and a half of globalization, it is
possible to adapt while preserving a unique culture. Of course, there
are American influences in contemporary Japan (and Japanese influ-
ences such as Pokémon in the United States). Thousands of Japanese
youth are co-opting the music, dress, and style of urban black Amer-
ica. But some of the groups dress up like samurai warriors onstage.
As one claims, “We’re trying to make a whole new culture and mix
the music.”57 One can applaud or deplore or simply be amused by
any particular cultural transfers, but one should not doubt the per-
sistence of Japan’s cultural uniqueness.

The image of American homogenization also reflects a mistakenly
static view of culture. Few cultures are static, and efforts to portray
them as unchanging often reflect conservative political strategies
rather than descriptions of reality. The Peruvian writer Mario Vargas
Llosa put it well in saying that arguments in favor of cultural identity
and against globalization “betray a stagnant attitude towards culture
that is not borne out by historical fact. Do we know of any cultures
that have remained unchanged through time? To find any of them one
has to travel to the small, primitive, magico-religious communities
made up of people . . . who due to their primitive condition, become
progressively more vulnerable to exploitation and extermination.”58

Vibrant cultures are constantly changing and borrowing from other
cultures. And the borrowing is not always from the United States. For
example, as mentioned above, many more countries turned to Canada
than to the United States as an example for constitution building in the
aftermath of the Cold War. Canadian views of how to deal with hate
crimes were more congenial to South Africa and the countries of East-
ern Europe than were American First Amendment practices.59

And as mentioned above, globalization is a two-edged sword. In
some areas, there is not only a backlash against American cultural
imports but an effort to change American culture itself. American
policies toward capital punishment may now have majority support
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inside the United States, but they are regarded as egregious violations
of human rights in much of Europe and have been the focus of
transnational campaigns led by human rights groups. American en-
vironmental attitudes toward climate change or genetic modification
of food bring similar criticism. As the British author Jonathan Freed-
lund says, “In the past, anti-Americans saved their bile for two sepa-
rate areas of U.S. misconduct. They were appalled, first, by America’s
antics abroad. They were disgusted, second, by the way Americans
behaved inside their own country. . . . Now thanks to globalization,
the two older forms of hostility have converged.”60

Finally, there is some evidence that globalization and the informa-
tion revolution may reinforce rather than reduce cultural diversity.
In one British view, “globalization is the reason for the revival of local
culture in different parts of the world. . . . Globalization not only
pulls upwards, but also pushes downwards, creating new pressures for
local autonomy.”61 Some French commentators express fear that in a
world of global Internet marketing, there will no longer be room for a
culture that cherishes some 250 different types of cheese. But on the
contrary, the Internet allows dispersed customers to come together in
a way that encourages niche markets, including many sites dedicated
only to cheese. The information revolution also allows people to es-
tablish a more diverse set of political communities. The use of the
Welsh language in Britain and Gaelic in Ireland is greater today than
fifty years ago.62 Britain, Belgium, and Spain, among others in Europe,
have devolved more power to local regions. The global information
age may strengthen rather than weaken many local cultures.

As technology spreads, less powerful actors become empowered.
Terrorism is the recent dramatic example, but consider also the rela-
tions between transnational corporations and poor countries.63 In the
early stages, the multinational company, with its access to the global
resources of finance, technology, and markets, holds all the high cards
and gets the best of the bargain with the poor country. With time, as
the poor country develops skilled personnel, learns new technologies,
and opens its own channels to global finance and markets, it success-
fully renegotiates the bargain and captures more of the benefits.
When the multinational oil companies first went into Saudi Arabia,
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they claimed the lion’s share of the gains from the oil; today the
Saudis do. Of course, there has been some change in Saudi culture as
engineers and financiers have been trained abroad, incomes have
risen, and some degree of urbanization has occurred, but Saudi cul-
ture today certainly does not look like that of the United States.

Skeptics might argue that modern transnational corporations will
escape the fate that befell the giant oil companies because many are
virtual companies that design products and market them but farm
out manufacturing to dozens of suppliers in poor countries. The big
companies play small suppliers against each other, seeking ever lower
labor costs. But as the technology of cheap communications allows
NGOs to conduct campaigns of “naming and shaming” that threaten
their market brands in rich countries, such multinationals become
vulnerable as well. As we saw in the previous chapter, some techno-
logical change benefits the stronger parties, but some helps the weak.

Economic and social globalization are not producing cultural ho-
mogeneity. The rest of the world will not someday look just like the
United States. American culture is very prominent at this stage in
global history, and it contributes to American soft power in many,
but not all, areas. At the same time, immigrants as well as ideas and
events outside our borders are changing our own culture, and that
adds to our appeal. We have an interest in preserving that soft power.
We should use it now to build a world congenial to our basic values
in preparation for a time in the future when we may be less influen-
tial. As globalization spreads technical capabilities and information
technology allows broader participation in global communications,
American economic and cultural preponderance may diminish over
the course of the century. This in turn has mixed results for Ameri-
can soft power. A little less dominance may mean a little less anxiety
about Americanization, fewer complaints about American arro-
gance, and a little less intensity in the anti-American backlash. We
may have less control in the future, but we may find ourselves living
in a world somewhat more congenial to our basic values of democ-
racy, free markets, and human rights. In any case, the political reac-
tions to globalization will be far more diverse than a unified reaction
against American cultural hegemony.
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political reactions to globalization

Political protests against globalization have increased in recent years.
The 1999 “battle of Seattle” inaugurated a long string of street protests
against the effects of globalization.

Global effects are powerful, but they do not enter societies in an
unmediated way. On the contrary, they are filtered through domestic
political alignments. How global information is downloaded in dif-
ferent countries is a function of domestic politics. In that sense, even
in an age of globalization, all politics remains local. The protesters do
not represent some undifferentiated mass of civil society, notwith-
standing their frequent claims to do so. For example, José Bové, a star
of the poor peoples’ economic forum at Porto Alegre in 2001,
staunchly defends Europe’s common agricultural policy, which dam-
ages farmers in poor countries. Away from the protests, the reality is
that different political systems have different capacities to shape the
economic, sociological, environmental, and military forces that im-
pinge on them; their people have different values relative to those
forces; and their political institutions react differently with those val-
ues to produce policies of response.

Domestic institutions channel responses to change. Some coun-
tries imitate success, as exemplified by democratizing capitalist soci-
eties from South Korea to Eastern Europe. Some accommodate in
distinctive and ingenious ways: for instance, small European states
such as the Netherlands or Scandinavia have maintained relatively
large governments and emphasized compensation for disadvantaged
sectors, while the Anglo-American industrialized countries have, in
general, emphasized markets, competition, and deregulation. Capi-
talism is far from monolithic, with significant differences between
Europe, Japan, and the United States. There is more than one way to
respond to global markets and to run a capitalist economy.

In other societies such as Iran, Afghanistan, and Sudan, conservative
groups resist globalization strongly, even violently. Reactions to global-
ization help stimulate fundamentalism.64 In some ways, the Al Qaeda
terrorists represent a civil war within Islam, which seeks to transform
into a global clash of civilization. Global forces can reformulate ethnic
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and political identities in profound and often unanticipated ways. In
Bosnia, political entrepreneurs appealed to traditional identities of peo-
ple in rural areas in order to overwhelm and dissolve the cosmopolitan
identities that had begun to develop in the cities with devastating re-
sults. And Iran has seen struggles between Islamic fundamentalists and
their more liberal opponents—who are also Islamic but more sympa-
thetic to Western ideas.

As mentioned earlier, rising inequality was a major cause of the po-
litical reactions that halted an earlier wave of economic globalization
early in the twentieth century. The recent period of globalization, like
the half century before World War I, has also been associated with in-
creasing inequality among and within some countries. The ratio of
incomes of the 20 percent of people in the world living in the richest
countries to those of the 20 percent living in the poorest countries in-
creased from 30:1 in 1960 to 74:1 in 1997. By comparison, it increased
between 1870 and 1913 from 7:1 to 11:1.65 In any case, inequality can
have political effects even if it is not increasing. “The result is a lot of
angry young people, to whom new information technologies have
given the means to threaten the stability of the societies they live in
and even to threaten social stability in countries of the wealthy
zone.”66 As increasing flows of information make people more aware
of inequality, it is not surprising that some choose to protest.

Whatever the facts of inequality, there is even less clarity concern-
ing its causation or the most effective remedies to it. In part, in-
creases in inequality by country are a straightforward result of rapid
economic growth in some but not all parts of the world. They
demonstrate that movement out of poverty is possible, although of-
ten hindered by political factors as well as resource constraints. Most
of the poorest countries in the world — whether in Africa or the
Middle East — have suffered from misrule, corruption, and inept
macroeconomic policies. The weakness of their political systems can
be blamed in part on colonialism and nineteenth-century globaliza-
tion, but the sources of their recent poor performance are more com-
plex.67 Several countries in East Asia that were equally poor in the
1950s used networks of globalization to greatly increase their wealth
and status in the world economy. It is difficult to find any countries
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that have prospered while closing themselves off from globalization,
but openness alone is not sufficient to overcome inequality.68

Equally striking is the uneven distribution of the benefits of glob-
alization among individuals within and across countries. For in-
stance, in Brazil in 1995, the richest tenth of the population received
almost half of the national income, and the richest fifth had 64 per-
cent, while the poorest fifth had only 2.5 percent and the poorest
tenth less than 1 percent. In the United States, the richest tenth re-
ceived 28 percent of income, and the richest fifth had 45 percent,
while the poorest fifth had almost 5 percent and the poorest tenth 1.5
percent.69 Across countries, inequalities are even more dramatic: the
richest three billionaires in the world in 1998 had combined assets
greater than the combined incomes of the six hundred million peo-
ple in the world’s least developed countries.70

Consider also China, a poor country that has been growing very
fast since its leaders decided to open their economy in the 1980s, thus
exposing their society to the forces of globalization. China’s “human
development index” as calculated by the United Nations—reflecting
life expectancy, educational attainment, and GDP per capita —
showed dramatic gains.71 Hundreds of millions of Chinese were
made better off by market reforms and globalization, but hundreds
of millions of others, particularly in the western parts of the country,
saw little or no gain. And some will be made worse off, particularly as
China exposes inefficient state-owned enterprises to international
composition under the terms of its accession to the World Trade Or-
ganization (WTO). How China handles the resulting politics of in-
equality will be a key question in its future.72

Will this inequality create problems for American foreign policy?
In the late nineteenth century, inequality rose in rich countries and
fell in poor countries; up to half of the rise in inequality could be at-
tributed to the effects of globalization. Many of those changes were
due to mass migration, which explained about 70 percent of the real
wage convergence in the late nineteenth century.73 The political con-
sequences of these shifts in inequality are complex, but the historian
Karl Polanyi argued powerfully in his classic study The Great Transfor-
mation that the market forces unleashed by the industrial revolution
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and globalization in the nineteenth century produced not only great
economic gains but also great social disruptions and political reac-
tions.74 There is no automatic relationship between inequality and
political reaction, but the former can give rise to the latter. Particu-
larly when inequality is combined with instability, such as financial
crises and recessions that throw people out of work, such reactions
could eventually lead to restrictions on economic globalization.

The recent surge in protests against globalization is, in part, a reac-
tion to the changes produced by economic integration. From an
economist’s view, imperfect markets are inefficient, but from a polit-
ical view, some imperfections in international markets can be con-
sidered “useful inefficiencies” because they slow down and buffer
political change. As globalization removes such inefficiencies, it re-
moves the buffers and becomes the political victim of its economic
successes. In addition, as described above, as global networks become
more complex there are more linkages among issues that can create
friction— witness the various cases of trade and the environment
that have proved contentious at the WTO. But a large part of the cur-
rent protest movement is the result of social globalization, increased
communication across borders, reduced costs, and greater ease in co-
ordinating protests among individuals and NGOs. In 1997, even be-
fore the so-called battle of Seattle, NGOs used the Internet to
coordinate protests that helped scuttle a multilateral agreement on
investment being negotiated in Paris.

Unlike the mass working-class movements of socialism in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the current protests tend to
be elite rather than mass movements. While their leaders often claim
to speak on behalf of the poor and to represent global civil society,
they tend to be relatively well-off self-selected groups from wealthy
countries. The groups that protested at meetings of the WTO, the In-
ternational Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the Group of Eight
in Seattle, Washington, Prague, Genoa, and elsewhere were odd coali-
tions. Among them were old leftist opponents of capitalism, trade
unionists trying to protect well-paid jobs against competition from
poor countries, environmentalists wishing for stronger international
regulation, young idealists wishing to show solidarity with the poor,
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and young anarchists rioting for fun and profit. As one young Scan-
dinavian protester told a New York Times reporter in Genoa, “Global-
ization is fashionable at the moment, just the way the environment
or health care were in recent years, but we are targeting the system
and globalization is one chapter.”75

Some protesters wanted more international regulation that would
intrude on national sovereignty; others wanted less infringement of
sovereignty. But whatever the incoherence of the coalitions, they
were able to capture global attention from media and governments.
Their concerns about corporate domination of “neoliberal” global-
ization, about growing inequality, about cultural homogenization,
and about absence of democratic accountability managed to touch
responsive chords, if not to ignite a mass movement.76 To the extent
that the United States wants to see economic globalization continue,
it will have to think more clearly about the responses to such
charges and about the governance of globalism, as we shall see be-
low and in chapter 5.

the governance of globalism

If laissez-faire economics has built-in instability, and networks of in-
terdependence are stretching beyond the boundaries of the nation-
state, how is globalism to be governed? A world government is not
the answer. Some writers draw an analogy from American history,
asking today’s nation-states to join together as the thirteen colonies
did. Just as the development of a national economy in the late nine-
teenth century led to the growth of federal government power in
Washington, so the development of a global economy will require
federal power at the global level.77 Some see the United Nations as
the incipient core.78 But the American analogy is misleading. The
thirteen original colonies shared far more in English language and
culture than the more than two hundred nations of the world share
today, and even the Americans did not avoid a bloody civil war. By
the time a continental economy developed, the framework of the
American federation was firmly in place. Rather than thinking of a
hierarchical world government, we should think of networks of gov-
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ernance crisscrossing and coexisting with a world divided formally
into sovereign states.

Many countries’ first response to global forces is to take internal ac-
tion to decrease their vulnerability to outside influences—they resort
to protectionism when they can do so at reasonable cost. Sometimes
they are limited by costly retaliation, as in recent trade cases between
the United States and the European Union. In agriculture and textiles,
however, the rich countries’ protective responses impose costs on
poor countries who are ill placed to retaliate. On the other hand,
some unilateral responses can be positive. In the 1980s, United States
firms reacted to Japanese and European competition in automobiles
by implementing internal changes that increased their efficiency. In
some instances, such as general accounting procedures or transparent
regulation of security markets, companies and governments unilater-
ally adopted external standards to enhance their access to capital.
Competition in standards need not lead to a race to the bottom, as
countries may unilaterally decide to race to the top. For example, Is-
rael decided to adopt the European Union’s pesticide standards, and a
number of Latin American countries have espoused U.S. standards.79

These examples reinforce a relatively obvious point: for now, the
key institution for global governance is going to remain the nation-
state.80 In the face of globalization, however, even countries as strong
as the United States will find that unilateral measures will often be
insufficient, will fail, or will generate reactions. Countries facing in-
creased globalization will become, therefore, increasingly willing to
sacrifice some of their own legal freedom of action in order to con-
strain, and make more predictable, others’ actions toward them-
selves. They will find, like Molière’s character who discovered that he
had been speaking prose all his life, that the world has long had co-
operative institutions for managing common affairs. Hundreds of
organizations and legal regimes exist to manage the global dimen-
sions of trade, telecommunications, civil aviation, health, environ-
ment, meteorology, and many other issues.

To achieve what they want, most countries, including the United
States, find that they have to coordinate their activities. Unilateral
action simply cannot produce the right results on what are inherently
multilateral issues. Cooperation may take the form of bilateral and
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multilateral treaties, informal agreements among bureaucracies, and
delegation to formal intergovernmental institutions. Regulation of
global flows will often grow by layers of accretion rather than by a sin-
gle treaty and will long remain imperfect. Some cases are easier than
others. For example, cooperation on prosecution of child pornogra-
phy on the Internet is proving easier than regulation of hate mail, as
there are more shared norms in the former case than in the latter.81

Finally, some attempts at governance will not involve states as coher-
ent units but rather will be either transgovernmental (meaning that
components of states engage with one another) or transnational (in-
volving nongovernmental actors). That is, alongside the necessary but
imperfect interstate institutional framework, there is developing an in-
formal political process that supplements the formal process of cooper-
ative relations among states. In the public sector, different components
of governments have informal contact.82 Rare is the embassy of a large
democratic country today in which foreign-service personnel form a
majority of those stationed abroad. Instead, the majority of officers in
American embassies come from agencies such as agriculture, trans-
portation, commerce, energy, NASA, defense, intelligence, and the FBI.

On the private side, transnational corporations and offshore fund
managers are playing a larger-than-ever role in creating rules and
standards. Their practices often create de facto governance. Interna-
tional commercial arbitration is basically a private justice system and
credit rating agencies are private gate-keeping systems. They have
emerged as important governance mechanisms whose authority is
not centered in the state.83 In the nonprofit sector, as we have seen,
there has been an extraordinary growth of organizations — still
largely Western, but increasingly transnational. For reasons discussed
in chapter 2, these organizations and the multiple channels of access
across borders are able to put increasing leverage on states and inter-
governmental organizations as well as transnational corporations.

The soft power of these organizations is frequently seen in the
mobilization of shame to impose costs on national or corporate rep-
utations.84 Transnational drug companies gave up lawsuits in South
Africa over infringement of their patents on AIDS drugs because, in
the words of the Financial Times, “demands for greater social respon-
sibility from business are getting louder, better organised, and more
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popular. They cannot be ignored. The climbdown by the drug com-
panies was the most significant event. It amounted to a recognition
that their legal battle in South Africa was a public relations disas-
ter.”85 Similar campaigns of naming and shaming have altered the in-
vestment and employment patterns of companies like Mattel and
Nike in the toy and footwear industries. Some transnational corpora-
tions such as Shell have set up large staffs just to deal with NGOs.
Jean-François Rischard of the World Bank, for instance, advocates
“global issues networks” that would issue ratings that measure how
well countries and private businesses are doing in meeting norms on
the environment and other issues that affect the welfare of the planet.
The process would be quick and nonbureaucratic, and the sanctions
would be through imposing damage on reputations.86

The results may or may not be consistent with government prefer-
ences. For example, if transnational corporations were to respond to an
NGO campaign by agreeing to raise the age of child labor in their facto-
ries, they might be countermanding the decision of the elected govern-
ment of a sovereign country like India more effectively than any formal
international vote taken in the World Trade Organization. The evolu-
tion of these civil and business networks has been largely uncoordi-
nated, and it remains unclear how they could fit together in a
representative form of global governance. Neither can claim to repre-
sent citizenry as a whole.87 The networks of private and transnational
actors are contributing to the governance of an incipient, albeit imper-
fect, civil society at the global level. Because these networks deal with
partial perspectives of business and nonprofit advocates, some ob-
servers have suggested adding the input of governments or parts of gov-
ernments to represent broader public interests. Global policy networks
exist on such issues as corruption (led by Transparency International),
the construction of large dams (led by the World Commission on
Dams), debt relief for poor countries (led by Jubilee 2000), polio eradi-
cation (led by the World Health Organization), and numerous others.88

How should we react to these changes? Our democratic theory has
not caught up with global practice.89 Financial crises, climate change,
migration, terrorism, and drug smuggling ignore borders but pro-
foundly affect American citizens’ lives. British sociologist Anthony Gid-
dens believes that because they escape control by sovereign democratic
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processes, they are one of the main reasons for “the declining appeal
of democracy where it is best established.”90 For some, such as under-
secretary of state John Bolton, the solution is to strengthen U.S.
democracy by pulling out of intrusive institutions and rejecting any
constraints on sovereignty.91 But even the unilateralists and sover-
eigntists will find that international institutions are necessary because
many of the issues raised by globalization are inherently multilateral.

Antiglobalization protesters call into question the legitimacy of
global institutions and networks on the grounds that they are unde-
mocratic.92 For example, Lori Wallach, one of the organizers of the
coalition that disrupted the WTO in Seattle, attributed half of its suc-
cess to “the notion that the democracy deficit in the global economy
is neither necessary nor acceptable.”93 Institutional legitimacy can
also rest on tradition and efficacy, but in today’s world, consistency
with democratic procedures has become increasingly important.

In fact, these global institutions are quite weak. Even the much-
maligned WTO is a weak organization with a small budget and staff,
hardly the stuff of world government. Moreover, unlike nonelected
NGOs (some of which have larger budgets than the WTO), interna-
tional institutions tend to be highly responsive to national govern-
ments, which are the real source of democratic legitimacy. Other
defenders say that the question of democracy is irrelevant, since in-
ternational institutions are merely instruments to facilitate interstate
cooperation. Their legitimacy derives from the democratic govern-
ments that created them and from their effectiveness.

Except for the most technical organizations, which fall below the
political radar, such defenses based on the weakness of international
institutions are probably not enough to protect them from attacks on
their legitimacy. In a world where the norm of democracy has be-
come the touchstone of legitimacy, protesters will charge that they
suffer from a democracy deficit. Even though the organizations are
weak, their rules and resources can have powerful effects. Moreover,
the protesters make three interesting points. First, not all the coun-
tries that are members of the organizations are democratic. Second,
long lines of delegation from multiple governments and lack of
transparency often weaken accountability. Third, although the orga-
nizations may be agents of states, they often represent only parts of
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states. For example, trade ministers attend the meetings of the WTO,
finance ministers participate in the meetings of the IMF, and central
bankers meet at the Bank for International Settlements in Basel. To
functional outsiders, even in the same government, these institutions
look like closed and secretive clubs. To develop the legitimacy of in-
ternational governance will require three things: (1) greater clarity
about democracy, (2) a richer understanding of accountability, and
(3) a willingness to experiment.

Democracy is government by officials who are accountable and re-
movable by the majority of people in a jurisdiction (albeit with pro-
visions for protections of individuals and minorities). But who are
“we the people” in a world where political identity at the global level
is so weak? The principle of one state, one vote respects sovereignty,
but it is not democratic. On that formula a citizen of Nauru, a UN
member, would have ten thousand times more voting power than a
citizen of China. On the other hand, treating the world as one global
constituency implies the existence of a political community in which
citizens of around two hundred states would be willing to be contin-
ually outvoted by more than a billion Chinese and a billion Indians.
(Ironically, such a world would be a nightmare for many of the
protesting NGOs that seek to promote international environmental
and labor standards as well as democracy.)

Minorities acquiesce in the will of a majority when they feel they
participate in a larger community. There is little evidence that a suffi-
ciently strong sense of community exists at the global level or that it
could soon be created.94 In the absence of a much stronger sense of
community than now exists, the extension of domestic voting proce-
dures to the global level is neither practical nor just. A stronger Euro-
pean Parliament may reduce a sense of “democratic deficit” as the
relatively homogeneous democratic states of the European Union
evolve, but it is doubtful that the analogy or terminology (parliament)
makes sense under the conditions of diversity that prevail on the
global scale. Adding legislative assemblies to global institutions, ex-
cept in a purely advisory or consultative role, might well produce an
undemocratic body that would interfere with the delegated account-
ability that now links institutions to democracy. Those who argue for
a global parliament are correct in stating that unelected interest
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groups cannot “speak for the citizenry as a whole,” but they are wrong
in thinking the only serious answer is “some type of popularly elected
global body”—at least not until the world develops a widespread
sense of identity as “a citizenry as a whole.”95 Alfred Lord Tennyson’s
“Parliament of Man” made great Victorian poetry, but it does not yet
make good political analysis, even in a global information age.

We should not assume that globalization in its current form will
inevitably continue as it has. Political reactions against globalization
and its rudimentary institutions of governance are now common-
place. Concerns about instability, inequality, and cultural identity are
justified, even if overstated. The fact that democratic accountability
is difficult to achieve in a globalized world makes policies that foster
globalization vulnerable to attack. The results are not likely to be the
same as those seen in the period between the onset of World War I
and the end of World War II, but the possibility of a protectionist set-
back for economic globalism cannot be excluded if there is great in-
stability or a prolonged economic downturn. Ironically, if the current
political backlash leads to a rash of unilateral protectionist policies, it
might slow or reverse the world’s economic integration even as
global warming, transnational terrorism, or the spread of AIDS con-
tinues apace. It would be ironic if current protests curtailed the posi-
tive aspects of globalization while leaving the negative dimensions.

On balance, Americans have benefited from globalization. To the
extent that we wish to continue to do so, we will need to deal with its
discontents. This cannot be accomplished by resorting to slogans of
sovereignty, unilateral policies, or drawing inward, as the unilateralists
and sovereigntists suggest: “If we can’t do it our way, then we just won’t
do it. But at least we the people, the American people, will remain mas-
ters of our ship.” This prescription mistakes the abstractions of sover-
eignty for the realities of power.96 The result would be to undermine
our soft power and America’s ability to influence others’ responses to
globalization. Instead, the United States should use its current preemi-
nence to help shape institutions that will benefit both Americans and
the rest of the world as globalization evolves. Americans will have to
factor multilateral institutions and governance into a broader concep-
tion of our national interests, as we shall see in chapter 5.
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H
ow well will Americans respond to the challenges of this
global information age? A nation can lose power as a result
of being overtaken by rising nations, but as we saw in the

first chapter, this is not the most likely challenge. The barbarians did
not defeat Rome; rather, it rotted from within. People lost confidence
in their culture and institutions, elites battled for control, corruption
increased, and the economy failed to grow adequately.1 Today terrorist
barbarians cannot destroy American power unless we also rot from
within. Are there similar signs of decay in the United States today?
Could this nation lose its ability to influence world events positively
because of domestic battles over culture, collapse of institutions, and
economic stagnation? If our society and institutions appear to be
collapsing, we will be less attractive to others. If our economy fails,
we will lose the basis for our hard power as well as our soft power.
Even if the United States continues to hold the high cards of military,
economic, and soft power, could we lose our capacity to transform
those resources into effective influence? After all, sometimes card
players lose despite being dealt high hands.

Power conversion—translating power resources into effective in-
fluence — is a long-standing problem for the United States. The
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United States was the world’s most powerful country in the decade
following World War I, but because of our internal preoccupations in
the 1920s and economic failure in the 1930s, we failed to marshal our
resources effectively on the international stage, and for this we paid
the price in World War II. American foreign policy making is a messy
process for reasons deeply rooted in our political culture and institu-
tions. The Constitution is based on the eighteenth-century liberal
view that power is best controlled by fragmentation and countervail-
ing checks and balances. In foreign policy, the Constitution has al-
ways invited the president and Congress to struggle for control.2 That
struggle is complicated when the Congress and presidency are con-
trolled by different political parties. Strong economic and ethnic
pressure groups struggle for their self-interested definitions of the
national interest, and a political culture of American exceptionalism
complicates matters by making our foreign policy uniquely moralis-
tic.3 This has led some realists, such as former secretary of defense
James Schlesinger, to despair that American foreign policy “lacks the
steadiness that has been associated with great powers.”4

Now, at a time when Americans need to adapt to a more compli-
cated world, one in which foreign and domestic policies overlap
more than ever, some observers believe these traditional inefficien-
cies in power conversion are being exacerbated by cultural conflict,
institutional collapse, and economic problems. Each issue has
spawned a vast literature. My interest here is not to settle such de-
bates but rather to sample enough of their content to detect whether
they provide evidence of a Roman fate for the United States. I will
show that, at beginning of the new century, such evidence is slim.

moral decay and cultural divide

Some saw evidence of deep cleavage in the closely fought 2000 presi-
dential election, where the electoral map showed “the interior heart-
land, home of the ‘dutiful’ people,” supporting Bush, and “the godless
coasts, the industrial mid-west,” and the big cities voting for Gore. A
county-by-county map portrays a more complex picture but confirms
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a rural-urban split and a difference between inner and outer suburbs.5

Others go further and depict moral decay in the country as a whole.
In the words of conservative historian Gertrude Himmelfarb, the
United States is currently confronting “the collapse of ethical princi-
ples and habits, the loss of respect for authorities and institutions, the
breakdown of the family, the decline of civility, the vulgarization of
high culture, and the degradation of popular culture.” The counter-
culture of the 1960s has become dominant, while the traditional cul-
ture of the 1950s has been relegated to dissident status.6 Robert Bork
also sees almost every aspect of our culture in decline, and Father
Richard Neuhaus has compared America to Nazi Germany.7

If these divisions were as deep as portrayed, they could undercut
our hard power by inhibiting our capacity to act collectively, and di-
minish our soft power by reducing the attractiveness of our society
and culture. But neither is the case.

If middle-class America is as divided as these accounts imply, says
sociologist Alan Wolfe, “our future as a nation will be marked by inces-
sant conflicts between irreconcilable worldviews, raising the prospect
that the democratic stability that has kept the country together since
the Civil War will no longer be attainable.” But he argues that ordinary
Americans are not as engaged in culture wars as intellectuals believe
they are. The message from the middle-class Americans he studied to
those who worry that America might fall apart is a calming one. Ma-
ture patriotism and tolerance replaced the bitter divisions that accom-
panied the Vietnam War in the 1960s and 1970s, and, (with some
exceptions) characterized the response to the September 2001 events.8

It is true that some cultural indicators such as crime, divorce rates,
and teenage pregnancy are worse today than in the 1950s, but all
three measures improved considerably in the 1990s. Even before Sep-
tember 2001, the nation had made tangible progress toward more
than two-thirds of seventy or more significant domestic goals related
to prosperity, quality of life, opportunity, personal security, and values.
Contrary to views often expressed by the cultural pessimists, “there is
no reliable evidence that American students are learning less in school,
or that the American Dream is vanishing, or that the environment is
more polluted.”9 Rates of homicide and drug use have decreased in the
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last decade, while health, environment, and safety have improved.10

Most children still live with both natural parents, and the divorce
rate has stabilized. American membership in religious organizations
increased from 41 percent to 70 percent over the course of the twenti-
eth century, although church attendance remained roughly level at 43

percent in 1939 and 40 percent in 1999.11 While the United States has
social problems—and always has had—it does not seem to be rush-
ing to hell in a handbasket.

How, then, can one explain the cultural pessimism that existed be-
fore September 2001?12 In part, it reflects the mass media’s tendency
to emphasize stories consistent with the bad-news theme. “If most
Americans think the real world is like the world they see on TV, it is
easy to see why they think the country is in deep trouble.”13 Reaction
to national-level trends is a mediated phenomenon, with few people
having direct experience. To the extent they do, the majority tell poll-
sters that their own lives, communities, schools, and congressmen are
fine, though they worry about the national level. If everyone “knows”
from the media that things are a mess at the national level and you
have no direct experience at the national level but only a good per-
sonal experience, you tell the pollster the conventional wisdom about
the national condition. The result is an optimism gap, but not con-
vincing evidence of decline.

And in part, cultural pessimism is simply very American, extend-
ing back to our Puritan roots. Charles Dickens observed a century
and a half ago that “if its individual citizens, to a man, are to be be-
lieved, [America] always is depressed, and always is stagnated, and
always is at an alarming crisis, and never was otherwise.”14 Polls
show that an optimism gap existed in the 1950s. Changing genera-
tions may also play a role in our perceptions. The generation that
lived through the Depression and World War II had a more modest
sense of entitlement and fewer expectations to be disappointed than
today’s generation.15 And historical cultural battles over immigra-
tion, slavery, evolution, temperance, McCarthyism, and civil rights
were arguably more serious than any of today’s issues of contention.
Polls show that people often attribute a golden glow to the past that
they did not feel at the time. It is always easy to show decay by com-
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paring the good in the past with the bad in the present (or progress
by doing the converse).

For our purposes, the task is not to arbitrate intellectual battles
over cultural change but to ask how such cultural judgments affect
American national power and our ability to carry out an effective for-
eign policy. There are two possible connections. First, if Americans
were so distracted or divided by internal battles over cultural issues
that we lost the capacity to act collectively in foreign policy, we would
undercut our hard power. That was the case in the early 1970s in the
aftermath of our deep divisions over Vietnam, but it is simply not
plausible in today’s setting. As Himmelfarb herself concludes, “Ameri-
cans can justly pride themselves on surviving both the cultural revo-
lution and the culture war without paroxysms of persecution or
bloodshed, without, indeed, serious social strife. For all their differ-
ences, the ‘two cultures’ remain firmly fixed within ‘one nation.’ ”16

We saw that amply demonstrated after September 11, 2001.

Then there’s the connection between cultural divisions and our soft
power. A decline in the quality of American cultural life could reduce
our soft power if the bitterness of our family fights disgusted others, or
if the overdramatization of our faults lead others to lower their respect
for our national example. Certainly there are faults to report. Although
the United States has made progress in many important respects over
the past forty years, we lag behind Canada, France, Germany, Britain,
and Japan in infant mortality, life expectancy, children in poverty,
health insurance coverage, homicides, and births out of wedlock. “All
too often, the areas in which we lead the industrial world are fields in
which we would greatly prefer not to excel, such as rates of homicide
and incarceration, percentages of the population in poverty, or per
capita costs of health care.”17 Even though we are doing better than in
the past, we are not doing as well as we could or as some others are.
Such comparisons can be costly for American soft power, but doubly
so if they are exaggerated and amplified by American politicians and
intellectuals seeking to score points in domestic battles.

At the same time, the United States is not alone in many of the cul-
tural changes that cause controversy. When such problems are
shared, comparisons are less invidious and less damaging to our soft
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power. A Population Council report finds “trends like unwed moth-
erhood, rising divorce rates, smaller households and the feminization
of poverty are not unique to America, but are occurring world-
wide.”18 Respect for authority and some standards of behavior have
declined since 1960 throughout the Western world. But there is little
indication that our levels of personal responsibility are much lower
today than those of other advanced Western societies, and our levels
of charitable giving and community service are generally higher.19 As
Himmelfarb admits, “In this international perspective, the American
‘case’ emerges clearly, not as an unprecedented anomaly, but as an all-
too-common phenomenon.”20 Our soft power is eroded more by is-
sues such as capital punishment or gun control, where we are the
deviants in opinion among advanced countries, than by the cultural
changes that we share with others. To the extent that social changes
are similar in postmodern societies, culture battles become transna-
tional rather than merely national. Those who applaud or deplore
such changes find allies in other countries, and stark national com-
parisons become blurred. Such blurring limits the loss of soft power
that accompanies inadequate (not declining) American performance.

immigration and american values

Fears over the effect of immigration on national values and on a co-
herent sense of American identity have been with us since the early
years of the nation, and they have been accentuated by the September
2001 terrorist attacks. Benjamin Franklin worried about the stupidity
of German immigrants, few of whom knew English, and whose pres-
ence might mean “great disorders may arise among us.”21 The nine-
teenth-century Know-Nothing party was built upon opposition to
immigrants, particularly the Irish. Asians were singled out for exclu-
sion from 1882 onward, and with the Immigration Restriction Act of
1924 the influx of immigrants slowed to a trickle for the next four
decades. During the twentieth century, the nation recorded its highest
percentage of foreign-born residents in 1910 —14.7 percent of the
population. Today, 10.4 percent are foreign born, but some people are
worried not about two cultures but about too many cultures.22
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Twice as many Americans are skeptical about immigration as are
sympathetic to it. Various polls show that a plurality or majority want
fewer immigrants coming into the country.23 They fear the effects on
wages and the costs to taxpayers, and above all they worry that the
culture cannot assimilate large numbers of new immigrants. The rise
of multiculturalism, a philosophy that rejects the melting-pot
metaphor and instead celebrates ethnic differences, exacerbates such
fears.24 In response, states have enacted laws to restrict benefits for il-
legal immigrants and to reinforce English as the official language.

In the aftermath of the Immigration Act of 1965, which eliminated
racial and ethnic restrictions, patterns of immigration changed, with
the majority of new immigrants coming from less developed coun-
tries.25 Half of the foreign-born residents today are from Latin Amer-
ica; a quarter are from Asia.26 They have little to do with terrorism.
This second great migration has seen a worsening economic perfor-
mance by new immigrants partly due to a decline in their relative
work skills. Immigration produced a small measurable net benefit
(0.1 percent of GNP) for the country as a whole, but also harmed the
economic opportunities of the least skilled workers and had a severe
fiscal impact on the affected states, such as California.27

Both the numbers and the origins of the new immigrants have
caused concerns about immigration’s effects on American culture.
Data from the 2000 census showed a soaring Hispanic population
driven largely by waves of new immigrants, legal and illegal, with
Hispanics about to replace blacks as the nation’s largest minority.28

Demographic projections portray a country in 2050 in which non-
Hispanic whites will be only a slim majority. Hispanics will be 25 per-
cent, blacks 14 percent, and Asians 8 percent.29 For some, including
author Peter Brimelow (himself an immigrant from Britain), the
United States can no longer afford to be an immigrant country.
“What is unusual in the current American immigration debate is that
Americans are being urged to abandon the bonds of a common eth-
nicity so completely and to trust instead in ideology to hold together
their state.” A century ago, the last great wave of immigrants were
met by an unflinching demand that they Americanize. He worries
that today such a demand is weakened by multiculturalism taught in
American schools.30
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But Brimelow and others underestimate the continuing power of
the melting pot. Communications and market forces still produce a
powerful incentive for mastering the English language and accepting
a degree of assimilation. According to the National Research Council,
three-fifths of the immigrants who came in the 1980s spoke English
well, and of those in the country thirty years or more, only 3 percent
reported they could not speak English well.31 Most of the evidence
suggests that the latest immigrants are assimilating at least as quickly
as their predecessors. Modern media help new immigrants to know
more about their new country beforehand than immigrants did a
century ago. A Washington Post poll of twenty-five hundred Latinos
showed that nine out of ten who were newly arrived in America
thought it important to change to fit in. But nine out of ten also
thought it important to retain part of their ethnic culture.32 Alan
Wolfe finds this type of view acceptable to the middle-class Ameri-
cans he interviewed. While they firmly oppose bilingualism in educa-
tion, they tend to both accept a multiculturalism that reflects the
diversity of the groups belonging to America and respect America at
the same time.33

While the short-run economic benefits of immigration are mod-
est, and too rapid a rate of immigration can cause social problems,
over the long term immigration has strengthened the power of the
United States and will continue to do so. For one thing, population is
one of the sources of power, and most developed countries will expe-
rience a shortage of people as the century progresses. Some eighty-
three countries and territories currently have fertility rates that are
below the level necessary for a constant population level. To maintain
its current population size, Japan would have to accept 350,000 new-
comers a year for the next fifty years, which is difficult for a culture
that historically has been hostile to immigration.34

For all of America’s ambivalence, we are a country of immigration.
The result is that by 2050, the United States will likely hold its rank in
terms of population and will be the only developed country remain-
ing among the world’s twenty most populous nations.35 Today the
United States is the third largest country; fifty years from now it is
still likely to be third (after only China and India). “Even if the cur-
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rent membership of the European Union were to form a single state,
its projected 2050 population would be significantly smaller than
America’s.”36 Not only is this relevant to economic power, but given
the fact that nearly all developed countries are aging and face a bur-
den of providing for the older generation, immigration could help
reduce the sharpness of the policy problem. In addition, even though
the directly measurable short-term economic benefits at the national
level are relatively small, some short-term economic benefits of
skilled immigrants can be important to particular areas. For exam-
ple, in 1998 Chinese- and Indian-born engineers were running one-
quarter of Silicon Valley’s high-technology businesses, which
accounted for $17.8 billion in sales.37 In its effects on population and
the economy, immigration bolsters America’s hard power.

Equally important are immigration’s benefits for America’s soft
power. The fact that people want to come to the United States enhances
our appeal, and the upward mobility of immigrants is attractive to peo-
ple in other countries. America is a magnet, and many people can en-
visage themselves as Americans. Many successful Americans “look like”
people in other countries. Moreover, connections between immigrants
and their families and friends back home help to convey accurate and
positive information about the United States. In addition, the presence
of multiple cultures creates avenues of connection with other countries
and helps create a necessary broadening of American attitudes in an era
of globalization. While the September 2001 terrorist attacks pointed out
the need to improve our immigration and naturalization system, it
would be a mistake for Americans to reject immigration. Rather than
diluting our hard and soft power, immigration enhances both.

confidence in our institutions

In 1964, three-quarters of the American public said they trusted the
federal government to do the right thing most of the time. After 1970,
roughly a quarter of the public admitted to such trust. Levels of trust
sometimes spiked after dramatic events (as they did in 2001), but the
long term trend after 1970 was decline.38 Government was not alone.
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Over the past three decades, public confidence dropped in half for
many major institutions: 61 to 30 percent for universities, 55 to 21 per-
cent for major companies, 73 to 29 percent for medicine, and 29 to 14
percent for journalism.39 Could our hard or soft power erode because
of loss of confidence in our institutions?

One possible interpretation is that the decline was a sign of
health. The United States was founded in part on a mistrust of gov-
ernment; the Constitution was deliberately set up in such a way as to
resist centralized power. Thomas Jefferson felt that the less govern-
ment, the better, and a long Jeffersonian tradition says we should
not worry too much about the level of confidence in government. If
the polls reflect wariness, that may be a good thing. Moreover, when
asked not about day-to-day government but about the underlying
constitutional framework, the public is very positive. If you ask
Americans what is the best place to live, 80 percent say the United
States. If asked whether they like their democratic system of govern-
ment, 90 percent say yes. Few people feel the system is rotten and
must be overthrown.

Some aspects of mistrust are probably cyclical, while others repre-
sent discontent with bickering in the political process rather than
deep disillusion with institutions. Compared with the 1950s, party
politics became more polarized, but nasty politics is nothing new. In
the 1884 presidential campaign, the two prevailing slogans were
“Blaine, Blaine, James G. Blaine, the continental liar from the state of
Maine,” and “Ma, Ma, where’s my pa? Gone to the White House, ha,
ha, ha” (referring to Grover Cleveland’s illegitimate child). Part of the
problem is that faith in government became very high among the
generation that survived the Depression and won World War II. In
that case, over the long view of American history, the anomaly was
overconfidence in government in the 1950s and early 1960s, not low
levels thereafter.40

Moreover, much of the evidence for loss of trust in government
comes from polling data, and responses are sensitive to the way ques-
tions are asked. One of the most important surveys, the National
Election Study, has long asked whether people trust the government
a great deal of the time. If the response “only some of the time” is
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added to “a great deal,” then Congress and the executive branch of
the federal government received approval from about 60 percent of
the public.41 What cannot be dismissed is that there was a downward
trend to answers to the same questions over time, and the duration
of the resurgence after September 2001 remains uncertain. The
sharpest decline occurred in the late 1960s and early 1970s. According
to a study in the 1970s, people “who had direct dealings with govern-
ment agencies, both federal and state, were found to be satisfied with
their bureaucratic encounters” but still reported a negative general
view of government agencies.42 Like the optimism gap noted above,
there seems to be an “experience gap” in which people report to poll-
sters something other than their direct experience.

How do people get their information about government if not
from direct personal experience? Seventy percent say they rely on
the media rather than friends or personal experience. Confidence in
institutions seems to be more a social than a personal judgment.43

The role of the media changed over the same period during which
the decline in confidence in institutions occurred. Both the press and
television became more intrusive, editorial, and negative in their re-
porting.44 In addition, television entertainment increasingly por-
trayed government figures in a negative light. In the 1970s, most
government characters in sitcoms were seen in a positive light, but by
the mid-1990s, most were portrayed in disparaging tones.45 These ef-
fects were reinforced by changes in the political process that empha-
sized negative ads and a tendency for politicians to “run against
Washington.” The effect has been what advertisers call a “de-market-
ing” campaign against government. It is worth noting that two federal
agencies that bucked the trend of declining confidence (as measured
by answers to pollsters) are both large bureaucracies—the military
and the postal service. What they also have in common is that both
engaged in substantial positive advertising about themselves—for re-
cruiting in the case of the military, and to compete with private com-
panies in the case of the postal service. Marketing matters.

This does not imply that there are no problems with expressions of
declining confidence in government. Whatever the reasons for the de-
cline, if the public becomes unwilling to provide such crucial re-
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sources as tax dollars or to voluntarily comply with laws, or if bright
young people refuse to go into government service, governmental
capacity would be impaired and people would become more dissat-
isfied with it. Such a result could impair both American hard and
soft power. As yet, however, these results do not seem to have mate-
rialized. The General Accounting Office reports that federal agencies
are “poorly equipped to meet challenges of the 21st century because
their employees lack the necessary skills in information technology,
science, economics and management,” and it remains to be seen if
agencies will recruit more easily after the 2001 tragedy. On the other
hand, the Internal Revenue Service sees no increase in cheating on
taxes.46 By many accounts, government officials and legislators have
become less corrupt than they were a few decades ago.47 Voluntary
mail return of census forms increased to 67 percent in 2000, revers-
ing a thirty-year decline since 1970.48 Voting rates have declined from
62 percent to 50 percent over the past forty years, but the decline
stopped in 2000, and the current rate is not as low as in the 1920s.
Moreover, polls show that nonvoters are no more alienated or mis-
trustful of government than voters are.49 Behavior does not seem to
have changed as dramatically as have responses to poll questions. If
so, the effect on the ability of our government to produce and use
hard power has been limited.

Despite predictions of institutional crisis expressed in the after-
math of the tightly contested 2000 presidential election, the incom-
ing Bush administration was able to get off to an effective start, even
before his rise in the polls after September 2001. Nor does the decline
in confidence in government seem to have greatly diminished Amer-
ican soft power, if only because most other developed countries seem
to be experiencing a similar phenomenon. Canada, Britain, France,
Sweden, and Japan—just to name a few—have seen a similar trend.
The causes of the expressed loss of confidence in institutions may be
rooted in deeper trends in attitudes toward greater individualism
and less deference to authority that are characteristic of post-modern
societies. As we saw above with regard to social change, when such
attitudes are typical of most advanced societies, it is impossible to
make invidious comparisons that undercut our attractiveness com-
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pared to the others. Thus far there have been few effects of the
changes in confidence in government on our soft power.50

A significant decay in our social institutions could also erode our
power by diminishing both our capacity for collective action and the
overall attractiveness of our society. Robert Putnam’s influential
book Bowling Alone suggested that America’s stock of social capi-
tal — the social networks and norms of reciprocity and trust that
make a country more productive and effective—has been declining.
The French nobleman Alexis de Tocqueville famously observed in
1830 that American individualism and tendencies to leave the greater
society to look after itself are counterbalanced by a propensity to join
voluntary associations “of a thousand different types — religious,
moral, serious, futile, very general and very limited, immensely large
and very minute.”51 While not all voluntary organizations are good
for society—witness the Ku Klux Klan—states that rank high on so-
cial capital, such as Minnesota and South Dakota, outperform low-
ranking states, such as Mississippi and Arkansas, on such issues as
safety, health, child welfare, and prosperity.52 In Putnam’s terms, so-
cial capital makes “light touch government” more efficient. Police of-
ficers close more cases, child welfare departments work better when
neighbors provide social support, and public schools teach better
when parents volunteer.53

How serious are these changes in social capital for the effectiveness
of American institutions? Putnam himself notes that community
bonds have not weakened steadily over the last century. On the con-
trary, American history carefully examined is a story of ups and
downs in civic engagement, not just downs—a story of collapse and
renewal.54 He suggests a number of policies that might contribute to
a renewal early in the twenty-first century analogous to that created
by the Progressive movement at the beginning of the last century.
Moreover, Putnam’s critics argue that his evidence confirms social
transformation rather than decline. As Alan Wolfe argues, “Of course
civic life has changed; how in a dynamic and entrepreneurial society
could it be otherwise? To use the language of decline as Putnam so
often does, is to show that people at one period of time were some-
how better than at another period of time. . . . If my experience is at
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all typical, Americans have lost community but gained opportunity.
Each is valuable, but I know of no social science research that can
prove that one is more valuable than the other.”55

Leaving aside the value judgment, the effects on American hard
and soft power are likely to be limited. The changes in social capital
do not seem to have eroded our national capacity for collective ac-
tion on foreign policy, and since we compare well with other coun-
tries, our soft power is unlikely to be diminished. For one thing, the
absolute levels of engagement remain remarkably high on many in-
dicators. For example, there was a tremendous upwelling of commu-
nity spirit and volunteering after the September 2001 tragedy,
ranging from flag flying to donations to community support groups.
Three-quarters of Americans feel connected to their communities
and say the quality of life there is excellent or good. According to a
2001 poll, 111 million Americans volunteered their time to help solve
problems in their communities in the past twelve months, and 60

million volunteered on a regular basis.56 Moreover, as Putnam him-
self points out, Americans remain more likely to be involved in vol-
untary organizations than most countries, with the exception of a
few small nations of northern Europe.57 And Americans are far more
involved in their churches than Western Europeans—only 10 percent
of British and French and 3 percent of Scandinavians attend as often
as once a month.58 As the historian Robert Fogel points out, “The
role of American evangelical churches in promoting popular democ-
racy, radical social reform, and new political alignments stands in
sharp contrast to that of European churches.”59 While many of the
trends that Putnam identifies may be troubling in and of themselves,
it does not seem that they are seriously eroding America’s hard or
soft power in the world.

it’s the economy, stupid!

While the cultural and social problems discussed thus far do not
threaten to weaken American power, a failure in the performance of
the American economy would be a real showstopper. By economic
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failure, I do not mean the depressed condition of the stock market
after the September 2001 terrorist attacks or the recessions of a year
or so that are typical of all capitalist economies; rather, I refer to de-
creases in the level of productivity and the loss of the capacity for
sustained high levels of growth measured over a decade or more. Not
only does economic growth provide the sinews of hard power, it also
burnishes the reputation and self-confidence of the country and thus
contributes equally to soft power. When the U.S. economy slowed
down in 2001, some skeptics were ready to say “I told you so.” What
matters, however, is not one- or two-year corrections in the business
cycle but whether the American economy can return to the higher
productivity that developed in the second half of the 1990s.

A decade and a half ago, many observers believed that the U.S.
economy had run out of steam. Technological dominance had been
lost in several manufacturing sectors, including automobiles and
consumer electronics. The annual rate of increase of labor produc-
tivity, which averaged 2.7 percent in the two decades after World War
II, had slipped to 1.4 percent in the 1980s. Although the American
standard of living was still the highest among the seven largest mar-
ket economies, it had grown only a quarter as fast as the others since
1972. According to a leading business magazine in 1987, “the nation is
in a growth crisis. . . . Both personal and national agendas that were
once unquestioned suddenly seem too expensive.”60 Japan and Ger-
many were believed to be overtaking America, and this undercut
both our hard and soft power. We seemed to have lost our competitive
edge. As the new century began, the picture looked very different,
with the World Economic Forum ranking the United States first in
growth competitiveness.61

Can it last? Will the new levels of productivity and growth extend
American influence well into the new century? Or will the United
States merely follow Japan in a cycle of ups and downs? Long-run
optimists argue that there is a “new economy” that has removed the
prior speed limits on American growth, but an IMF study is more
cautious about the term: “Despite the amount of attention that the
‘new economy’ has received, there is very little consensus on what is
now different about the U.S. economy and whether such a difference
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has fundamentally changed the way the economy works.” What is
clear is that the United States leads in the production and use of in-
formation technology (IT). The IT sector accounts for a larger share
of GDP than in the other major industrial countries.62 That puts the
United States at the forefront of the information revolution, with the
attendant implications for power described in chapter 2.63 As The
Economist summarized the debate early in 2001: “That many ‘new
economy’ claims look flawed does not necessarily mean that all are.
There is evidence that structural productivity growth has quickened,
but not as much as is widely believed. Those who think that produc-
tivity growth of 3% or more is sustainable are saying that IT will have
a bigger economic impact than the era of electricity and cars in the
1920s. That was, and remains, a bold claim.”64

Productivity

While there were no notable productivity growth differences between
the United States and Europe in the first half of the 1990s, after 1995, a
noticeable change in the rate of decline in the cost of computing power
enhanced American productivity. Productivity is crucial because the
more that workers can produce per hour, the more the economy can
grow without shortages and inflation. And sustained noninflationary
growth provides the resources we can invest in hard power as well as
an attractive economic model that enhances our soft power. Produc-
tivity can increase because of new investment in tools or new forms of
organization. Moore’s law, which is a generalization about the rate of
development in computing speed, continued to predict the doubling
of semiconductor speed every eighteen months. Productivity also im-
proved as companies began using the Internet intensively for commer-
cial purposes and the government deregulated the American
telecommunications industry.65 And while information technology
was a fairly small part of the economy (8.3 percent in 2000), it ac-
counted for a third of all output growth from 1995 and 1999.66

Information technology was not the only source of the new produc-
tivity. Globalization, deregulation, and competition also spurred busi-
ness process improvements.67 The Economic Report of the President
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argued that information technology, business practices, and eco-
nomic policies reinforced each other. The information revolution
(discussed in chapter 2) and economic globalization (described in
chapter 3) both spurred the American economy. “Indeed globaliza-
tion and the recent advances in information technology at the core of
the New Economy are inextricably linked. On the one hand, global-
ization has played a crucial role in promoting the technological inno-
vation and investment and facilitating the organizational
restructuring that built the New Economy. On the other hand, im-
provements in information technology have spurred deeper integra-
tion between the United States and the world economy.”68

The key question for the future of American power is whether in-
creases we see in rates of productivity are merely cyclical (and thus
likely to be reversed) or structural (and thus capable of being sus-
tained over long periods). For a number of years economists puzzled
over why the rise in investment in new information technology tools
was seen “everywhere except the productivity figures.” This now
seems to be changing, though there are differences over whether the
structural gains are limited to the information industry alone or have
spilled over into the rest of the economy. Some skeptics about the new
economy attributed most of the gains to the manufacture rather than
the use of computers, but other economists, such as Yale’s William
Nordhaus, found that the other sectors contributed roughly half of
the recent upturn in productivity growth.69 The White House Council
of Economic Advisors argued that the 2.6 percent rate of growth in
productivity in the second half of the 1990s was not merely cyclical
and that the improvement in the ways capital and labor are used
throughout the economy were important to the increase. The Econo-
mist estimated that the noncyclical structural productivity rate might
be closer to 2 percent, but “productivity growth of 2% would still be
pretty impressive by historical standards.”70 As Alan Greenspan
warned Congress, even if one believes the gains are not ephemeral,
“the rate of growth of productivity cannot continue to increase indef-
initely. At some point, it must at least plateau.”71 But if it maintains
the new plateau, and the risk premium associated with terrorism does
not become too high, the “speed limit” on American economic
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growth that was presumed to be in effect a decade ago will have been
raised, with positive implications for American hard and soft power.72

Saving and Investment

In addition to the question of whether the new rates of productivity
are sustainable, other concerns about the future of American eco-
nomic power include our low rate of personal savings and the current-
account deficit (which means that Americans are becoming more
indebted to foreigners). Personal savings are difficult to calculate and
such estimates are subject to error, but the trend is clearly down, from
9.7 percent of personal incomes in the 1970s to near zero today. In part
this is attributed to an increased culture of consumerism and easier ac-
cess to credit. How much it matters is difficult to determine. Despite
the drop in personal savings, a broader measure of savings, the na-
tional savings rate, which includes government and corporate savings,
has held up.73 The switch from government deficits to surpluses in the
1990s represented a significant gain in savings. If recent budget
changes and tax cuts return us to a persistent pattern of deficit spend-
ing, the results would be costly for both our hard and soft power.

However, the key to economic growth and power is not savings but
investment. Japan, for example, has kept up a high savings rate, but its
economy has stagnated. When the figures are corrected for the fact that
capital goods are cheaper in the United States, American real invest-
ment compared favorably with other OECD countries.74 Moreover,
competitive American capital markets and shareholder demands on
managers have made the United States more efficient in the use of cap-
ital, thus getting more bang for the same buck of savings. A unit of
capital invested in the American business sector creates half again as
much output as it does in either Germany or Japan. American business
earned an average real rate of return of 9 percent per year, compared to
7 percent in Germany and Japan. “If rates of return are higher in
America, then it makes sense for America to have a net inflow of for-
eign capital: excess savings in Japan and elsewhere can be invested
more profitably in America than at home.75 In an open economy, if the
current-account deficit leads to greater investment (rather than merely
consumption), it can leave a country stronger. The danger is that in a
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severe recession foreigners might withdraw their investments rapidly
and add to instability in the economy. American income would be
even higher and dangers of instability lessened if the United States fi-
nanced more of its investment through higher savings.76

Education

A well-educated labor force is another key to economic success in an
information age. At first glance, the United States does well compared
to other rich countries. Eighty-three percent of adults have graduated
from high school, and 24 percent have graduated from college. The
United States ranks seventh in high school graduation rates, slightly
lower than Japan or Germany, but higher than most countries.77

American university graduation rates are also higher than most coun-
tries, and the United States spends twice as much on higher education
as a percentage of GDP than does France, Germany, Britain, or Japan.
The American higher education system is very strong, and American
universities have widened their lead in academic reputation over
competitors in Britain, Continental Europe, and Japan over the past
few decades.78 The number of graduate degrees awarded annually has
quadrupled since the 1960s.79 Americans win more Nobel prizes than
do citizens of any other country. These accomplishments enhance
both our economic power and our soft power.

However, while American education is strong at the top, it is less
impressive at lower levels. American education at its best—much of
the university system and the top slice of the secondary system—
meets or sets the global standard. But American education at its
worst—too many of our primary and secondary schools, especially in
less affluent districts—lags badly. This may mean that the quality of
our labor force will not keep up with the rising standards of an infor-
mation-based economy. Student test scores showed slow but steady
gains over the 1990s, but the nation failed to achieve the ambitious
“Goals 2000” aim (set in 1989) of achieving 90 percent high school
graduation, being first in the world in math and science, and demon-
strating competence in other subjects.80 A national assessment of edu-
cational progress found that only between a fifth and a quarter of
students were at or above the proficient level in math, and between a
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third and two-fifths scored at that level in reading.81 Twenty-nine per-
cent of all college freshmen require remedial classes in basic skills.82 In
adult literacy, 24 percent of Americans fell in the lowest category of
comprehending documents (twice as bad as Germany, four times
worse than Sweden).83 Some American children get much better ac-
cess to educational resources than do others; there are significant dis-
parities in per pupil spending both between states and between
districts within the same state.84 The achievement gap between well-
off children and others is above the average for the twenty-nine in-
dustrialized nations of the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development. American teachers were paid only 1.2 times the av-
erage per capita income, whereas in Germany, Ireland, South Korea,
and Switzerland, teachers earn twice or more the per capita income.85

Contrary to alarmist talk, there is no reliable evidence that students
are performing worse than in the past, but “American students do not
seem to be improving their knowledge and skills to keep pace with an
advancing economy, nor do they compare particularly well in science
and math with their counterparts in other countries.”86 In a recent test
of 180,000 eighth graders in thirty-eight countries, Americans did
worse in math and science than children in Singapore, Taiwan, Russia,
Canada, Finland, and Australia, and worse in comparisons than they
did as fourth graders in 1995.87 While average SAT scores have improved
slightly over the past two decades, the question is whether the changes
are enough to cope with an information-based economy. Forty years
ago, a high school dropout could use a hammer in a foundry; today he
or she is likely to have to work a numerically controlled machine tool.
And as productivity increases in manufacturing, jobs switch to services
that often require the use of computers. Increasingly, college is becom-
ing a requirement for a middle-class lifestyle, and workers who use
computers are paid more than those who do not. We will have to con-
tinue to work on improving our educational system if we are to meet
the standards needed in an information-based economy.

Income Inequality

The changing shape of the nation’s income distribution also poses a
problem for the American economy. From 1947 to 1968, census data
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show, inequality in family income decreased. From 1968 to 1993, in-
equality increased. Data collected since 1993 suggest that the increase
has slowed or halted, but it is too soon to be sure. The nationwide
poverty rate, which stood at 22 percent in 1960, fell to 11 percent in
1973 but worsened to 15 percent in 1993. The economic growth in the
second half of the 1990s brought it back down to 11.8 percent.88 Shifts
in labor demand away from less-educated workers are perhaps a
more important explanation of eroding wages than the shift out of
manufacturing.89

The problem is not only a question of justice but one of whether
inequality may lead to political reactions that could curb the produc-
tivity of the economy and slow the high rates of economic growth
that are the foundation of our hard and soft power. As the Council of
Economic Advisors points out, “Dislocation is an unavoidable effect
of economic growth and technological change.” The price of progress
is what the economist Joseph Schumpeter called “creative destruc-
tion,” but the burdens are not equally borne. The evidence suggests
that worker displacement is largely the result of technology rather
than import competition. In the 1990s, employment by American
corporations at home and overseas rose in tandem rather than one at
the cost of the other. Nonetheless, even though the country as a
whole benefits, globalization and technological change are especially
threatening to less-skilled and less-educated workers. Unless policies
ensure that they are not left behind, they may provide a political ba-
sis for a reaction that could slow American growth.90

Despite these problems and uncertainties, it seems likely that with
the right policies the American economy will continue to function
well in producing hard power for the country. The wild card would
be if repeated terrorist attacks so damaged confidence that a long pe-
riod of recession occurs. Soft power is a more open question. Clearly
many people admire the success of the American economy, but not
all extol it as a model. Government plays a lighter role in the U.S.
economy, spending (and taxing) one-third of GDP, while Europe is
nearer one-half. Competitive market forces are stronger, social safety
nets weaker. Unions are weaker and labor markets less regulated.
Cultural attitudes, bankruptcy laws, and financial structures more
strongly favor entrepreneurship. While foreigners extol many of
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these virtues, some object to the price of inequality and insecurity
that accompanies this greater reliance on market forces.

The area where the American model clearly excelled was in job
creation, with less than half the rate of unemployment in Germany
(though about the same as Japan). As The Economist noted, “Overall,
however, the notion that the American economy stands on top of the
world is questionable. It is also vulnerable to criticism because of its
wider income inequality. It is often asserted that America has traded
higher inequality for faster growth; yet over the past decade, average
incomes have risen by similar amounts in the three countries, despite
America’s bigger income differentials. . . . The poorest 20% in Japan
are about 50% better off than America’s poorest 20%.”91 The lowest
10 percent of people in America’s income distribution had only the
thirteenth highest average income when compared with relatively
poor people in other advanced economies. The superior job perfor-
mance of the American economy will not lead Europeans and others
to see it as the best model unless we alleviate the effects of inequal-
ity.92 How we deal at home with those who are left behind has an im-
portant effect on our soft power.

how americans view the world

Even if social cleavages do not disrupt internal stability, institutional
capacities remain adequate, and the economy grows over the long
run, the United States might fall short in converting its power re-
sources into effective influence if American public opinion were to
turn inward after September 2001, as it did after World War I. If Atlas
shrugs, what happens to hegemony?

In the initial response, this does not seem to be happening, though
some worry that it may. The Chicago Council on Foreign Relations
polled Americans about foreign policy every four years after 1974. It
found continuing support for an active role for the United States in
the world, with 61 percent of the public and 96 percent of leaders fa-
voring such activism. Some three-quarters of the public and leaders
foresaw an even greater role for the country in ten years. A majority
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of the public believed there would be more violence in the twenty-
first century, and terrorism was considered the number one threat to
U.S. vital interests, followed by chemical and biological weapons and
nuclear proliferation. Concern about the development of China as a
world power was rising among leaders. Superficially, American atti-
tudes seemed appropriate.

Overall public commitment to engagement coexists with reluc-
tance to support the use of American troops overseas, although lead-
ers continue to be more willing to deploy troops abroad. We prefer
multilateral approaches over going it alone. Fifty-seven percent of
the public agree the United States should take part in UN peacekeep-
ing forces, and 72 percent of the public (but only 48 percent of lead-
ers) think the United States should not take action alone in
international crises if it does not have the support of allies. On the
question of globalization, 54 percent of the public and 87 percent of
leaders believe it is mostly good for the United States. Sixty-three
percent of the public and 89 percent of leaders believe that a coun-
try’s economic strength is more important than its military strength
as a measure of power and influence in the world.

So far, so good. Most Americans are not isolationist, and they do
not focus solely on military hegemony. They want to engage the
world through multilateral institutions. So what’s wrong with this
picture? Why are we having such a hard time defining our national
interest? Why was our policy so often arrogantly unilateralist? For ex-
ample, why did we undercut our own influence in the United Na-
tions during the 1990s by refusing to pay our dues when polls showed
that two-thirds of the public supported the UN?

In a word, the problem was indifference. After the Cold War and be-
fore the September 2001 terrorist attacks, Americans became preoccu-
pied with domestic affairs, turning to the present and past rather than a
concern about the global future. Foreign policy played little role in our
presidential elections. As Henry Kissinger has observed, “Ironically,
America’s preeminence is often treated with indifference by its own peo-
ple. . . . Hence prudence impels aspiring politicians to avoid discussions
of foreign policy and to define leadership as a reflection of current pop-
ular sentiments rather than as a challenge to raise America’s sights.”93
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When the majority are indifferent, they leave the battlefields of
foreign policy to those with special interests. The result is a narrow
definition of our national interest that often alienates other coun-
tries. Take the apparent paradox of our refusal to pay UN dues de-
spite a majority being in favor of the United Nations. A large part of
the reason was the intensity of preferences of a minority. Many of the
political activists who turned out to vote in Republican primaries
(often only a fifth of the electorate), strongly believed that the UN
was a threat to national sovereignty, and for them, the dues issue was
very important. Though they constituted a minority of the public,
theirs was the voice that Congress heard in determining the Ameri-
can interest.94 Moreover, that voice was amplified by the ideology of
important committee chairs such as Senator Jesse Helms, and by spe-
cial-interest tactics of linking payment of dues to extraneous issues
such as abortion.

The polls were very clear on the issue of indifference. Americans’
interest in the news, particularly news about foreign countries, de-
clined after the end of the Cold War. Only 29 percent of the public
are “very interested” in news about other countries, and 22 percent
were “hardly interested.” When asked about the biggest problems fac-
ing the country, foreign policy issues made up the smallest portion (7

percent) for the public. (For leaders, the number was 19.5 percent.)
“In a post–Cold War world, without a clear-cut ‘us vs. them’ mental-
ity, the relevance of world events appears less evident for many
Americans.”95 Some people describe these attitudes as “soft isolation-
ism.”96 Others call it “tempered internationalism.”97 The problem is
not one of rejection of foreign concerns, which characterized Ameri-
can attitudes toward Europe in the 1930s. It is more a question of in-
difference and internal preoccupation.

The danger of public indifference is that the special interests —
economic, ethnic, ideological—always present in a democracy de-
velop an even stronger voice than normal in defining the national
interest. During the Cold War, containment of Soviet power pro-
vided a north star to guide American foreign policy. Historically, the
Cold War era was an anomalous period of consensus about the cen-
tral concern of foreign policy (and even it involved bitter disputes
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over Vietnam and Central America). In fact, confusion has more of-
ten been the rule. For example, ethnic differences colored appraisals
of whether the United States should enter World War I, and eco-
nomic interests have always played an important role in the making
of American foreign policy.98 A careful study of American definitions
of national interests in the 1890s, 1930s, and 1980s concludes that “there
is no single national interest. Analysts who assume that American has a
discernible national interest whose defense should determine its rela-
tions with other nations are unable to explain the persistent failure to
achieve domestic consensus on international objectives.”99 But never
before have we been so preponderant. Public indifference made our
situation before September 2001 all the more poignant when it came to
deciding how to use and preserve our power.

Congress pays attention to squeaky wheels, and the special interests
press it to legislate the tactics of foreign policy and codes of conduct
with sanctions for other countries. As Henry Kissinger points out,
“What is presented by foreign critics as America’s quest for domina-
tion is very frequently a response to domestic pressure groups.” The
cumulative effect “drives American foreign policy toward unilateral
and bullying conduct. For unlike diplomatic communications, which
are generally an invitation to dialogue, legislation translates into a
take-it-or-leave-it prescription, the operational equivalent of an ulti-
matum.”100 The September 2001 wake up call wiped away indifference
for now, but the isolationist and unilateral temptations remain. “To
the extent that the United States turns unilateralism into a habit or
cuts its contribution to the production of public goods, others will
feel the sting of American power more strongly. And the incentive to
discipline Mr. Big will grow.”101

Attitudes toward globalization could prove to be another Achilles
heel for American power. Americans are not immune to protectionist
backlash, and support for economic globalization may be more frag-
ile than at first appears. A wide range of public opinion surveys re-
port that a plurality or majority oppose policies to further liberalize
trade, immigration, and foreign direct investment. These attitudes—
which align strongly with labor market skills, with lower-wage em-
ployees more likely to be negative—reflect not simply ignorance of
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the benefits but a feeling that the costs of economic insecurity may
be more important.102 Such attitudes may be reinforced by the new
anxiety about terrorism.

Polls show that the sharpest divergence in the attitudes of the pub-
lic and leaders is in response to questions about the priority to be
given to “protecting the jobs of American workers.” Four-fifths of the
public rank this “very important,” compared to 45 percent for lead-
ers.103 Less skilled workers—a group that constitutes the majority of
the U.S. labor force—“have experienced close to zero or even nega-
tive real-wage growth, despite renewed progress in recent years, and
have also seen sharp declines in their wages relative to more-skilled
workers . . . Popular support for further liberalization is likely to be
conditioned on effective governmental assistance to help workers ad-
just to its adverse effects.”104 Leeway to exercise our power abroad de-
pends in part on the policies we follow at home. If the United States
were to turn in a more protectionist direction, we would not only re-
duce the economic growth that underpins our hard power but set an
unfortunate example that would reduce our soft power.

Some argue that the costs of exercising power eventually overbur-
den all empires and that terrorist attacks will make the American pub-
lic weary of “imperial overstretch.”105 But the financial burdens have
not increased, as defense and foreign affairs expenditures have de-
clined as a share of GNP over the past several decades. Furthermore,
our vulnerabilities cannot be removed by turning inward. It is true that
American attitudes are more permissive than strongly supportive of
leaders’ efforts to convert the country’s power resources into effective
influence in the world. If economic slowdown occurs or inequality
grows, or if we fail to cope with terrorism, significant groups may deny
permission, particularly with regard to trade liberalization and immi-
gration. Nonetheless, public opinion is a set of constraints, like dams
and dikes, rather than a direct determinant of foreign policy.106 The
polls show that these constraints are quite broad. The problem of the
home front is less the feared prospects of social and political decay or
economic stagnation than developing and popularizing a vision of
how the United States should define its national interest in a global in-
formation age. We turn to that question next.
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H
ow should the United States define its interests in this
global information age? How shall we decide how much
and when to join with others? What should we do with our

unprecedented power? Isolationists who think we can avoid vulnera-
bility to terrorism by drawing inward fail to understand the realities
of a global information age. At the same time, the new unilateralists
who urge us to unashamedly deploy it on behalf of self-defined
global ends are offering a recipe for undermining our soft power and
encouraging others to create the coalitions that will eventually limit
our hard power. We must do better than that.

When Condoleezza Rice, now the national security advisor, wrote
during the 2000 campaign that we should “proceed from the firm
ground of the national interest and not from the interest of an illu-
sory international community,” what disturbed our European allies
was “the assumption that a conflict between the pursuit of national
interest and commitment to the interests of a far-from-illusory inter-
national community necessarily exists.”1 The ties that bind the inter-
national community may be weak, but they matter. Failure to pay
proper respect to the opinion of others and to incorporate a broad
conception of justice into our national interest will eventually come to
hurt us. As our allies frequently remind us, even well-intentioned
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American champions of benign hegemony do not have all the answers.
While our friends welcomed the multilateralism of the Bush adminis-
tration’s approach after September 2001, they remained concerned
about a return to unilateralism.

Democratic leaders who fail to reflect their nation’s interest are un-
likely to be reelected, and it is in our interest to preserve our preemi-
nent position. But global interests can be incorporated into a broad
and farsighted concept of the national interest. After all, terrorism is a
threat to all societies; international trade benefits us as well as others;
global warming will raise sea levels along all our coasts as well as those
of other countries; infectious diseases can arrive anywhere by ship or
plane; and financial instability can hurt the whole world economy. In
addition to such concrete interests, many Americans want global val-
ues incorporated into our national interest. There are strong indica-
tions that Americans’ values operate in a highly global context—that
our sphere of concern extends well beyond national boundaries. Sev-
enty-three percent agreed with the poll statement “I regard myself as a
citizen of the world as well as a citizen of the United States,” and 44

percent agreed strongly.2 We need a broad definition of our national
interest that takes account of the interests of others, and it is the role of
our leaders to bring this into popular discussions. An enlightened na-
tional interest need not be myopic—as September 2001 reminded us.

Traditionalists distinguish between a foreign policy based on val-
ues and a foreign policy based on interests. They describe as vital
those interests that would directly affect our safety and thus merit
the use of force — for example, to prevent attacks on the United
States, to prevent the emergence of hostile hegemons in Asia or Eu-
rope, to prevent hostile powers on our borders or in control of the
seas, and to ensure the survival of U.S. allies.3 Promoting human
rights, encouraging democracy, or developing specific economic sec-
tors is relegated to a lower priority.

I find this approach too narrow, as I believe that humanitarian in-
terests are also important to our lives and our foreign policy. Certainly
national strategic interests are vital and deserve priority, because if we
fail to protect them, our very survival would be at stake. For example,
today countering and suppressing catastrophic terrorism will deserve
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the priority that was devoted to containing Soviet power during the
Cold War.4 Survival is the necessary condition of foreign policy, but it
is not all there is to foreign policy. Moreover, the connection between
some events (for example, Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, or a North Korean
missile test) and a threat to our national survival may involve a long
chain of causes. People can disagree about how probable any link in
the chain is and thus about the degree of the threat to our survival.
Consequently, reasonable people can disagree about how much “insur-
ance” they want our foreign policy to provide against remote threats to
a vital interest before we pursue other values such as human rights.

In my view, in a democracy, the national interest is simply what
citizens, after proper deliberation, say it is. It is broader than vital
strategic interests, though they are a crucial part. It can include val-
ues such as human rights and democracy, particularly if the Ameri-
can public feels that those values are so important to our identity or
sense of who we are that people are willing to pay a price to promote
them. Values are simply an intangible national interest. If the Ameri-
can people think that our long-term shared interests include certain
values and their promotion abroad, then they become part of the na-
tional interest. Leaders and experts may point out the costs of in-
dulging certain values, but if an informed public disagrees, experts
cannot deny the legitimacy of their opinion.

Determining the national interest involves more than just poll re-
sults. It is opinion after public discussion and deliberation. That is why
it is so important that our leaders do a better job of discussing a broad
formulation of our national interest. Democratic debate is often messy
and does not always come up with the “right” answers. Nonetheless, it
is difficult to see a better way to decide on the national interest in a
democracy. A better-informed political debate is the only way for our
people to determine how broadly or narrowly to define our interests.

the limits of american power

Even when we agree that values matter, the hard job is figuring out
how to bring them to bear in particular instances. Many Americans
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find Russia’s war in Chechnya disturbing, but there are limits to what
we can do because Russia remains a nuclear power and we seek its
help on terrorism. As our parents reminded us,“Don’t let your eyes get
bigger than your stomach, and don’t bite off more than you can chew.”
Given our size, the United States has more margin of choice than most
countries do. But as we have seen in the earlier chapters, power is
changing, and it is not always clear how much we can chew. The dan-
ger posed by the outright champions of hegemony is that their foreign
policy is all accelerator and no brakes. Their focus on unipolarity and
hegemony exaggerates the degree to which the United States is able to
get the outcomes it wants in a changing world.

I argued in chapter 1 that power in a global information age is dis-
tributed like a three-dimensional chess game. The top military board
is unipolar, with the United States far outstripping all other states,
but the middle economic board is multipolar, with the United States,
Europe, and Japan accounting for two-thirds of world product, and
the bottom board of transnational relations that cross borders out-
side the control of governments has a widely dispersed structure of
power. While it is important not to ignore the continuing impor-
tance of military force for some purposes, particularly in relation to
the preindustrial and industrial parts of the world, the hegemonists’
focus on military power can blind us to the limits of our power. As
we have seen, American power is not equally great in the economic
and transnational dimensions. Not only are there new actors to con-
sider in these domains, but many of the transnational issues —
whether financial flows, the spread of AIDS, or terrorism—cannot
be resolved without the cooperation of others. Where collective action
is a necessary part of obtaining the outcomes we want, our power is
by definition limited and the United States is bound to share.

We must also remember the growing role of soft power in this
global information age. It matters that half a million foreign students
want to study in the United States each year, that Europeans and
Asians want to watch American films and TV, that American liberties
are attractive in many parts of the world, and that others respect us
and want to follow our lead when we are not too arrogant. Our val-
ues are significant sources of soft power. Both hard and soft power
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are important, but in a global information age, as we saw in chapter
2, soft power is becoming even more so than in the past. Massive
flows of cheap information have expanded the number of transna-
tional channels of contacts across national borders. As we also noted
earlier, global markets and nongovernmental groups — including
terrorists—play a larger role, and many possess soft power resources.
States are more easily penetrated and less like the classic military
model of sovereign billiard balls bouncing off each other.

The United States, with its open democratic society, will benefit
from the rapidly developing global information age if we develop a
better understanding of the nature and limits of our power. Our in-
stitutions will continue to be attractive to many and the openness of
our society will continue to enhance our credibility. Thus as a coun-
try, we will be well placed to benefit from soft power. But since much
of this soft power is the unintended by-product of social forces, the
government will often find it difficult to manipulate.

The good news is that the social trends of the global information
age are helping to shape a world that will be more congenial to Amer-
ican values in the long run. But the soft power that comes from being
a shining “city upon a hill” (as the Puritan leader John Winthrop first
put it) does not provide the coercive capability that hard power does.
Soft power is crucial, but alone it is not sufficient. Both hard and soft
power will be necessary for successful foreign policy in a global infor-
mation age. Our leaders must make sure that they exercise our hard
power in a manner that does not undercut our soft power.

grand strategy and global public goods

How should Americans set our priorities in a global information
age? What grand strategy would allow us to steer between the “impe-
rial overstretch” that would arise out of the role of global policeman
while avoiding the mistake of thinking the country can be isolated in
this global information age? The place to start is by understanding
the relationship of American power to global public goods. On one
hand, for reasons given above, American power is less effective than
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it might first appear. We cannot do everything. On the other hand, the
United States is likely to remain the most powerful country well into
this century, and this gives us an interest in maintaining a degree of in-
ternational order. More concretely, there is a simple reason why Amer-
icans have a national interest beyond our borders. Events out there can
hurt us, and we want to influence distant governments and organiza-
tions on a variety of issues such as proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, terrorism, drugs, trade, resources, and ecological damage.
After the Cold War, we ignored Afghanistan, but we discovered that
even a poor, remote country can harbor forces that can harm us.

To a large extent, international order is a public good—something
everyone can consume without diminishing its availability to others.5

A small country can benefit from peace in its region, freedom of the
seas, suppression of terrorism, open trade, control of infectious dis-
eases, or stability in financial markets at the same time that the
United States does without diminishing the benefits to the United
States or others. Of course, pure public goods are rare. And some-
times things that look good in our eyes may look bad in the eyes of
others. Too narrow an appeal to public goods can become a self-serv-
ing ideology for the powerful. But these caveats are a reminder to
consult with others, not a reason to discard an important strategic
principle that helps us set priorities and reconcile our national inter-
ests with a broader global perspective.

If the largest beneficiary of a public good (like the United States)
does not take the lead in providing disproportionate resources to-
ward its provision, the smaller beneficiaries are unlikely to be able to
produce it because of the difficulties of organizing collective action
when large numbers are involved.6 While this responsibility of the
largest often lets others become “free riders,” the alternative is that
the collective bus does not move at all. (And our compensation is
that the largest tends to have more control of the steering wheel.)

This puts a different twist on former secretary of state Madeleine
Albright’s frequent phrase that the United States is “the indispensable
nation.” We do not get a free ride. To play a leading role in producing
public goods, the United States will need to invest in both hard power
resources and the soft power resources of setting a good example. The
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latter will require more self-restraint on the part of Congress as well
as putting our own house in order in economics, environment, crim-
inal justice, and so forth. The rest of the world likes to see the United
States lead by example, but when “America is seen, as with emission
standards, to put narrow domestic interests before global needs, re-
spect can easily turn to disappointment and contempt.”7

Increasing hard power will require an investment of resources in the
nonmilitary aspects of foreign affairs, including better intelligence, that
Americans have recently been unwilling to make. While Congress has
been willing to spend 16 percent of the national budget on defense, the
percentage devoted to international affairs has shrunk from 4 percent in
the 1960s to just 1 percent today.8 Our military strength is important,
but it is not sixteen times more important than our diplomacy. Over a
thousand people work on the staff of the smallest regional military
command headquarters, far more than the total assigned to the Ameri-
cas at the Departments of State, Commerce, Treasury, and Agriculture.9

The military rightly plays a role in our diplomacy, but we are investing
in our hard power in overly militarized terms.

As Secretary of State Colin Powell has pleaded to Congress, we
need to put more resources into the State Department, including its
information services and the Agency for International Development
(AID), if we are going to get our messages across. A bipartisan report
on the situation of the State Department recently warned that “if the
‘downward spiral’ is not reversed, the prospect of relying on military
force to protect U.S. national interests will increase because Washing-
ton will be less capable of avoiding, managing or resolving crises
through the use of statecraft.”10 Moreover, the abolition of the United
States Information Agency (which promoted American government
views abroad) as a separate entity and its absorption into the State
Department reduced the effectiveness of one of our government’s
important instruments of soft power.11 It is difficult to be a super-
power on the cheap—or through military means alone.

In addition to better means, we need a strategy for their use. Our
grand strategy must first ensure our survival, but then it must focus
on providing global public goods. We gain doubly from such a strat-
egy: from the public goods themselves, and from the way they legit-
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imize our power in the eyes of others. That means we should give top
priority to those aspects of the international system that, if not at-
tended to properly, would have profound effects on the basic interna-
tional order and therefore on the lives of large numbers of Americans
as well as others. The United States can learn from the lesson of Great
Britain in the nineteenth century, when it was also a preponderant
power. Three public goods that Britain attended to were (l) main-
taining the balance of power among the major states in Europe, (2)
promoting an open international economic system, and (3) main-
taining open international commons such as the freedom of the seas
and the suppression of piracy.

All three translate relatively well to the current American situation.
Maintaining regional balances of power and dampening local incen-
tives to use force to change borders provides a public good for many
(but not all) countries. The United States helps to “shape the environ-
ment” (in the words of the Pentagon’s quadrennial defense review) in
various regions, and that is why even in normal times we keep
roughly a hundred thousand troops forward-based in Europe, the
same number in Asia, and some twenty thousand near the Persian
Gulf. The American role as a stabilizer and reassurance against aggres-
sion by aspiring hegemons in key regions is a blue chip issue. We
should not abandon these regions, as some have recently suggested,
though our presence in the Gulf could be handled more subtly.

Promoting an open international economic system is good for
American economic growth and is good for other countries as well.
As we saw in chapter 3, openness of global markets is a necessary
(though not sufficient) condition for alleviating poverty in poor
countries even as it benefits the United States. In addition, in the long
term, economic growth is also more likely to foster stable, democra-
tic middle-class societies in other countries, though the time scale
may be quite lengthy. To keep the system open, the United States
must resist protectionism at home and support international eco-
nomic institutions such as the World Trade Organization, the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, and the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development that provide a framework of rules for
the world economy.
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The United States, like nineteenth-century Britain, has an interest
in keeping international commons, such the oceans, open to all. Here
our record is mixed. It is good on traditional freedom of the seas. For
example, in 1995, when Chinese claims to the Spratly Islands in the
South China Sea sparked concern in Southeast Asia, the United States
avoided the conflicting claims of various states to the islets and rocks,
but issued a statement reaffirming that the sea should remain open to
all countries. China then agreed to deal with the issue under the Law
of the Seas Treaty. Today, however, the international commons in-
clude new issues such as global climate change, preservation of en-
dangered species, and the uses of outer space, as well as the virtual
commons of cyberspace. But on some issues, such as the global cli-
mate, the United States has taken less of a lead than is necessary. The
establishment of rules that preserve access for all remains as much a
public good today as in the nineteenth century, even though some of
the issues are more complex and difficult than freedom of the seas.

These three classic public goods enjoy a reasonable consensus in
American public opinion, and some can be provided in part through
unilateral actions. But there are also three new dimensions of global
public goods in today’s world. First, the United States should help de-
velop and maintain international regimes of laws and institutions
that organize international action in various domains — not just
trade and environment, but weapons proliferation, peacekeeping,
human rights, terrorism, and other concerns. Terrorism is to the
twenty-first century what piracy was to an earlier era. Some govern-
ments gave pirates and privateers safe harbor to earn revenues or to
harass their enemies. As Britain became the dominant naval power in
the nineteenth century, it suppressed piracy, and most countries ben-
efited from that situation. Today, some states harbor terrorists in or-
der to attack their enemies or because they are too weak to control
powerful groups. If our current campaign against terrorism is seen as
unilateral or biased, it is likely to fail, but if we continue to maintain
broad coalitions to suppress terrorism, we have a good prospect of
success. While our antiterrorism campaign will not be seen as a global
public good by the groups that attack us, our objective should be to
isolate them and diminish the minority of states that give them harbor.
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We should also make international development a higher priority,
for it is an important global public good as well. Much of the poor
majority of the world is in turmoil, mired in vicious circles of dis-
ease, poverty, and political instability. Large-scale financial and scien-
tific help from rich countries is important not only for humanitarian
reasons but also, as Harvard economist Jeffrey Sachs has argued, “be-
cause even remote countries become outposts of disorder for the rest
of the world.”12 Here our record is less impressive. Our foreign aid
has shrunk to 0.1 percent of our GNP, roughly one-third of European
levels, and our protectionist trade measures often hurt poor coun-
tries most. Foreign assistance is generally unpopular with the Ameri-
can public, in part (as polls show) because they think we spend
fifteen to twenty times more on it than we do. If our political leaders
appealed more directly to our humanitarian instinct as well as our
interest in stability, our record might improve. As President Bush
said in July 2001, “This is a great moral challenge.”13 To be sure, aid is
not sufficient for development, and opening our markets, strength-
ening accountable institutions, and discouraging corruption are even
more important.14 Development will take a long time, and we need
to explore better ways to make sure that our help actually reaches the
poor, but both prudence and a concern for our soft power suggest
that we should make development a higher priority.

As a preponderant power, the United States can provide an impor-
tant public good by acting as a mediator. By using our good offices to
mediate conflicts in places such as Northern Ireland, the Middle East,
or the Aegean Sea, the United States can help in shaping interna-
tional order in ways that are beneficial to us as well as to other na-
tions. It is sometimes tempting to let intractable conflicts fester, and
there are some situations where other countries can more effectively
play the mediator’s role. Even when we do not want to take the lead,
our participation can be essential—witness our work with Europe to
try to prevent civil war in Macedonia. But often the United States is
the only country that can bring together mortal enemies as in the
Middle East peace process. And when we are successful, we enhance
our reputation and increase our soft power at the same time that we
reduce a source of instability.
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Table 5.1 A Strategy Based on Global Public Goods

1. Maintain the balance of power in important regions
2. Promote an open international economy
3. Preserve international commons
4. Maintain international rules and institutions
5. Assist economic development
6. Act as convenor of coalitions and mediator of disputes.

human rights and democracy

A grand strategy for protecting our traditional vital interests and
promoting global public goods addresses two-thirds of our national
interest. Human rights and democracy are the third element, but
they are not easily integrated with the others. Other countries and
cultures often interpret these values differently and resent our inter-
vention in their sovereign affairs as self-righteous unilateralism. As
Malaysian prime minister Mahathir Mohamed complained of the
Clinton administration: “No one conferred this right on this crusad-
ing President.” Or in the words of a Republican critic (now a high of-
ficial in the Pentagon): “America is genuinely puzzled by the idea that
American assertiveness in the name of universal principles could
sometimes be seen by others as a form of American unilateralism.”
Yet this charge is levied by many countries, including some of our
friends. “Wilsonian Presidents drive them crazy — and have done
ever since the days of Woodrow Wilson.”15

Americans have wrestled with how to incorporate our values with
our other interests since the early days of the republic, and the four
main views cut across party lines. Isolationists hark back to John
Quincy Adams’s famous 1821 assertion that the United States “goes
not abroad in search of monsters to destroy,” while realists focus on
his pragmatic advice that we should not involve ourselves “beyond
the power of extrication in all the wars of interest and intrigue.”16 At
least since the days of Woodrow Wilson, liberals have stressed
democracy and human rights as foreign policy objectives, and Jimmy
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Carter reestablished them as a priority. Even Ronald Reagan, cer-
tainly a conservative, resorted to the language of human rights, and
today’s neoconservatives “represent, in fact, a Reaganite variant of
Wilsonianism.”17 President George W. Bush frequently reiterated the
realist warning that the United States “cannot become the world’s
911,” but two dozen leading neoconservatives, including William Ben-
nett and Norman Podhoretz, have urged him to make human rights,
religious freedom, and democracy priorities for American foreign
policy and “not to adopt a narrow view of U.S. national interests.”18

Geopolitical realists deplore Wilsonian idealism as dangerous. As
Robert Frost ironically noted, good fences can help to make good
neighbors. While the erosion of sovereignty may help advance hu-
man rights in repressive regimes, it also portends considerable disor-
der. The Peace of Westphalia in the seventeenth century created a
system of sovereign states to curtail vicious civil wars over religion.
The fact that sovereignty is changing is generally a constraint for pol-
icy, not an objective of policy. But whether the realist strategists like it
or not, humanitarian cases such as Somalia, Bosnia, Rwanda, Haiti,
Kosovo, and East Timor will force themselves to the foreground be-
cause of their ability to command attention in a global information
age. And their number will continue to burgeon. As we saw in chap-
ter 3, globalization is disrupting traditional lifestyles, and the weak
states left in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet empire and
old European empires in Africa are particularly vulnerable. If there
are clashes of civilizations, they occur more often within countries or
regions over what Freud called the narcissism of small differences
rather than a grand clash between “the West and the rest.”19 This in
turn leads to increased violence and violation of human rights—all
in the presence of television cameras and the Internet. The result
puts a difficult set of issues on our foreign policy agenda and pre-
sents a challenge to our values. And, of course, our values are an im-
portant source of our soft power.

So where do human rights and democracy fit in the strategy? Hu-
man rights is an important part of foreign policy, but it is not foreign
policy itself, because foreign policy is an effort to accomplish several
objectives: security and economic benefits as well as humanitarian
results. During the Cold War, this often meant that we reluctantly
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had to tolerate human rights abuses by regimes that were crucial to
balancing Soviet power, such as in South Korea before its transition
to democracy. Similar problems persist in the current period—wit-
ness the absence of an American policy to promote democracy in
Saudi Arabia, or the need to balance human rights in Russia with our
interest in forming an anti-terrorist coalition.

Former Clinton administration officials William Perry and Ashton
Carter have suggested a scheme to evaluate risks to U.S. security and
help reassert national priorities in cases that might involve the use of
force. At the top of their hierarchy are A-list threats, of the scale that
the Soviet Union presented to our survival. A threatening China or
the spread of nuclear materials would also fit this category. The B list
of imminent threats to our interests (but not to our survival) in-
cludes situations such as those on the Korean Peninsula and in the
Persian Gulf. Their C list of important “contingencies that indirectly
affect U.S. security but do not directly threaten U.S. interests” in-
cludes “the Kosovos, Bosnias, Somalias, Rwandas, and Haitis.”20

What is striking, however, is that their C list of humanitarian in-
terventions often dominates the foreign policy agenda. Carter and
Perry speculated that this was because of the absence of A-list threats
after the end of the Cold War. To some extent this is true, but another
reason is the ability of C-list issues to dominate media attention in
the global information age. Dramatic visual portrayals of immediate
human conflict and suffering are far easier to convey to the public
than A-list abstractions such as the possibility of a “Weimar Russia,”
the importance of our alliance with Japan, or the potential collapse
of the international system of trade and investment. Few Americans
can look at television pictures of starving people or miserable
refugees on the evening news just before dinner and not feel that we
should do something about it if we can. Some cases are quite easy,
such as hurricane relief to Central America or the early stages of
famine relief in Somalia. But as with Somalia, apparently simple
cases can turn out to be extremely difficult, and others, such as
Kosovo, are difficult from the start.

The problem with such cases is that the humanitarian interest that
instigates the action often turns out to be quite shallow when it en-
counters significant costs in lives or money. The impulse to help
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starving Somalis (whose food supply was being interrupted by vari-
ous warlords) vanished in the face of an image of a dead American
being dragged through the streets of Mogadishu. This is sometimes
attributed to popular reluctance to accept casualties. That is too sim-
ple. Americans went into the Gulf War expecting more than ten
thousand casualties. More properly expressed, Americans are reluc-
tant to accept casualties when their only interests are unreciprocated
humanitarian interests. Ironically, the reaction against such cases
may not only divert attention and limit willingness to support A-list
interests but also interfere with action in more serious humanitarian
crises. One of the direct effects of the Somalia disaster was an Ameri-
can failure (along with other countries) to support and reinforce the
United Nations peacekeeping force in Rwanda, which could have
limited a true genocide in 1994.21

There are no easy answers for such cases. We could not simply
turn off the television or unplug our computers even if we wanted to.
We cannot simply ignore the C list, nor should we. But there are cer-
tain rules of prudence for humanitarian interventions that may help
us integrate our values and our security interests, to steer a path be-
tween the dangers of unfettered Wilsonianism and the narrow real-
ism that George W. Bush articulated in his 2000 campaign.

First, there are many degrees of humanitarian concern and many
degrees of intervention, such as condemnation, sanctions targeted on
individuals, broad sanctions, and various uses of force. We should
save the violent end of the spectrum for only the most egregious
cases discussed below. Second, when we do use force, it is worth re-
membering some principles of just war: having a just cause in the
eyes of others, discrimination in means so that we do not unduly
punish the innocent, proportionality of our means to our ends, and a
high probability (rather than wishful thinking) of good conse-
quences. Such considerations would keep us from sending troops
into civil wars in Congo or Chechnya, where the difficulty and costs
of achieving our ends would exceed our means.

Third, we should generally (except in cases of genocide) avoid the
use of force unless our humanitarian interests are reinforced by the
existence of other national interests, because we are unlikely to have
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the necessary staying power. This was the case in the Gulf War, where
we were concerned not only with the aggression against Kuwait but
also with energy supplies and regional allies. This was not the case in
Somalia, where, as we have seen, the absence of other interests made
the intervention unsustainable when costs mounted. In the former
Yugoslavia (Bosnia and Kosovo), our other interests flowed from our
European allies and NATO.

Fourth, we should try to involve other regional actors, letting
them lead where possible. In East Timor, Australia took the lead,
while the United States offered support in logistics and intelligence.
In Sierra Leone, Britain took the lead. After our failure in Rwanda,
the United States belatedly offered to help African countries with
training, intelligence, logistics, and transportation if they would pro-
vide the troops for a peacekeeping force. If regional states are unwill-
ing to do their part, we should be wary of going it alone. In Europe,
we should welcome the idea of combined joint task forces, including
the planned European Rapid Reaction Force, that would be able to
act in lesser contingencies where we did not need to be involved. We
should encourage a greater European willingness and ability to take
the lead on such issues as keeping the peace in the Balkans.

Fifth, the American people have a real humanitarian interest in
not letting another holocaust occur, as we did in Rwanda in 1994. We
need to do more to organize prevention and response to real cases of
genocide. Unfortunately, the genocide convention is written so
loosely and the word is so abused for political purposes that there is
danger of the term becoming trivialized by being applied to any hate
crimes. We should follow the recommendations of a 1985 UN study
that recommended that “in order that the concept of genocide
should not be devalued or diluted by the inflation of cases . . . consid-
erations both of proportionate scale and of total numbers are rele-
vant.”22 Regardless of the wording of the convention and the efforts
of partisans in particular cases, we should focus our military re-
sponses on instances of intent to destroy large numbers of a people.

Finally, we should be very wary about intervention in civil wars
over self-determination, such as demands for secession by groups in
Indonesia, Central Asia, or in many African countries. Sometimes we
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will be drawn in for other reasons as in the cases mentioned above,
but we should avoid taking sides among ethnic groups as much as
possible. Albanians killing Serb civilians after the Kosovo war is no
more justifiable than Serbs killing Albanian civilians before the war.
In a world of nearly ten thousand ethnic and linguistic groups and
only about two hundred states, the principle of self-determination
presents the threat of enormous violence. It is dangerously ambigu-
ous in moral terms. Atrocities are often committed by activists on
both sides (reciprocal genocide), and the precedent we would create
by endorsing a general right of self-determination could have disas-
trous consequences.

None of these rules will solve all the problems of determining our
national interest in hard cases. They would have led to intervention
in former Yugoslavia and stronger action in Rwanda, but greater cau-
tion in Somalia and many African civil wars. Somewhere between be-
ing the world’s 911 and sitting on the sidelines, we will need some
such prudential rules to help us meld our strategic, economic, and
human rights interests into a sustainable foreign policy.

Finding a formula for deciding when humanitarian intervention is
justified is necessary but not sufficient for the integration of human
rights into foreign policy. How we behave at home also matters.
Amnesty International is overly harsh in its declaration that “today
the United States is as frequently an impediment to human rights as
it is an advocate,” but by ignoring or refusing to ratify human rights
treaties (such as those concerning economic, social, and cultural
rights and discrimination against women), the United States under-
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6. Be wary of civil wars over self-determination



cuts our soft power on these issues.23 Sometimes the causes of our re-
luctance are minor while the costs to our reputation are consider-
able. For instance, it took six years for the United States to sign the
Protocol on Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict because the
Pentagon wanted to recruit seventeen-year-olds (with parental con-
sent). It turned out that this affected fewer than 3,000 of the 1.4 mil-
lion Americans in uniform.24

The promotion of democracy is also a national interest and a
source of soft power, though here the role of force is usually less cen-
tral and the process is of a longer-term nature. The United States has
both an ideological and a pragmatic interest in the promotion of
democracy. While the argument that democracies never go to war
with each other is too simple, it is hard to find cases of liberal democ-
racies doing so.25 Illiberal populist democracies such as Peru,
Ecuador, Venezuela, or Iran, or countries going through the early
stages of democratization, may become dangerous, but liberal
democracies are less likely to produce refugees or engage in terror-
ism.26 President Clinton’s 1995 statement that “ultimately the best
strategy to ensure our security and to build a durable peace is to sup-
port the advance of democracy elsewhere” has a core of truth if ap-
proached with the caveats just described.27 The key is to follow tactics
that are likely to succeed over the long term without imposing inor-
dinate costs on other foreign policy objectives in the near term.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the United States was
among a handful of democracies. Since then, albeit with setbacks, the
number has grown impressively. A third wave of democratization be-
gan in southern Europe in the 1970s, spread to Latin America and parts
of Asia in the 1980s, and hit Eastern Europe in the 1990s.28 Prior to the
1980s, the United States did not pursue aid to democracy on a wide ba-
sis, but since the Reagan and Clinton administrations, such aid has be-
come a deliberate instrument of policy. By the mid-1990s, a host of
U.S. agencies (State Department, Defense Department, AID, Justice
Department, National Endowment for Democracy) were spending
over $700 million on such work.29 Our economic and soft power helps
promote democratic values, and at the same time, our belief in human
rights and democracy helps to increase our soft power.
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the battle between unilateralists 
and multilateralists

How should we engage with other countries? There are three main
approaches: isolation, unilateralism, and multilateralism. Isolationism
persists in public opinion, but it is not a major strategic option for
American foreign policy today. While some people responded to the
September 2001 terrorist attacks by suggesting that we cut back on
foreign involvements, the majority realized that such a policy would
not curtail our vulnerability and could even exacerbate it. The main
battle lines are drawn among internationalists, between those who ad-
vocate unilateralism and those who prefer multilateral tactics. In
William Safire’s phrase, “Uni- is not iso-. In our reluctance to appear
imperious, we could all too quickly abdicate leadership by catering to
the envious crowd.”30 Of course, the differences are a matter of degree,
and there are few pure unilateralists or multilateralists. When the
early actions of the Bush administration led to cries of outrage about
unilateralism, the president disclaimed the label and State Depart-
ment officials described the administration’s posture as selective mul-
tilateralism. But the two ends of the spectrum anchor different views
of the degree of choice that grows out of America’s position in the
world today. I will suggest below some rules for the middle ground.

Some unilateralists advocate an assertive damn-the-torpedoes ap-
proach to promoting American values. They see the danger as a flag-
ging of our internal will and confusion of our goals, which should be
to turn a unipolar moment “into a unipolar era.” In this view, a princi-
pal aim of American foreign policy should be to bring about a change
of regime in undemocratic countries such as Iraq, North Korea, and
China.31 Unilateralists believe that our intentions are good, American
hegemony is benevolent, and that should end the discussion. Multilat-
eralism would mean “submerging American will in a mush of collec-
tive decision-making—you have sentenced yourself to reacting to
events or passing the buck to multilingual committees with fancy
acronyms.”32 They argue that “the main issue of contention between
the United States and those who express opposition to its hegemony is
not American ‘arrogance.’ It is the inescapable reality of American
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power in its many forms. Those who suggest that these international
resentments could somehow be eliminated by a more restrained
American foreign policy are engaging in pleasant delusions.”33

But Americans are not immune from hubris, nor do we have all
the answers. Even if it happened to be true, it would be dangerous to
act according to such an idea. “For if we were truly acting in the in-
terests of others as well as our own, we would presumably accord to
others a substantive role and, by doing so, end up embracing some
form of multilateralism. Others, after all, must be supposed to know
their interests better than we can know them.”34 As one sympathetic
European correctly observed, “From the law of the seas to the Kyoto
Protocol, from the biodiversity convention, from the extraterritorial
application of the trade embargo against Cuba or Iran, from the
brusk calls for reform of the World Bank and the International Mon-
etary Fund to the International Criminal Court: American unilater-
alism appears as an omnipresent syndrome pervading world
politics.”35 When Congress legislated heavy penalties on foreign com-
panies that did business with countries that the United States did not
like, the Canadian foreign minister complained, “This is bullying, but
in America, you call it ‘global leadership.’ ”36

Other unilateralists (sometimes called sovereigntists) focus less on
the promotion of American values than on their protection, and they
sometimes gain support from the significant minority of isolationist
opinion that still exists in this country. As one put it, the strongest
and richest country in the world can afford to safeguard its sover-
eignty. “An America that stands aloof from various international un-
dertakings will not find that it is thereby shut out from the rest of the
world. On the contrary, we have every reason to expect that other na-
tions, eager for access to American markets and eager for other coop-
erative arrangements with the United States, will often adapt
themselves to American preferences.”37 In this view, Americans
should resist the encroachment of international law, especially claims
of universal jurisdiction. Instead, “the United States should strongly
espouse national sovereignty, the bedrock upon which democracy
and self-government are built, as the fundamental organizing princi-
ple of the international system.”38 Or as Senator Jesse Helms warned,
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the United Nations can be a useful instrument for America’s world
role, but if it “aspires to establish itself as the central moral authority
of a new international order . . . then it begs for confrontation and,
more important, eventual U. S. withdrawal.”39

This battle between multilateralists and unilateralists, often played
out in a struggle between the president and Congress, has led to a
somewhat schizophrenic American foreign policy. The United States
played a prominent role in promoting such multilateral projects as
the Law of the Seas Treaty, the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, the
Land Mines Treaty, the International Criminal Court, the Kyoto Pro-
tocol on climate change, and others, but it has failed to follow
through with congressional ratification. In some instances, the result
has been what The Economist calls “parallel unilateralism—a willing-
ness to go along with international accords, but only so far as they
suit America, which is prepared to conduct policy outside their con-
straints.”40 For instance, the United States asserts the jurisdictional
limits of the unratified Law of the Seas Treaty. It has pledged not to
resume testing nuclear weapons, but because of the unilateral nature
of the decision, it does not gain the benefits of verification and the
ability to bind others. In other instances, such as antipersonnel land
mines, the United States has argued that it needs them to defend
against tanks in Korea, but it has undertaken research on a new type
of mine that might allow it to join by 2006.41 In the case of the Kyoto
Protocol, President Bush refused to negotiate and peremptorily pro-
nounced it “dead.” The result was a foreign reaction of frustration
and anger that undermined our soft power.

During the 2000 political campaign, George W. Bush aptly de-
scribed the situation: “Our nation stands alone right now in the
world in terms of power. And that’s why we’ve got to be humble and
yet project strength in a way that promotes freedom. . . . If we are an
arrogant nation, they’ll view us that way, but if we’re a humble nation,
they’ll respect us.”42 Yet our allies and other foreign nations consid-
ered the early actions of his administration arrogantly unilateral.
Within a few months, America’s European allies joined other coun-
tries in refusing for the first time to reelect the United States to the
UN Human Rights Commission. The secretary of defense, Donald
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Rumsfeld, said that “gratitude is gone,”43 and the secretary of state,
Colin Powell, explained that “the ‘sole superpower’ charge is always
out there and that may have influenced some.”44 In the less temperate
words of television commentator Morton Kondracke, “We’re the
most powerful country in the world by far, and a lot of pipsqueak
wannabes like France resent the hell out of it. . . . When they have a
chance to stick it to us, they try.”45 The House of Representatives re-
sponded by voting to withhold funds from the UN. But the situation
was more complicated than such responses acknowledged.

At the beginning of the last century, as America rose to world
power, Teddy Roosevelt advised that we should speak softly but carry
a big stick. Now that we have the stick, we need to pay more attention
to the first part of his admonition. And we need not just to speak
more softly but to listen more carefully. As Chris Patten, the EU com-
missioner for external affairs and former British Conservative leader,
explained a year earlier, the United States is a staunch friend with
much to admire, “but there are also many areas in which I think they
have got it wrong, the UN, for example, environmental policy, and a
pursuit of extraterritorial powers combined with a neuralgic hostility
to any external authority over their own affairs.”46 In the words of
one observer, at the start of his administration President Bush “con-
trived to prove his own theory that arrogance provokes resentment
for a country that, long before his arrival, was already the world’s
most conspicuous and convenient target.”47

The United States should aim to work with other nations on global
problems in a multilateral manner whenever possible. I agree with the
recent bipartisan commission on our national security, chaired by
former senators Gary Hart and Warren Rudman, which concluded
that “emerging powers—either singly or in coalition—will increas-
ingly constrain U.S. options regionally and limit its strategic influ-
ence. As a result we will remain limited in our ability to impose our
will, and we will be vulnerable to an increasing range of threats.” Bor-
ders will become more porous, rapid advances in information and
biotechnologies will create new vulnerabilities, the United States will
become “increasingly vulnerable to hostile attack on the American
homeland, and the U.S. military superiority will not entirely protect
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us.”48 This means we must develop multilateral laws and institutions
that constrain others and provide a framework for cooperation. In
the words of the Hart-Rudman Commission, “America cannot se-
cure and advance its own interests in isolation.”49 As the terrorist at-
tacks of September 11 showed, even a superpower needs friends.

Granted, multilateralism can be used as a strategy by smaller states
to tie the United States down like Gulliver among the Lilliputians. It
is no wonder that France prefers a multipolar and multilateral world,
and less developed countries see multilateralism as in their interests,
because it gives them some leverage on the United States.50 But this
does not mean multilateralism is not generally in American interests
as well. “By resting our actions on a legal basis (and accepting the
correlative constraints), we can make the continued exercise of our
disproportionate power easier for others to accept.”51

Multilateralism involves costs, but in the larger picture, they are
outweighed by the benefits. International rules bind the United States
and limit our freedom of action in the short term, but they also serve
our interest by binding others as well. Americans should use our
power now to shape institutions that will serve our long-term na-
tional interest in promoting international order. “Since there is little
reason for believing that the means of policy will be increased, we are
left to rely on the greater cooperation of others. But the greater coop-
eration of others will mean that our freedom of action is narrowed.”52

It is not just that excessive unilateralism can hurt us; multilateralism
is often the best way to achieve our long-run objectives.

Action to shape multilateralism now is a good investment for our
future. Today, as we have seen, “worried states are making small ad-
justments, creating alternatives to alliance with the United States.
These small steps may not look important today, but eventually the
ground will shift and the U.S.-led postwar order will fragment and
disappear.”53 These tendencies are countered by the very openness of
the American system. The pluralistic and regularized way in which
foreign policy is made reduces surprises. Opportunities for foreign-
ers to raise their voice and influence the American political and gov-
ernmental system not only are plentiful but constitute an important
incentive for alliance.54 Ever since Athens transformed the Delian
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League into an empire, smaller allies have been torn between anxi-
eties over abandonment or entrapment. The fact that American allies
are able to voice their concerns helps to explain why American al-
liances have persisted so long after Cold War threats receded.

The other element of the American order that reduces worry
about power asymmetries is our membership in a web of multilateral
institutions ranging from the UN to NATO. Some call it an institu-
tional bargain. The price for the United States was reduction in
Washington’s policy autonomy, in that institutional rules and joint
decision making reduced U.S. unilateralist capacities. But what
Washington got in return was worth the price. America’s partners
also had their autonomy constrained, but they were able to operate
in a world where U.S. power was more restrained and reliable.55 Seen
in the light of a constitutional bargain, the multilateralism of Ameri-
can preeminence is a key to its longevity, because it reduces the in-
centives for constructing alliances against us. And to the extent that
the EU is the major potential challenger in terms of capacity, the idea
of a loose constitutional framework between the United States and
the societies with which we share the most values makes sense.56

Of course, not all multilateral arrangements are good or in our in-
terests, and the United States should occasionally use unilateral tac-
tics in certain situations, which I will describe below. The
presumption in favor of multilateralism that I recommend need not
be a straitjacket. Richard Haass, the State Department’s director of
policy planning, says, “What you’re going to get from this adminis-
tration is ‘à la carte multilateralism.’ We’ll look at each agreement and
make a decision, rather than come out with a broad-based ap-
proach.”57 So how should Americans choose between unilateral and
multilateral tactics? Here are seven tests to consider.

First, in cases that involve vital survival interests, we should not
rule out unilateral action, though when possible we should seek in-
ternational support for these actions. The starkest case in the last half
century was the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. American leaders felt
obliged to consider unilateral use of force, though it is important to
note that President Kennedy also sought the legitimacy of opinion
expressed in multilateral forums such as the United Nations and the
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Organization of American States. Strikes against terrorist camps and
safe havens are a current example, but again, unilateral actions are
best when buttressed by multilateral support.

Second, we should be cautious about multilateral arrangements
that interfere with our ability to produce stable peace in volatile ar-
eas. Because of our global military role, the United States sometimes
has interests and vulnerabilities that are different from those of
smaller states with more limited interests—witness the role of land
mines in preventing North Korean tanks crossing the demilitarized
zone into South Korea. Thus the multilateral treaty banning land
mines was easier for other countries to sign. As noted previously, the
United States announced that it would work to develop new mines
that might allow it to sign by 2006. Similarly, given the global role of
American military forces, if the procedures of the International
Criminal Court cannot be clarified to ensure protection of American
troops from unjustified charges of war crimes, they might deter the
United States from contributing to the public good of peacekeeping.
The ICC procedures currently proposed give primary jurisdiction
over alleged war crimes by American servicemen to the United
States, but there is still a danger of overzealous prosecutors egged on
by hostile NGOs in instances where the United States finds no case.
We should seek further assurances such as clarifying declarations by
the UN Security Council. While the ICC has problems, helping to
shape its procedures would be a better policy than abetting the cur-
rent trend toward national claims of universal legal jurisdiction that
are evolving in ad hoc fashion beyond our control.58

Third, unilateral tactics sometimes help lead others to compro-
mises that advance multilateral interests. The multilateralism of free
trade and the international gold standard in the nineteenth century
were achieved not by multilateral means but by Britain’s unilateral
moves of opening its markets and maintaining the stability of its cur-
rency.59 America’s relative openness after 1945 and, more recently,
trade legislation that threatened unilateral sanctions if others did not
negotiate helped create conditions that prodded other countries to
move forward with the WTO dispute settlement mechanism. Some-
times the United States is big enough to set high standards and get
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away with it—witness our more stringent regulations for financial
markets. Such actions can lead to the creation of higher international
standards. The key is whether the unilateral action was designed to
promote a global public good.

The Kyoto Protocol, which caused President Bush such trouble at
the beginning of his presidency, could have been another case in
point had it been handled differently. Many who accept the reality of
global warming and support the Framework Convention on Climate
Change (the Rio agreement signed by President George H. Bush and
ratified by the Senate in 1992) believed that the Kyoto agreement was
badly flawed because it did not include developing countries and be-
cause its target for emission cuts, according to The Economist, “could
not be done except at ruinous cost, and perhaps not even then.” A
longer-term plan based on milder reductions at the start followed by
more demanding targets farther out would provide time for capital
stocks to adjust and market-based instruments such as tradable per-
mits to lower the costs of emissions reductions.60 It would also re-
duce the trade-off with economic growth, which benefits a wide
range of nations, including the poor.61 If, instead of resisting the sci-
ence and abruptly pronouncing the protocol dead on grounds of do-
mestic interest, the Bush administration had said, “We will work on a
domestic energy policy that cuts emissions and at the same time ne-
gotiate with you for a better treaty,” his initial unilateralism would ar-
guably have advanced multilateral interests.62

Fourth, the United States should reject multilateral initiatives that
are recipes for inaction, promote others’ self-interest, or are contrary
to our values.63 The New International Information Order proposed
by the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UN-
ESCO) in the 1970s would have helped authoritarian governments to
restrict freedom of the press. Similarly, the New International Eco-
nomic Order fostered by the General Assembly at the same time
would have interfered with the public good of open markets. Some-
times multilateral procedures are obstructive—for example, Russia’s
and China’s efforts to prevent Security Council authorization of inter-
vention to stop the human rights violations in Kosovo in 1999. Ulti-
mately the United States decided to go ahead without Security
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Council approval, but even then the American intervention was not
purely unilateral but taken with strong support of our allies in NATO.

Fifth, multilateralism is essential on intrinsically cooperative is-
sues that cannot be managed by the United States without the help of
other countries. Climate change is a perfect example. Global warm-
ing will be costly to us, but it cannot be prevented by the United
States alone cutting emissions of carbon dioxide, methane, and par-
ticulates. The United States is the largest source of such warming
agents, but three-quarters of the sources originate outside our bor-
ders. Without cooperation, the problem is beyond our control. The
same is true of a long list of items: the spread of infectious diseases,
the stability of global financial markets, the international trade sys-
tem, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, narcotics traf-
ficking, international crime syndicates, transnational terrorism. All
these problems have major effects on Americans, and their control
ranks as an important national interest — but one that cannot be
achieved except by multilateral means.

Sixth, multilateralism should be sought as a means to get others
to share the burden and buy into the idea of providing public goods.
Sharing helps foster commitment to common values. Even militar-
ily, the United States should rarely intervene alone. Not only does
this comport with the preferences of the American public, but it has
practical implications. The United States pays a minority share of
the cost of UN and NATO peacekeeping operations, and the legiti-
macy of a multilateral umbrella reduces collateral political costs to
our soft power.

Seventh, in choosing between multilateral and unilateral tactics,
we must consider the effects of the decision on our soft power. If we
continue to define our power too heavily in military terms, we may
fail to understand the need to invest in other instruments. As we have
seen, soft power is becoming increasingly important, but soft power
is fragile and can be destroyed by excessive unilateralism and arro-
gance. In balancing whether to use multilateral or unilateral tactics,
or to adhere to or refuse to go along with particular multilateral ini-
tiatives, we have to consider how we explain it to others and what the
effects will be on our soft power.
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Table 5.3 Checklist for Multilateral Versus Unilateral Tactics

1. Survival interests at stake
2. Effect on military and peace
3. Leadership increases public goods
4. Consistency with our values
5. Intrinsically cooperative issues
6. Helps on burden sharing
7. Effects on our soft power

In short, American foreign policy in a global information age should
have a general preference for multilateralism, but not all multilateral-
ism. At times we will have to go it alone. When we do so in pursuit of
public goods, the nature of our ends may substitute for the means in
legitimizing our power in the eyes of others. If, on the other hand,
the new unilateralists try to elevate unilateralism from an occasional
temporary tactic to a full-fledged strategy, they are likely to fail for
three reasons: (1) the intrinsically multilateral nature of a number of
important transnational issues in a global age, (2) the costly effects
on our soft power, and (3) the changing nature of sovereignty.

sovereignty, democracy, and global institutions

As we saw in chapter 3, at this point in history democracy works best
in sovereign nation-states, and that is likely to change only slowly.
Giving too much power to global institutions could lead to a loss of
democracy in decision making for the United States as well as other
countries.64 But sovereignty is a slippery term. Those who resist mul-
tilateralism define sovereignty narrowly as domestic authority and
control. But as we have seen, unilateral control may be impossible on
some global issues. In instances where we do not have the unilateral
capability to produce the outcomes we want, our sovereign control
may be enhanced by membership in good standing in the regimes
that make up the substance of international life.65
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We saw in chapters 2 and 3 that sovereignty remains important but
that its content is changing under the influence of transnational
forces of information and globalization. Sovereign states have always
been porous to some degree, but today, less than ever, we cannot pro-
tect our homeland simply by protecting our borders.66 As we found
after September 2001, the only way to deal with many transnational
intrusions is to mount a forward defense that involves cooperation in
intelligence and law enforcement with other countries behind their
borders and inside ours. Other countries’ governments are quite often
better placed to identify and arrest terrorists. Their cooperation is es-
sential, and obtaining it will depend on both our hard and soft power.

Transnational relations and multiple identities also undermine
our impermeability. Who we are is harder to define when Japanese
firms are major exporters from the United States, American firms
produce more overseas than they export, and the NGOs and political
leaders who pressed for the land mines treaty included large num-
bers of Americans, including prominent senators. Mixed coalitions
crisscross borders, and the price of stopping them would be prohibi-
tive in terms of our basic democratic values and civil liberties.

Some sovereigntists believe that “America does not have to play by
the rules that everybody else plays by because nobody can make it
play by them—and besides it has its own set of more important
ones.”67 But the costs are high in terms of rejection of U.S. leadership
by states that otherwise would defer to our views, as well as our in-
ability to achieve all our objectives alone. Moreover, American cor-
porations are vulnerable to foreign and NGO reactions, and when
they are hurt, they will press the government for relief at national or
state levels. As columnist Tom Friedman observed, the smart activists
are saying, “Okay, you want to play markets? Let’s play.” After Exxon
supported the Bush administration’s killing of the Kyoto Protocol,
activists in Europe started a boycott of its products. Shell and BP, on
the other hand, had withdrawn from the oil industry lobby that had
been dismissing climate change.68 And American corporations send
armies of lobbyists to Brussels and Geneva, where the EU, the WTO,
and the International Telecommunications Union shape new global
rules on matters such as electronic commerce, intellectual property,
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and technical standards. “No government, no matter how powerful,
can unilaterally impose or enforce its will on these issues. They em-
broil too many actors and interests in too many countries to be sus-
ceptible to brute, hegemonic force.”69 And when our rejection of
cooperation appears narrowly self-interested and arrogant, we un-
dercut our soft power. A consistently unilateral view of sovereignty
will prove too costly to sustain.

At the same time, the problem of democratic accountability of
multilateral institutions, discussed in chapter 3, remains a real one.
As the lawyer Kal Raustiala notes, “It is the process of multilateral
lawmaking, rather than the substance, that largely creates tensions
with democracy and sovereignty. . . . The threats to sovereignty and
democracy from multilateral cooperation are not large but they are
real.”70 Rather than rejecting such institutions, as the sovereigntists
advise, there are several things that the United States should do to re-
spond to the concerns about a democratic deficit and to enhance the
accountability and legitimacy of the multilateral institutions and
networks that provide the necessary governance for globalism.

Most important, perhaps, is to try to design multilateral institu-
tions that preserve as much space as possible for domestic democra-
tic processes to operate. The real policy challenge is making the
world safe for different brands of national economies to prosper side
by side. The answer involves multilateral procedures, modest barri-
ers, and rules of the game that allow countries to reimpose restric-
tions when not doing so would jeopardize a legitimate national
objective.71 Here the WTO is illustrative. While its dispute settlement
procedures intrude on domestic sovereignty, as mentioned above, a
country can respond to domestic democratic processes and reject a
judgment if it is willing to pay carefully limited compensation to the
trade partners injured by its actions. And if a country does defect
from its trade agreements, the procedure limits the tit-for-tat down-
ward spiral of retaliation that so devastated the world economy in
the 1930s. In a sense, the procedure is like having a fuse in the electri-
cal system of a house—better the fuse blows than the house burns
down. The danger, however, is that our governments will legalize
rather than negotiate too many of their trade disputes and eventually
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overburden an institution that, contrary to the protesters’ arguments,
leaves room for domestic democratic processes.

In addition, better accountability can start at home in democra-
cies. If the American people believe that environmental standards are
not adequately taken into account at WTO meetings in Geneva, we
can press our government to include EPA officials in our delegations.
Congress can hold hearings before or after meetings, and legislators
can themselves become members of the national delegations to vari-
ous organizations.

Moreover, Americans should understand that democratic account-
ability can be quite indirect. Accountability is ensured in multiple
ways, not only through voting, even in well-functioning democracies.
In the United States, for example, the Supreme Court and the Federal
Reserve system are responsive to elections only indirectly through a
long chain of delegation. Professional norms and standards also help
to keep judges and bankers accountable. IMF and World Bank officials
are accountable to executive directors who are accountable to govern-
ments. There is no reason in principle that indirect accountability
should be inconsistent with democracy, or that international institu-
tions should be held to a higher standard than domestic institutions.

Increased transparency—that is, curtailing secrecy of procedures—
is essential if international institutions are to be held accountable. In
addition to voting, people in democracies communicate and agitate
over issues through a variety of means ranging from letters and polls
to protests. Interest groups and a free press play an important role in
creating transparency in our domestic democratic politics. We call the
press the essential fourth branch of government, and this is a role that
the press and NGOs can play at the international level as well. NGOs
are self-selected, not democratically elected, but they can play a posi-
tive role in increasing transparency. They deserve a voice but not a
vote. For them to fill this role, they need to be provided with informa-
tion and included in dialogues with institutions. In some instances,
such as judicial procedures or market interventions, it is unrealistic to
provide the information in advance, but records and justifications of
decisions can later be provided for comment and criticism, as the Fed
and the Supreme Court do in our domestic politics. We should press
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international institutions and networks to put more information on
the Internet.72 (The same standards of transparency should be applied
to NGOs themselves.)

The private sector can also contribute to accountability. Private as-
sociations and codes, such as those established by the international
chemical industry in the aftermath of the explosion of Union Car-
bide’s plant in the Indian city of Bhopal in 1984, can prevent a race to
the bottom in standards. The practice of naming and shaming has
helped consumers to hold accountable transnational firms in the toy
and apparel industries — as Mattel and Nike can attest. And while
people have unequal votes in markets, in the aftermath of the Asian
financial crisis, accountability through markets may have led to more
increases in transparency by corrupt governments than any formal
agreements did. Open markets can help to diminish the undemocra-
tic power of local monopolies and can reduce the power of en-
trenched and unresponsive government bureaucracies, particularly
in countries where parliaments are weak. Moreover, efforts by in-
vestors to increase transparency and legal predictability can have
beneficial spillover effects on political institutions.

If multilateral institutions are to be preserved, we will need to en-
gage in experiments designed to improve accountability. Trans-
parency is essential, and international organizations can provide
more access, even if it requires delayed release of records in the man-
ner practiced by the Supreme Court and Federal Reserve. NGOs
could be welcomed as observers (as the World Bank has done) or al-
lowed to file amicus curiae briefs in WTO dispute settlement cases
(although the privilege might be extended only to those who are
transparent about their own membership and finances). In some
cases, such as the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN, which is incorporated as a nonprofit institution
under the laws of California), experiments with direct voting for
board members may prove fruitful, though the danger of capture by
well-organized interest groups remains a problem. Hybrid network
organizations that combine governmental, intergovernmental, and
nongovernmental representatives, such as the World Commission on
Dams or Kofi Annan’s Global Compact, are other avenues to explore.
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Congressmen could attend assemblies of parliamentarians associated
with some organizations to hold hearings and receive information,
even if not to vote (for reasons given earlier).

There is no single answer to the question of how to reconcile the
necessary global multilateral institutions with democratic account-
ability. Highly technical organizations may be able to derive their le-
gitimacy from their efficacy alone. But the more that an institution
deals with broad values, the more the legitimacy of democratic ac-
countability becomes relevant. Americans concerned about democ-
racy will need to think harder about norms and procedures for the
governance of globalization. Demands for withdrawal, direct elec-
tions, or control by unelected NGOs will not solve the problem.
Changes in processes that increase transparency and take advantage
of the multiple forms of accountability that exist in modern democ-
racies will be necessary to preserve the multilateral options that we
will need to deal with global problems.

peering into the future

The September 2001 wake-up call means that Americans are unlikely
to slip back into the complacency that marked the first decade after
the Cold War. If we respond effectively, it is highly unlikely that ter-
rorists could destroy American power, but the campaign against ter-
rorism will require a long and sustained effort. At the same time, the
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1. Design institutions to protect domestic processes (e.g., WTO)
2. Involve legislators in delegations and advisory groups
3. Make use of indirect accountability (e.g., reputations, markets)
4. Increase transparency through the press, NGOs, Web sites
5. Encourage private sector accountability
6. Experiment with new forms (e.g., ICANN, World Commission 
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United States is unlikely to face a challenge to its preeminence unless
it acts so arrogantly that it helps other states to overcome their built-
in limitations. The one entity with the capacity to challenge the
United States in the near future is the European Union if it were to
become a tight federation with major military capabilities and if the
relations across the Atlantic were allowed to sour. Such an outcome is
possible but would require major changes in Europe and consider-
able ineptitude in American policy to bring it about. Nonetheless,
even short of such a challenge, the diminished fungibility of military
power in a global information age means that Europe is already well
placed to balance the United States on the economic and transna-
tional chessboards. Even short of a military balance of power, other
countries may be driven to work together to take actions to compli-
cate American objectives. Or, as the French critic Dominique Moisi
puts it, “The global age has not changed the fact that nothing in the
world can be done without the United States. And the multiplicity of
new actors means that there is very little the United States can
achieve alone.”73

The United States can learn useful lessons about a strategy of pro-
viding public goods from the history of Pax Britannica. An Aus-
tralian analyst may be right in her view that if the United States plays
its cards well and acts not as a soloist but as the leader of a concert of
nations, “the Pax Americana, in terms of its duration, might . . . be-
come more like the Pax Romana than the Pax Britannica.”74 If so, our
soft power will play a major role. As Henry Kissinger has argued, the
test of history for the United States will be whether we can turn our
current predominant power into international consensus and our
own principles into widely accepted international norms. That was
the greatness achieved by Rome and Britain in their times.75

Unlike Britain, Rome succumbed not to the rise of a new empire,
but to internal decay and a death of a thousand cuts from various
barbarian groups. We saw in chapter 4 that while internal decay is al-
ways possible, none of the commonly cited trends seems to point
strongly in that direction at this time. At the start of the century, ter-
rorist threats notwithstanding, American attitudes are both positive
and realistic. The initial response to September 2001 was encourag-
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ing. The public did not turn to isolationism and the Congress and
administration curbed their unilateralism. The public is also realistic
about the limits of American power and expresses a willingness to
share. “While 28% say America will remain the major world power in
the next 100 years, 61% believe the United States will share this status
with a few other countries. (Fewer than one in 10 thinks the U.S. will
no longer be a major power.)”76 Large majorities oppose a purely
unilateralist approach. “Upwards of two-thirds of the public oppose,
in principle, the U.S. acting alone overseas without the support of
other countries.”77 The American public seems to have an intuitive
sense for soft power even if the term is unfamiliar.

On the other hand, it is harder to exclude the barbarians. The dra-
matically decreased cost of communication, the rise of transnational
domains (including the Internet) that cut across borders, and the de-
mocratization of technology that puts massive destructive power
(once the sole preserve of governments) into the hands of groups and
individuals all suggest dimensions that are historically new. In the last
century, men such Hitler, Stalin, and Mao needed the power of the
state to wreak great evil. “Such men and women in the 21st century will
be less bound than those of the 20th by the limits of the state, and less
obliged to gain industrial capabilities to wreak havoc. . . . Clearly the
threshold for small groups or even individuals to inflict massive dam-
age on those they take to be their enemies is falling dramatically.”78

Countering such terrorist groups must be a top priority. Homeland
defense takes on a new importance and a new meaning and will re-
quire an intelligent combination of hard and soft power. If such
groups were to produce a series of events involving even greater de-
struction and disruption of society than occurred in September 2001,
American attitudes might change dramatically, though the direction of
the change is difficult to predict. Isolationism might make a comeback,
but greater engagement in world events is equally plausible.

Other things being equal, the United States is well placed to re-
main the leading power in world politics well into the twenty-first
century or beyond. This prognosis depends upon assumptions that
can be spelled out. For example, it assumes that the long-term pro-
ductivity of the American economy will be sustained, that American
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society will not decay, that the United States will maintain its military
strength but not become overmilitarized, that Americans will not be-
come so unilateral and arrogant in their strength that they squander
the nation’s considerable fund of soft power, that there will not be
some catastrophic series of events that profoundly transforms Ameri-
can attitudes in an isolationist direction, and that Americans will de-
fine their national interest in a broad and farsighted way that
incorporates global interests. Each of these assumptions can be ques-
tioned, but they currently seem more plausible than their alternatives.
If the assumptions hold, America will continue to be number one, but
even so, in this global information age, number one ain’t gonna be
what it used to be. To succeed in such a world, America must not only
maintain its hard power but understand its soft power and how to
combine the two in the pursuit of national and global interests.
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